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PREFACE

Definition

The increasing use of the audiovisual label over the

last thirty years has created a term with varied meanings.

The audiovisual field has been'udefinee by listing machines,

by listing sensory experiences or by indicating what audio-

in technology have been applied to the problems of education,

the audiovisual label has becoMe less useful to describe the

4eld with accuracy. A call for unity and direction has come

rOm many sources within and without the audiovisua

attempts to define the broader fief.s mono:

tedhnology which 4ncorpora.tes certain aspects

e established audiovisual field.

11114tadk of defining a field is difficu

init)ian. may be considered as the kinal defin

jOh rrillr'Perve as 4 StiigiluP for f4rEhPr.

04i-rWre e-:4nitiOn. If, it is used to ptoniOtO

°t040 discOSion among the personnel Withill.the f*eld,

ave- serve to 'purpose.

resents -he-c,44-mtAtO,*140'h

tles.04ri 4 4- 4 evn In .f1harEpr TT the developments

014 440315,h4vast thirty

for the 4011A4Oit. A 4:00414#4:Ori,



stated in Chapter III. The rationale supporting the defini=

tion is outlined with particular reference to contributions

from communication theory and learning theory. Models are
. -

used as reference points. Chapter IV applies -the definition

to the functions of personnel within the field; suggesting .

certain realignments based on new insights and directions

derved from the definition.

Terminology

The undefined bOUndarieS of the aUdioVisUal..,_

400 been ~further -c01044ated by the use of terms

manufacturers of devices and Eit-044Ce,ZtST

Many terms were accepted regionally Or wi

iegmeiii of the field. A universe of d*SCPPOP

e With a -diVersity of terms.,indMultiple.

This monograph attempts to bring together and 40

widely used terms relating to inetructiona

q definition6 of approximately 900 key erins ewer

selected over 2 000 terms reviewed for possible inc

criterion of utility was more important in the selectl-04

an comiarehensiveness. Terms in cu_ rrent Irlsag7tv,gr,

zed and reviewed by members of the Commission an_

04:OrY. Committee , of the TeChnologiCai Development. Pr'"t

ective of this section ts-t0-d00#0: egoll-t400-

Might be achieved. This terminology should.



serve as

munidate

a reference

information

for all writers and

about technology in

The Commission

speakers who corn-

education.

The Technological Development Project of the National

Education Association was supported by-the United States

Office of Education. It offered an opportunity to define the

field and its related terminology. The Commission on

Definition and Terminology was .established to analyze th

problem and to offer to the field a publication which would

serve, as a reference point fOr further discussion.

Director of the Audiovipuil Oentex::'

racuse University served ahairnian of the

is ziriOnograph. Members of the tomm4,4Sion

Henry ,Itterii/,Researdh Associate,. 4,4104S043
centek'i,: Indiana" tiniver-Sity

Samuel. Cohen, Administrative Assistant, Hewle
ere Public Schools., Hewlett, New York

-Sidney Eikicli; Research Associate,
'Development Project

eohnblOgCal.

James .1{nowltbn. Assistant in _Research,: Indiana-
Unittersity

OP: M. .14.ricle4:Researc4 46sociate,,..SChoOl'
E C:4:t 40 , VrA of

California'.

Angeles=. or.:Matkle was associated :wkth
the} Center for Programed Instruction
York -141110,e serving: on the'40tini:44.b#:)

, +AT , _ ,- `":"^



Consultants to the project included:

Lee E. Campion: Director of Educational
Communications, State Education Department,:
Albany, New York. (ft. Campion was formerly
Associate Investigator in the Technological
Development Project.)

Edgar Dale, Professor of Education,-Ohio State
University

James D. Finn., Professor of Education VIAYOrOitY
of Southern, California. (Dr., Finn is
Principal Investigator for the 1**10100C41
DeVelOPMent-'Projecti)

George Gerbner, Research Associate Professor o

communications: University of Illingis

Vander `Meer,'_ Dean, College of,EducatiOnt,
Pennsylvania '_State University

Research Associates at Syracuse University were

ommission MeMber-.-s_havO contributed t9'010.
_

,c,94-nt,ot this document but the Editor assumes xv,s0Onsi--

or ehq f44al prodUct. Dr. Cohen_ prePared thP

. Dr. Bern authored Chapter, II. Chapter T.=

of 'then. commi0Oion1 s Work lout the portion dea

cation;_ and le-!41i1.4ig,404Ols):40: well as. the

pAtipf. the _audieiVisu41 model, 4 the.. of
AA

Oilapter ilVatalqamates 4404s. from

;

och Dr Charles F. Hoban , Dr. CoheP, an

Commission, member's.

eOmpgehefisive list of definitions forte teat

machine:s'and programed in4truCtion of the tericiinO,



section, was written by Dr. Markle. Don A. Nolder compiled--

The editor' is particularly indebted to intellectual

contributions of the Commission members without whom this

ograih, .could not have been written. A Itajor cont_ributiOn

Sidney- C. 2bOch:Yho submitted major ideas

hitkon. Dori 'Nolder ReSearch Absistant,regardin

ellq4 all terms which were potent*al entftes

And finally,. to mrS. Illni,fred .B40,

itOrk tlrist for final draft',

cession of 9r,04tude for the patiq06e, understanding

x6;°"1-Pnal competency to finish a monumental task.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Teaphing and learning are among tbe most difficult

and complex processes to be found in our society. This is

becoming more widely recognized and underStood as axesult

of the extensive examinatiibn of American education during

,e past decade. Through the mass media of coMmunication4

public attention has been focuped upon the .written ,an4

spoken statements of educators, supporters and apologists

for the schools, and the constructive and destructive critics

of education. It is becoming more and more apparent that the

difficulties and dOmplexities of teaching and learninshaVe

been intensified by rapid and drastid changes `in Man's

knowledge, in the world of international relationships, in

the fabric of American society, in the pattern of techno-

logical developments, and in education itself. These changes

have at the same time made education more essential to our

:survival and progress. As a result, there is increasing

awareness of the need for greater support of, and improvement-

Ameridan, edtld6.tion.

Within the field of education there is increasing

need fora definitive statement describing the emerging
T.

.

technology of instruction. School admInistrators.see an

increasing need for unity and integration of teChnological
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developments in providing assistance to teachers and students.

the roles and functions of various specialists on thc teach-

ing and administrative staff are in the process of aarification.

Many of thee specialists themselves see a need for this,

apparent in the recent cooperative efforts of different

departments of the National Education Association. Teachers

Wci;_ate trying to improve instruction thrOugh the best

di#40-04 off-a wiaP.ariety of instructional -materials aiet.

eSting better procedures for providing them with those

Audiovisual specialists (the first technologists

the profession) are divided regarding the scope of their,

responsibilities and uncertain about the major direction, for

future developments. They are engaged in a self-analysis of

their current status. The differences in status, philosophy,

iotactice,and insight among audiovisual .specialists cannot

be resolved "'by attempting to achieve agreement on a new title

to replace that of, audiovisual director.

A satisfactory definition of the field of instruc-

tional technology will allow for finding common ground,

propose tomorrow's horizons and allow for a variety of

patterns for specific individuals to follow in specific

institutions within the single field. Research must be

designed in terms of a clear understanding of the field ,of

instructional technology. 8uperintendents of schOols are



0.

requesting criteria for new personnel needed for vartous.

of instructional improvement. Teacher-education institution

need assistance in planning courses for ore-service and in-

service instruction that will provide the skills and under-

.

standings which will be required in tomorrow's classrooms.

Specialists in communication, psychology, audiovisual

instruction, curriculum and allied areas are, from various
,

points of view, approaching a new concept of the field

growing out of the increasing application of technology to

education. In recent years terms like instructional mate-

r als, instructional resources, audiovisual communications,

ed1;cational technology, audiovisual engineeril4g instructional

communications systems, etc., have appeared. In general,

these, labels involve ways of achieving better, learning through

the utilization of all media and techniques of communication

in an organized or systematized manner. The impact of

technological developments such as television, teaching

machines, language laboratories, computers, data storage and

retrieval equipment, 8mm sound film and overhead projection

is involved in this pattern of thought.

The unique contributions of each of these and all

other methods of communication must be organized into systems

of instructional resources and procedures in order to secure

more effective and efficient learning. This will radically

chahyc the role of the teacher and will require a team of



'
specilists working together to provide resources. and

_instructional guidance for ize.iac.th.e.7.,70, and 0.1.1.40#.:E.s.. AS

role changes we must
,
guard against the serious of

clehutnaniz-4Stion 64-::.4.nSttuction. Robert Wagner has

"The .application of the technological systems concept alone,

however, is not likely to solve the whole problem unless *Ore

'r

is also heard of the art of teaching, and about what Plight

be called design in education--that is, the thoughtful,

artful, organic application and creative control of system. "

This report -aims to provide a working definition for

the field of instructional technology which will serve as a

r4mew6rk fox future developments and Lead to an improvement

of instruction. School plant, program, personnel, materials

and equipment must furnish an educational environment that

is cohesive, complementary, unified and that btimulates and

encourages learning.

1-1

o'Robert 'W. Wagner, "Design in Education,-"

-(October, 1961) , p. 1.

Vemsletter



CHAPTER 11

-HISTORICAL. PERSPECTIVES

If there is at single term that describes the

of the- present concern for definition of the allidiovisma

.e
field as it expands into a greater, more inclusive tech-

,

nology_of instruCtion, it is "rate of growth," The rate of

growth of certain aspects of audiovisual communications: ,4#

related fields threatens to outstrip.the Capacity4or

adjustment of the field to the resulting new boUndaries,

new-mniverses of discOurse and new challenges,' In the

folldwimg sections this rate of growth will h4 descri

..:contrasting recent developments 1930 refereAce Point.

This analysis must begin with a consideration of

the audiovisual field since the initial developments in

the technology of instruction were largely concentrated in

the audiovisual field. Audiovisual personnel were the

first technologists in education.

A. Growth of Audiovisual Education

Professional Organizations.--Although the field of

instructional technology has origins traceable to pre-

historic times, for our immediate purposes we can begin with

the 19301 s. In 1930 there were three major organizations in

the audiovisual field:
1

The Visual Instruction niAssociaiion

1.-
. .

1,

:For material in this section we ar`e< indebted
primarily to F. Dean McClusliey,,"The Depression Years. of
the 19301s and Audioyisual Education," AVI80)(1960), pp. 8-



of America, the National Academy of Visual Instructio

the Department of Visual Instruction of the Nationa

Educational Association. In February 1932 the three grog

Merged, the emerging organization retaining the ti

"Department of Visual Instruction of-the National

ssociation. " The total membership at this time Was abqu

Following the merger, numerous local groups affili-

ated themselves with the Department. The Vlsual Instruction

Siociation of America which had its headquarters in

York City; for example, became the metropolitan New York

ranch of the Department of Visual Instrudtion of the

&cation Association. Soon, groups in gqw,ITer0Y4

assachuSetts, Southern California, Pennsylvania and i

other centers throughout the nation became affiliated.

After World War II the National Mucation

Association establishedthe Department of Audio-Visual

Instruction with an executive secretary and a full-time

staff. Between 1948 and 1950, DAVI was reorganized with a

new committee structure and increased professional activity.

Within the past five years the membership has

increased from 3,000 to' over 5,000. The department now

publishes two journals, Audiovisual Instruction and Audio

Visual Communication Review which have become the pro-

fessional journals for all personnel in the field.



Parallel developments in the broadcasting field

occurred with radio education emphasis priiir to 1941 and'
. '

educational television growth after World War

Prokessional Education. --Professional education was
, -

}

am immediate and important concern of the newly /.1erged

Department of Visual fnstruction of 1932. The first-presi-
,

, dent of the Department, Charles F. Hoban, Sr.

Director of the Pennsylvania State Library and Museum and

Director ,of Visual Education for Pennsylvania. Setting the

Was then

example in his own state, he pushed for certification

requirements and succeeded in getting the Pennsylvania State

0.04.1 of. gduc-4tion to adopt the folloWing. resolution in

4:

Besolved that all applicants for permanent teaching
certificates on and after September 1, 1935 shall be
required to present evidence of having completed an
approved course in visual and sensory techniques.

Today more than sixty institutions and thirty states

are offering a minimum of one graduate course in each of

three areas, "utilization," "production," and "administration,"

as recommended by the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction

(12). Perhaps a more noteworthy index of growth in pro-

fessional training is the development of programs leading to

the doctorate degree in a number of leading universities (5).

For: example, one may earn a doctorate with audiovisual

specialization at Columbia University, Indiana University,

4. 4 20..4, 44-4.
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state University, New York university-, Ohio State

University, of Southern C and SyracOse

Professional rrovince. --In the 1930

10e 4S t 44, when, the DepartMent, Of Vi:4:gual, 'E44d440,4

s province 444 to its official title,,

4tter Of SpecifyingprofeSsional bowidary line not

orp, as issue. As the members ##.00/ ilqwOVer4

espread activities brought it into close contact with

urnaligm, ,radio and television, IiItTarY, etc.

contact meant conflict. This occurred in 1956

called Instructional Materials -was

d Department of Audio-Visual instruction.

s step forward in the profesSionalization of the field

an extension of its horizons.
.

Congratulations received from organizations such as

e Department of Elementary School Principals, American

sociation, American Association of School

nistra:tors, etc., were published in the first issue. In

he ::,very next issue, however, the new horizons were beclouded

discussions concerning the implications of the title,

Wi,thin six months, the title had been changed to

Audiovisual Instruction. It appeared to some, at that time,

tb4t loss of the term "Audio-Visual" indicated a redefinition

of the field which threatened the organiiational (and perhaps

- -



:4;pegrietit,,ok: the membership.

"recently, suggestions: have been made that the

J:0#4,4,4: specialist redefine his role: in terms

"instructional communication-

ems::640neeril:Ig" (1), "technology of education" (i0),

But there are other growing professional groups wOrk-

toward smilL,r redefinitions. A group of psychologists,

e, has rebently, founded its own professional

periodicalto koster the growth of a new field, the "true

technology of education," which it has labelled "Mathetics"

Professional issues are, of course, much deeper than

iscussions about words appearing as titles of periodicals.

arification of these deeper issues cannot be ignored.

xaMination of some of these issues are involved in the

resent undertaking.

Growth of Communications

D-10

The growth of audiovisual education was, of course,

not an isolated phenomenon. It was an aspect of change in

society as a whole, and particularly in the academic world.

Accoraing to Lasswell, "No change in the academic world has

been morecharacteristic of the age than the discOvery of

communications as a field of research teaching and pro-

fessional employment"'(iI, p. 245). A convenient reference

point `for the growth of the field is the appointment of an

, ^



interdisciplinary committee by the Social Science Research

Council in 1931.

For some time thereafter political scientists led the

way in communication studies. Gradually such studies were

undertaken by schools'of journall.sm, business and education.

Different communication frameworks developed: the

institutional-historical, represented by Frank Luther Mott

and David Riesman; the sample survey, represented by,

Paul Lazarsfeld; the experimental:-Psychological, repre-

sented by Carl Hovland; the small=-group analysis represented

by Kurt Lewin, etc. ('4). In 1953, by incorporating the term

"communication" into the title of its newly established
;,

journal,, AV Communication Review.the audioVisual field

clearly recognized the spirit of the times and joined the

communications field in yet another framework.

But how is audiovisual communications to be dis-

tinguished from the others? 'On the basis of such historical

roots as paleolithic paintings, the textbook illustratiOns

of Comenius, professional emphasis on visual stimuli. (as

reflected in the names of the 1932 merging associations),

a concern with pictorial or graphic communication had often

been claimed as the distinctive characteristic. As late as

1957, this characteristic was 4ccorded special treatment

in the form of a supplement of the AV CommunicatiOn Review

entitled Graphic Commuriications'and the,Crisis in Education"



r.

In the past five years, however, a broader apprOach

has been developing. It is based upon a concern with_ the

'Ariachitie" and "systems" and "management of learning" rather

than with graphic communication. Thus we find Hoban at

a conference on "new media" concerned about the "limiting"

aspects of older approaches. By recognizing the "machine"

as the common characteristic of educational media, he says,

we arrive at a broader more useful concept,, the concept of
e

an educational technology.

when;* we. -cOnSidet:,the part machinesI edUcatiorki
W

,

e:are forced a ConSideratiOn Of man machines
system.

-

-When. we ;consider man=machine systems.,_; We, are :
f:0#494 4:4:to a 0..ofi*JAPia.0:91.)- of` :technology.

of f,prO#ressiite-,forc-I4*,; 44v4nde.t.s*t
=broader' .concept ;rod ',educati-onall,:technOlott
*46 :edizcatiOn.,:'-.:'.aS centid,Stibl,'edt
1- 46-***. laeOties, re:Searoh:,,.:An eiltica7

onal;''1?raiCtiCe. (10;,,P.

At the same 'cOnferetice , Bern ---relate4 educational:.

technology to a continuum of probleills ranging from, the
.

1#40aglat tO the :molar. At the molecular enci the con-
_

tinu4M lie historically older problems such, as the

0!' erenC'e" between the baS.ic elements of media 7-word:

picture. At the molar endlie the uncharted problems of

edttation conceived within a "systems engineering" frame-

work (2 ; 24) .

n summary, the burgeoning of different frameworks

he use of the W0k4"04C0inq 7 _in_
r004 as the teChnOIOgiCal_ hardWaie".11se44-, in_*he,

`e piojectOis recorders programed learning
404:00 and television :01:04:500



within the "discipline" of communications and the broadening

of perspectives within audiovisual communications calls for

a clarification of the distinctive framework of the audio-

visual field.

C. Growth in Theory

According to W. C. Meierhenry, learning theory as a

basis for more effectively utilizing audiovisual materials

has only recently been given any attention. He notes that

"of the pertinent earlier work, Mark A. May has reported

research as far back as 1946 on experimental motion pictures

designed and produced to permit examination of certain

tychological theories" (14). By implication then, from

so 1946 was a .period of little growth of theory-

rented research.

Since then, however, increasingly frequent attempts

have been made to go to theorists for research directions.

Thus Smith. and Van Ormer tried to formulate relationships

between learning theory and Instructional Film Research in

1949 (17); T. S. Kendler and others sought to trace some of

the implications of learning theory for the design of audio-

visual materials in 1953.(11); James J. Gibson was called

upon to try to frame a "theory" for audiovisual communica-

tions and produced "A Theory of Pictorial Perception" in

1954 (8); and in a special supplement of the AV Communication

Review in 1957, Neal E. Miller presented "Scientific and



Research Implications Principlesfor Maximum Learning from

Motion Pictures," based upon the Miller Dollard "Drive,"

"Cue," "Response," "Reward," model (15) .

The 1961 supplement of the AV Communication Review

coming only four years after the Neal Miller supplement called

upon other prominent psychologists to present learning theories

as related to audiovisual utilization. Among the psycholo-

gists included, are: S. Luchins, H. H. Kendler, R. Glaser,

L. Postman, J. Deese and F. J..McDonald.

As can be seen from the above, major efforts have

focused on- "learning" theory, reflecting, perhaps the tradi-

tional association of "learning" and "education." With the

emergence of the communication framework there have been one 1?-14

or- two attempts to relate to' "communication theory" (7 p.

If the professional province of instructional technology is

to include a concern for complex educational systems as has

been indicated in the past several years, other sources of

".theory" will be required. As 13.ern suggested, "For problems

involving such systems we might better [call] upon persons in

the, area of operations research and systems engineering.

From them we might [hear] about cueing theory, simulation

techniques, linear programing, information theory, systems

dynamics theory, etc. These have apparently already had some

success in solving control and management problems of complex

:Systems'" (2, p. 6).

k.
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Despite the late start in 1946, audiovisual communi-

cations is both perceptive and energetic in its attempt to

discover and support its theoretiCal foundations as the

field develops wider horizons in the field of instructional

technology. The present Commission is another aspect of this

effort--one which seeks to examine past attempts and to bridge

some definitional and terminological gaps arising from current

developments.

D. Growth of Instructional Technology

Perhaps no aspect of the general growthwe are

describing presents a steeper slope, i.e., greater'growth

over a. shorter period of time, than that of,technolOgical

growth. In fact, it might be perceived that growth in this

Area, above all areas, is both the basic and proximate cause

of our present task.

Even as Sputnik, only a few years ago, seemed t

present to the world overnight, all of space as a realistic

range for exploration, so language laboratories, television,

teaching, machines, and, computers seem to present to the field'

of audiovisual communications overnight, all of instructional,

technology (within and without the field of education;

national and international) as a realistic realm for explora-.

tion and systematization (3). Brochures of universities

offering professional study in audiovisual communications do

iiet hesitate to state,

,P1.1.1e.W(+K7IlyeeaXXaA.....saaa.nbaMIMMIGIMIIMIOMMI...



There is an increasing awareness of the need for

improving techniques of communication in all areas

Of endeavor. Wherever persons are interested in
modifying their own behavior or the behavior of

others, the significant contribution of audiovisual

materials in the communication process has become.

reCognized . . .

[And thus training is needed by) audiovisual coMiuni-

/cations specialists in administration, utilization;

prOduction, training, and research in:agencies of

government, religious organizations, farm and labor

groups, business and industry, health and welfare

agencies, and non-profit organizations and -

asiiiciations on local, state, national and inter-

national levels (18, p. 1).

No one has been more sensitive to the impact of-tech-

nologir upon education, in 'general, and upon audiovisual

cgmmunications in particular than the past president of the

DAVIS ;lathes D. Finn.* Figure 1 below, presents the growth .of

instructional technology as he hypothesized it in 1959.,

GROWTH Of INSTRUCTIONAL

.

4'
ARMED MACES

WORLD WAR N

ROCICEIELLE* FOUNDATION,
CARNEGIE,,PAYNE FUND,
Mc.

1930 33 40 43

FORD FOUNDATION
,NOEA, Sic.

POST WORLD, WAR, N

I

A. Hypothesized (1959) growth curve.

SO 55 -60

Fig. 1. --Growth of instructional technolOgy.

ENterpting from his explanation of the figure, we can see that

Figure 1 . . . covers very roughly, the last thirty

yeart. . . . The development of instructional tech-

nology (the use of devices, materials and planned

systems) was at a relatively low level from 1930 to

D-16
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1935. Between 1935 and 1940 the movement took a great

sweep upward due principally to the research and
development funds poured into it by the Rockefeller
Foundation and the Payne Fund of New York,:0eatten-
ticm.given to it by a igroup.of very talented men and
the availability of better materials and machines.

As with all educational activities, a slow-down
occurred in instructional technology during the war
and a lack of equiptent, materials and audiovisual
personnel set back the movement within education--or,
at least, caused it to mark time. Howeverc this same
technology ot instruction, as everyone knows, moved
over into the areas of industrial and military train-

ing during thevar. This move relied principally on
theprevious findings of the educational research and
development activities of the thirties and succeeded
brilliantly by supplying the necessary money and talent
'461),:r 'successful implementation.

Following World War II, a great public (and some con-
tinuing military).interest developed in the use of
audiovisual materials and, during most of the, decade
1945-1955, another upscrge can be noticed at this
techpOlogy was in_troduCed into education with some
fOk=ce_. Military Sponsored research, principally at
Pennsylvania State University, also continued.

litotiekrer,:the:miive of the post-mar growth of instruc-

tional . began to level out between 1950 and
1955. At the same time (circa 1952-1953) 0nOthar
infusion_occurred.: It began with money and pressure
frOm the Ford Roundation which was later supplemented
1.y' the National Defense Act with its attention, to the
new mOdia of instruction, the national concern with
,prOblem0- of, quality and qgantity'ineducition, etc.
The of f-growth took a sharp turn upward about
1:55-4rand has been continuing almost straight up ever
since As, in addition to other forces, inventions,
advances in eduCational psychology, new concepts of
educational methodology and other 4eveloPments'have
all Made themselves 'felt. . . . (194 pp. 54-55) .

Universities have already established and more are

in the process of establishing auditoria and "learning

centers" capable of automated synchronized audiovisual pre-

sentations that are comprehensive in scope. A prominent

D-1/.
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audiovisual enterprise, Encyclopedia Britannica

Incorporated, has set up its own learning center, headed by

a leading "mathematical learning" psychologist with facili-

ties for doing research. The potential impact of television

is perhaps exceeded by the latest products of technology:.
hr

teaching machines, classroom communication systems and

"simulation" laboratories based upon electronic computer

facilities.

it is the responsibility of leaders to resporid

intelligently to technological change. In the case ok teach-

ing machines, leadership of Department of Audiovisual

Instruction has made a strong bid for equal professional

footing with the American Psychological Association. If the.

membership is to support the leadership in such bold steps,

"definition and terminology" as a basis for direction of

professional growth is a prime prerequisite.
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CHAPTER III

A DEFINITION

The unity of any profession depends upon the ao::ept-

ance of certain basic concepts common to each member of that

profession. Ideally, each person within a given field would

accept, without reservation, a core definitioh of that field.

This unanimity is seldom achieved in any profession or group.

The field of audiovisual communications the largest

single segment of the growing technology of instruction, has

reached the point of definition-making and finds itself in

same quandary other fields have discovered when their'

have attempted to define the field, i.e., definition exists

at various levels of, understanding but no one definition can

be the definition. This section presents a definition for

the field of instructional technology--one which will allow

persons concerned about the field, regardless of their back'-

ground or their professional specialization to speak intelli-

gently to one another.

Let us now look at the criteria for useful definitions.

`They should 1) clarify the description of the field in

ordinary language; 2) summarize existing knowledge; 3) mediate

applications of knowledge to new situations; and 4) lead to

ruitful lines of experimental inquiry.1 The definition

1illiam IC 'Estes et al. Modern Learning Theory

OW:T*4 Appleton-Century-Crofts 1954),



presented here attempts to meet these criteria.

A. A Definition

Audiovisual Communications
1
is that branch of

educational theory and practice concerned

primarily with the design, and use of messages

which control the, learning process.

It undertakes: 1) the study of the unique and

relative strengths and weaknesses of both pic-

torial and nonrepresentational messages which

may be employed in the learning process for any

purpose; and 2) the structuring and systematiz-

ing of messages by men and instruments in an

educational environment. (This includes the

planning, woduction, selection, management

and utilization of both components and entire

instructional systems.)

Its practical goal is the efficient utilization

of every method and medium of communication

which can contribute toward developing the full

potential of the learner.
I.1.....1101.11.111/11.

To understand the rationale supporting this defini-

tirtilg necessary to reorient existing concepts which

. characterize the audiovisual field.

1. It will be necessary to use the Rrocess

concept rather than the present product

concept., The Concept of pro us dictates

''The "audiovisual communications" label is used at
is time as an expedient. Another designation may evolve
i,C11 4.hould then be substituted.

D-22



the relationship between events as 4444C arc

continuous with no specific becrinning ,or, end...) ,

dill elements- in a process interact with each
element affecting all the Otherd, site tra-
ditional prOduct concept in theauseliovioital
field views the "things"' of ,the-,4.0-41:
identifying machineS4_ use of 1*±,-0,t21.0.r,

senses-, and characMristicd of'ateri4S
degrees of abltractnesi, and/Or: ,COnCieteiAeSS

Both learnihg coMMi.iniCatiO

theory, which have been identified'
chapter TI as fields contx0#*
development of audiovisual

-4,
'oriented to the process ,coricep:to
the contributions to the physic:al sollanOe*

in the twentieth century have= resulted
the process framework. This- has proven to
be a fruitful approach to the adVanCement
of, knowledge.

Materials and machined are not
Unctions in the 'field of 4iStriictiorial,
technology. MeSsacies and media-;

r. rr,

instrumentation should replace ma
and

he ladder of abStrlet1504:-99pc0
histOrica4y ':hats,,,seveit as.
of the audiovisual 'a,014.4 4 'nat.', !sufficiently
flexible to i;nclUde new med ia which may arise

in the future. Materials and machines are
interdependent elements. (A motion Viattir4

erials

and the -.prOjectot Ate inseparab le .40-a:$ all
.materials: Machixiws for their 00.



,in-struidentatiOn becomes more functional
since :content and form., are treated
separately.. ite-S6age, indiC4tes' 1.0or-
rotation to be transmitted- --the corient

ing-trilinentdtiOri,

thatorials and the devices e

r carrying the ,delected mesaa

earning theory arid comMunica eo

4040.1 :409 0

3:Ohal tec

itit9C,e00 orientation_ 'certain: e
=earfninig theory :and oortOuniCati0A

oEteritial contr butions tai' "'the:
message, weh

receiver, effects gt minus "organZSiiri, an

te,00n04;
,

a 4t-tuc

oedy 60A C

_relevant 'points in an ;gtrtiCture,

i -I:earning -prOceaS: arSprOceg the: the'

Imitation, prt5Ceid oiferifie itta6ic elements

cation. mo4els -19.44 Oci10!#1.1,eng WI#6ch w

petitsCh, "On Communication 111Q( s in
fociaa SClences," Public Opinion guArterlzi a



A Model of Learning Theory The basic minimum

elements of learning theory are stimulus, organism, avid

rekponse (Figure 1).

Stimuli are Considered to be those elements of

environment which are specifically designe& controlled

to produce some type of specifid mea^S'ureabie res'

resacase,is considered to be the action of

w ic is attributed to the nature of.. he stilW,

or resulting from the stimuli.

,rikessage, ittigUre,_ 2}..

s recognized that there are several theories

wh ch are currently accepted by
vet4pil.,.pte4en*1 here is extract` of` the ma j.or
which can be foOnd in almost eVeratHMO-

11141Y mOdOig:deP-04'it4tng the COttit400 :cat on
eMeAts, which appear here are gineraliiartz,

'W

several

',

e .COmMO* aspects ok
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They are complementary organisms which operate 1.0...thin an

tipslal linkage, situation. Since the characteristics of

each communicant are complementary, the two prime functiceS

f input, and output occur within the optimal linkage situa

.tiOn -and vary in direOtion..(Figuip-

9040141 linkage is designed to ShOw, the mutual:

communicants in the transmission of messages. TWO 0,04'N'

Cators, even of the mechanical type must "be
troy'

e-Mannet. tat* Communicant -must perform some funcUO

l=inkage

-udioiristiai model. --The model of '4,02:144g, theory

re 1 and the model of communication theory (Figure:

,conSidered to be grOssly congruent (Figure 0.
privation of principles between elements will differ

'eitlinology and will not be totally applicable Tic* _On'

n.

field to another. The, audibvistial field should trans ate

these elements and their corollaries into an applied rame-

rko. fundamental to this translation is the ide'a thia

unc_tional relationship of elements will be defined in term

0.0 oloOical systems fraMework.

Applied Terminology (see Figure 3). --The optimal

inkage concept is now defined as the instructional

:situation.. The function of the audiovisual specialist is

mprovement of instruction; therefore, the meeting

Oun Jpet*een the specialist land the student is the
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instructional situation. The instructional situation iS' not
\k- --S --,--

:
ideutiied as the classroom for the express purpose o imply-

:ing a variety of situations whic1i might not be conceivable
t

at thit3 stage of development.
-'

N

t-
Oze orqànism, or sender-rcei.ve element, i now

-
-c--

- -- -b-- '>
'k

Ias t 1earningcoirnnunican, yStem. The term

L':; :
"mmn"

!
chosen as one whici might. appropriately

%

uggt :hp functions of reception ahd respons; the

.---- ---,

-

c (
-

(

: aactve "1eañg" is attached to indicate the babic role

J
;

r
2 -:

v ;:F1
13 as opposed to the basic ro1 o tj)e aduca-

: :-

L-- ;

' 1earning-communica syitem refers to

4_ ;

)

!i: ;4:'
population of any size from the sixg1e studeiit ib

1 I

;/ the enUre student population In a large educational enter.-
. --- ) : -:

:_ - - - -
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prise --- ' -.
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Oie organism , or sender-receiver element 3 ;jow

-.

-: -- -

?

a ,

defied as the educational-communicant -tem. Ths
(

mintogy was se1ecte to suggest thernti1ip1e 1einti

; '

Tnmt be operating as a coii%municating organisrn to

inctethe asa.c rol of this unit as oppe to thh of
-

-

tie ,eárning unit. The edttcatLonal-communint 'em
-

-

- --- -
-

, __i 4
-'-4

efers to piQeSsional persons in a sthool unit o any
-

- - -- -- -. ,- -'

,- 4 -.
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size, from a sirigle classroom to a large school system or

_s -

Stitution.
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- $__ - -,- - -
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Audiovisual communications has been considered one

£

specialization within education. In considering the
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connections between education and learRers. it mus

stated that other elements of education, as a

organism/ will be operating. De,141e4tioll of the ,role :;, o

instructional technology within the educationa
,

require greater specification, thus the developmen

audiovisual model is related to the b40

education per. se.

The prime function of the audiovisual 6

,

esign and use of messaaes_ as presentations

iftictionin the ihstructional situation.,

isqussih resentations, five major

rigs aces.. Media-InitrumentatiOn Mem

re 5).

essages' indicates the informa

ed--the content, the meaning.-

,

M i iedia-Instrumentaton ndicates the transm

stems (the materials, and devices) available far'.19Arr

1:00SP44es

en indicates the personnel require. 0:6Ontro,

assist in the information--transmiSsion or the PresePtat

Methods ,indicates the , sPecificatiOns and *ec,

fective presentations.

nvironment indicates the controls or requiremen

iVen,conditiohP, within the instruc4o4
4:1

thin these definitions and in view of a
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approach, the task of the audiovisual specialist could be

described as assisting in the appropriate design of a pre-

sentation which utilizes the elements of messages, media-

instrumentation, men, methods, and environment. The

appropriate combination of these elements implies a systems

approach.

Broader Contexts for the Systems Concegt (see

-0 work of audiovisual .Sp cia-XiSts con=

e
. ,

of a teChriOiOgiCal

communications is don-

*13-04..alizatiok education. If the 'systems'

applied with ome cOnSkSteriCy,.arid. utility,

'ationthips between the specialization and the

ional,,AySteM:20uSt be

can be' seen' that traditional. .aUdiOVist141;

prittarilybwithin the concept -Of
, ,

iainstrumentation and partially in the concept Of
.

e itplication of this audiovisual system

messages might be more appropriately deriVed from some

us it is reasoned, that messacre selection

occurs outside the context of the audiovisual design system.

message. Seledtion bight be Considered 4s one agx of

aspects of curriculum design as we know it today.

econd the inclusion of "men in the audiovisual

hag been specifically -related, to the.
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presentation elemeit of the larger model. ius

coiumunications is related to educational personie1 i

instructional situation.
-- t
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- ?
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,

Lt----,.-

:t- -'

¶ifli.rcI, consideration O aby Ot the

elements requires close an continuing attefltiQ tp tie
- I

).earning conmunicant who is the intended reeiver tbe r9p-4
preseitation. Thus elements ó the dsign sitution mut

--

tac into account any use*ul )cnowle4ge available, about tié
I

- --- _-_____I; 7 -- 1
ç 1- - c -'

4 - '-learning communicant. Ths is. justiEied by the nati.tre o
v I

4-14 I 4 , 1 -44 4 r. -1.' 4 I' 4-4 -
: - - - I--- -- -. - . , - - -F - - -- q r -- _ - --- -- el'

theaudiovisual ;:1ol i basec
1::L

'ourth, the presentation which is the mmed1&te
- - - '-7

produdt of the audiqual specialist' s work is designed

(according to the learning and communication bases)to
8

I
: _

achieve

some defined respoiise. Thus1 attention.

given 2 responses mace the learning onunrian, to
verify the fact that the 2esentation waz actually linked

to the learriinq cunicant and, if ossible4toer1

the nature aM amount of the linkage áàhieved. lit add-iti

'ie process framework and the implications of learning th

'and counu4catiort theory are that the presentation organ

must receive some input from the reception organism. I&e

nature of the educational system and the specific funci

of the udiovisual spec.alist demand sce input functiox

related to the appropriate output (presentatiGn).
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NCTIONS OF PERSONNEL WITHIN THE 'FIELD

The first two chat;ters of this mOnOgraph presented

e need icir a definition of the oudioVis.44 field _arid the

st9FiFal Perspectives whic

eiveloped, With * majOr emphasis

selection,,

AtenaAco,,, 014.0g#4#04,14-th user
7,

1_04.4474,40):e ;40, neceslOaliTduring clev0.6

p,,.,heard unless.. the mechan

stere tiii gie090.1-4unctions of

efe, not mastered, the person, respons

4klel where he wao txppoSe, o *is
, ,l

,p' traditiOnil.$ervi00.414# 14.404

'4,00i0n,**0 4V04144'91
Pape ;r to. "4040444*,,,

Gait on !s n Audio-Visual Leadership ,. DAVI , Washing
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'must be- Co ntinued if .basic instructional resource d are.
,

.

e

Provided.for teaching personnel. flowever, these ;txs.lt;

srVices alone cannot be the program. distribution

functions can be assimilated by non-prokessional personnel,

The _'definition structure. Pres.e4ted in Chapter Ill

implies that presentations shotatd be sedred for future uSi., .,.

this fac lily would be in most cases, outsi

ructure kesente as a definition of the fie

Production

sign of messages' implies certain .'aspectslf o

e, Audioi.zisuaL Specialist is

alist will thus become involve:

roduction Of simple ,still and motionjoictur00

eriai mtyjst be pro



"media-_ instrumentation ,elements of the agdiONT.

function.' He does this with a.knoWledqe

will .,Utle. the "message" and Ow °Methods" t94#11.*Ii

. The qpeCialist. alOo _needs to krioW the ,-P4Itr. TOAr.tietk

,for r the e400#4400;

i=iictois a

the unit of study tile single

There must be specific objectives *tic

wviOral iermisfore,An effective=

the 0004

'':esourpe assistance.

-rnctiir# 4s -some supervit4On or-4 *0:4

tirr't is of e

40:44iiien

resources roust
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institution or school syst. In

:

scoc4s individual with the responsibility bority

inthis field is Ukely to be comparable to an assistaxt

:
3_ S

S , -

S '
7.L' .

5:'

S_ .
S S
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supeint!fldeflt for instruction. In the colleges artcl uni

-. :;: .: T .

S
5

,

S

--S

vesitie8 this individual may be compared with an academic

r t:y
dean or Urector. Whatever the specific title, this person

I s_
-

,_

S ? ,

:

mug a coordinate the total efort and see that
5-

: -P the neqesary Eunctions are carried out in a uniLed ,,

S : ': .

:

S

?

S

1fas1ofr foz maximum efficiency.
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-
5,

,
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E. APlicatiQfli 2. ,t1flctiort?
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aignment the various unctLonS will vary
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\

I

J

ji to district in terms of the se the
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:

-

SS I

\ T
L
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theftnancial support availab3e and the

;;S ; 9i1 S
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c t, need for uiii4rnstruction4

:

aching and learning. Téachè3an sudeñt
:

S
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mustbe
)
abe receive qiick efficient , j.ntegrated jervice
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Programers.,, Television Directors, technician:3f
a.grap404,peronnel..and maintenance 'men. There 4410

cOopeiation with all other administrators and supervi.sor#..

the media and techniques of communication inuqt

internally for successful communication among team me

as important as successful communication w'

er functions would be coralaries of t

'ons. 'Audiovisual personnel must give attention

nation of information to curriculum aria

44:941k,t. -.to -,teaChei. educattOn to r34:00:#

evel;opittents. T

1 f4:,i).;t4thin the areas of ma

Evaluation

e proper performance of the var o

listed must be evaluated regular3.y, wh er c4ri

oovernment or educ44on at the fe

higher educatiOn or. Public schoo

cceep of evaluat4.6n d"pends in part,,upon,

research function in providing inform4tion an

e suede

r the evaluator. In addition to measuring "the e

efiiciqrseY of the .spargi.04i. frinctions---

ere must be an eValuation of

.1xci values concerning education whit

tegsse
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reseptin the situatio

As 01.00 is increased --sUccess 141:the inVoornen

4.rigititc**1--th:roggh the 04:lizajt

ecluc#
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bOvcTION TO THE TE

In applied, 004 Su.qh,aS ins

s .necessary to understand and utilize- apPlicab

er .:disCiplinei in addiction to th

varied variety in its own. Such selection appends

current practices in the field of instructional tpc

ern* of philosophy, theory, and management an
=

zed areas of study and application which are in

e complex of nessa4es, media, men and metfiods wit
ti

systeM.

not:the Commission s intention to inclu
4 '

le terra in each sub-area of the fiel

guidance may be obtained from tec

bibliography. However this gl'os ,sar

two Very significant functions: firet
eneral audioviSuai practitioner and adm

sUfficiently broad basic red,

r-as riecOssaryt and second, it TOPrePA.X1

Hesitator, Y

qre4cP

o "explore tentatively 4:4b

a, aMeter in ,p#-a,444:0:4,444 PP**

-c09p.tance--=-0"r at .Mininium.,.

43-tiPns w OE' *he,

a common fOuhdAtiOn .of understandin

shouldshoul4 OPtabkg each of us to POrtImun#00.

s-V#U a ge4tOr c*P740: of clarity.,,
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,..,Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey (1946)

NABDC,
*

National Association of Blueprint and Diazotype Coaters,
Glossary of Terms, Processes and Methods Employed in the
Coating of blueprint and Diazotype Ultraviolet-Light
Sensitive Materials, 2nd edition (1957)

National Science Foundation, Office of Science Information
Service, Current Research and Development in Scientific
Documentation, No. 7, NSF-60-65 (Nov. 1960) and No. 8,
NSF-61-29 (May 1961), U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., (Used as general reference.)

Oxhandler, Eugene K, The Findings of Research on the Newer
Media of Instruction, unnumbered pamphlet published by the
Council for Administration Leadership, 152 Washington
Avenue, Albany, New York (June 1962)

Porter, Douglas, "A Critical Review of a Portion of the
Literature on Teaching Devices," in Lamsdaine, A. A. and
Glaser, R. (eds.), Teaching Machines and Programmed
Learning, National Education Association, Department of
Audiovisual Instruction, Washington, D.C. (1960) (Used as
general reference by Dr. Markle for glogsary on programed
instruction.)

Skinner, B. F., Verbal Behavior, Appleton-Century Crofts (1957)
(Used as general reference by Dr. Markle for glossary on
programed instruction.)

Stolur w, Lawrence M., Teaching by Machine, OE- 34Q10, Monograph
No. 6, U.S. Office Of Education, Washington, D.C. (1961)
(Used as general reference by Dr. Markle for glossary on
programed instruction.)

*
Abbreviation used in the terminology
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Terlouw, Adrian, Educational Consultant, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, New York, unpublished source and infoimal
quotations (1962)

USOE,
*

United States Office of Education, The Language
Laboratory., Bulletin 1961, No. 23, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (1961)

UFPA,
*

University Film Producers Association, qournal pjlthe
University Film Producers Association, Vol. 12, No. 2,

"16 mm Terms Used in Production of Non-Theatrical Motion
Pictures," (total issue) 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus 10,
Ohio (Winter 1960)

*Abbreviation used in the terminology
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A-B ROLLS

A-B ROLLS Rolls of original film, or other film used to
reporduce prints of the completed motion picture, that are
prepared for printing in synchronized form and designated
"A roll," "B roll," "C roll," and so on A-B roll editing
permits the printing of all scenes on the finished prints
without evidence of splices. (Gordon)

ABERRATION Color or image distortion in a lens or optical
system. (Lewis)

ABSTRACT Ideas and concepts that depend upon the capacity of
the mind for understanding, rather than upon the physical
senses. They are often presented through symbols which
have been given meaning through associations or past sensory
experiences. (Brown)

A.C. See ALTERNATING CURRENT

ACADEMY LEADER The leader specified by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences as standard for motion-picture
prints for distribution in theaters and television stations, T-8

commonly-placed on 35mm and 16mm film by request. Adherence
to the recommended use of the leader permits'smooth,
unnoticeable change-overs from one reel to another during
the running of the film. (Gordon)

ACCESSION A library term describing all the administrative
work necessary to receive, inspect, catalogue, mark and
identify, and place in storage for distribution. (Gordon)

ACETATE FILM Shortened term for cellulose acetate, the chem-
ical base used in safety film. Practically all 8mm and
16mm film is acetate, as is the 35mm film used in 2" X 2"
slides and filmstrips. (Kinder)

ACOUSTICS The science concerned with the attributes of sound.
Also, loosely, theSound characteristics of an enclosures_
such as a room. (UFPA)

ACQUISITION See TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

ADAPTIVE TEACHING MACHINE See TEACHING MACHINE

ADAPTIVE TEACHING MACH/NE



AIDS, INSTRUCTIONAL

AIDS, INSTRUCTIONAL See INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

AIRBORNE TELEVISION See STRATOVISION

ALIGNMENT, HEAD Adjusting the record-playback head so that the
angle of its gap is exactly perpendicular to the tape as it
moves past. Misalignment of the head azimuth or head-gap
angle results in poor sound. (USOE)

ALTERNATING CURRENT Electric current which alternates direction
rather than following continuously in one direction. See
also DIRECT CURRENT. (D & T Comm)

AM RADIO See RADIO, AM

AMBIENT LIGHT Illumination from sources that may interfere with
planned lighting. Ambient light falling on a TV receiver
screen may show up as distracting "hot spots." (Lewis)

AMMETER An instrument for measuring the amount of elec'cricity
flowing through a wire. (D & T Comm)

AMPERE The unit for:ameasuring the flow of electrical current. T-9
() & T Comm)

AMPLIFIER, POWER Amplifier designed to boost signal energy 0

sufficiently to operate a loudspeaker. See also PREAMPLIFIER.
(USOE)

AMPLITUDE MODULATION (AM) A technical term used to denote a
standard radio. The low or medium frequency AM waves follow
the curvature of the earth. See also RADIO, AM. (Kinder)

ANALOGUE COMPUTER Computer system or machine whose input and
output are basically continuous wariables--,usually measure-
ments, length, depth, temperature, etc. There is no point
at which absolute values are considered available as absolute.
(IBM)

ANAMORPHIC LENS A lens designed to distort an image in a
'systematic way, usually by means of an element or elements
having cylindrical rather than the usual spherical surfaces.
Such a lens usually is designed to compress the image along
one axis of the focal plane, leaving the image unaffected
in the focal plane direction at 90° from that axis. The
object usually is to obtain a wide-screen image by project-
ing such a picture through a correcting lens having the same
characteristics as the lens used on the camera. (UFPA)

ANAMORPHIC LENS::
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;ANGLE SHOT

ANGLE SHOT A shot continuing the action of a preceding shot,
but from a different camera angle. See also SHOT. (UFPA)

ANIMATION The art or process of synthesizing apparent mobility
of inanimate objects or drawings through the medium of
cinematography. This is usually achieved by exposing film
in a motion picture camera to such materials'in units of
one, two, or three frames (single-, double-, and triple -
frame animation) before movement of the materials or images
to the position to follow. (UFPA)

ANSWER PRINT The first combined picture and sound print, in
release form, of a finished film. It is usually studied
carefully to determine whether further changes are required
prior to release printing. (UFPA)

ANTENNA A conductor or system of conductors with which radio
or television signals are received or transmitted through

space. Some antennas are formed of suspended wires; others
are formed of metal rods. In a microwave system a parabolic
reflector or dish is employed for this purpose. (Lewis)

APERTURE An opeAing in the lens system of a camera through T-10
which light passes from the scene through the lens to the
film. In a projector, light passes through the aperture to
the film and thence to the screen. This aperture also
"frames" the film image. In a camera, the aperture may be
adjusted by means of an iris to vary the size of the lens
opening, thus affecting the amount of light which strikes
the film (assuming the same exposure time). (Brown)

APERTURE GATE The part of a motion picture projector con-
sisting of the aperture plate, which determines the exact
framing of the image on the screen, and the aperture shoe,
a pressure shoe that holds the film snugly against the
aperture plate during projection; not to be confused with
"camera gate," the motion picture framing device. (Gordon)

AUDIENCE An assembly of hearers or viewers reacting, usually
passively, to a speaker or performer. (Until the advent of
broadcasting, a group in physical proximity wab meant, and
the performer was interacting with his audience. (English)

AUDIO Of or pettdining to sound. Specifically, a sound,
recording. Loosely, any part or all of the complex of
sound equipment, facilities and personnel. (UFPA)

AUDIO
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An modlovimool library is :sleeted collection of ono er more types ef materlote used

in the process of modievisuel eormmeeication, (agonized far use by these sarved_by

the liboary, together with the housing facilities, equipment, supplies, Operating

fund), mod staff required to and thin use passible.

An oudierdsual library may include Wenches er other faclibles Iscoted aped from

main cei*ur se that they are moat accessible le users, together with ermospxtation

and emarsurolootion facilities, including broadcast or closed circuit facilities,

required to make passible the use of OWNdiable audiovisual resames.

Audlovisuol comonunieetion matoriah are those sastariols which maphosize use of

semod, touch aid other meows offoraviding sensory representations of

information . The agape of such metariels is so wide that it is "Wait to *fine them

by saying that they w gensrally loncisrstsod to include oil informational mow*

and. devieseeuccept, primed materials bound in book es pamphlet fans. In pre;

difinitely include such reatarlais aso molested and televised still and motion picturgii.

Witiver without accompanying nun* regarded, transmitted, sr Weeds* mound

iiiitialsbq throe dlimislettol mpterials such ea selects, speciemons, models and in to

dliplilyt inel og Such nosterfaisi graphic ropressntetions, Nosh as seeps,

*Air, of ouch -materiels. The nature of those motarials is such

Skr.tios mlee Include facilities far the Wool prapsrittlan of suck

'Hi, fir-their itings, handling, usa mod meintsotange.
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An audiovisual library is a selected colleztion of one or more types ofinaterials used

in the preess of aucflovisual communication, organized for use by those served by the

library, together with the housing facilities, equipment, supplies, operating funds,

and staff required to make this use possible.

An audiovisual library may include branches or other facilities located apart frina

main center so that they may be more accessible to users, together with transportation

and communication facilities, including broadcast and dated circuit facilities,

required to make possible, the use of available audiovisual resources.

Aud, lovilual cOmmUnicatiOn materials are those rrvatoSiots vihich NnPliasize use of

sight, iiound-, 'touch and other Means of providing sensory representations of

Information. The .sitOps..of such materials is so broad that it is easiest to define them

by laying, that they art generally understood to include all informational moterkils.

and 4114teas accept iè4 'materials bound in book, magazine, or pamphlet fors

In practice th.y defifiltaly inclvdos such materials as projected and televised :Nil,

end motion plctwes with or without accompanying found; transmittad or recorded

r",

r

materials a tfwes dimensional Material's such as objects, models and spftireens
. .._

$filbitii,004d4Plays Including such materials giaphic representations such as.

opcqu. pictorial iotOet i4e charta,. diaorcini displays of such 16400s.'
.

..

The siattfrii of audiovisual materials is such that aisdiCilloal libraries may,

. ...include facilities far the kojuction of broadcast materials-and for the
,

Othiir materials locally as will as facilitlas for the

,eMetelaiatanionce of Materials.
. , ,
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AUDIOACTIVE Term Sometimes sused to refer to listep;I:rigr'sgeaking,_
practice. Also 1444 -to deicribe facilitiesf in Which_ students
are equipped with headphones, preaM0ifie, and miczophone
by 'means of which the student' 0- voice is 400.4.ieCT*r)&c4rriect
simultaneously to his own headiihone0 as he

AUDIOLINGUAL New terM, which replaces flauraloraltk 444:tete:O._
!

to that ,eletc0n,t, of language (sound) which, is spoken in normal,
everyday, Conite*Sa4Onal interchange as 4fferentated .from

.

AvinOPAsSii* Terms scOP7-40e0 used to refer to prac-
tice 'When, no .Oraj.:-i-01591100.is, expected. 1410,0 .000;1,4,.
describe acLLities in w4ch students are equipped with

_ 110.441Pji6.40S (U$OE
, ,

4*AUDIO-VP0 MIXER A device that combines the video signal trcigt:
a TV camera and the 4049 04.9naj,x6*., a 1:01.6k4hoi)xie or
Sc*t14-CO.'OndfTnPi*0'.4qP,t4:01:n on a carrier 444.4-1:
mission on a closed-circuit system.

" .

AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATIONS That branch of =04944OrilakOi.P.-PiY,
and practice concerned primarily with the design use,

of messages which control the learning process. _

ta*-6-074-c'-(1). 0',Lticl f the unique ,and. redla,
-CYand weaknesses 6.4'Oth pictorial and n6nrepreSenta,tional,e,

messages which may be employed in the learning process for
any 'or --OSe ; and The structuring and systematizing of .

messages by men and .,instruments in an educational environ-
ment. 'incitideS, the :4anning.j5#41i4ion,,selection,
management and utilization of both components and 041-te,,
instroota,pnai. systems. ) Its' practical, goal is,,,,,,,,. e ,e, ficient,,,
litiiitio,:t4 of every method and medium of ,C.ot*iiir,i,i.pation-
w-41i-tail bonttibue: toward : developing the full ,po:4er,J,44:4 of
the leakner-.: '',Earlier defini cOxiSt '(l'): That . field -;;Of 'huMan,
ext4i'i40:00*.04t.: ettita,10YA ,1,04-1:aiicl, 404.ift:01:: A 4:i1.04it:4,"'
4i1,,' including :motion, ilit4ttires,, 'tleiiiii-oii.t, .,,,'sound:: a
sI,Ient filmstrips, :01.140 -#P004.-.t040, ',,x440P..r.t:Pn0ie,g,, .. ,_

prOjeCted opaque pictAreS, and :a variety : ..0t:,,gt415140 -4its',
(404°0 ;

,

-(2, )
.
4t, 0 ,04 ,..t',

.

..O..
,
,', 44.,0

,
.

t, if.y' instruction a_tcc.feai_ nitt4
procedures vr41-000404004404#14tet instrutionkl materials.

I
, .

A MOre'e:_k4Ot 1 .4:,0444iitiOnA#10:14,00 any Ieot4i4q, 00400400-
invoking tooth sight and tband (Cross); (WA :genet-.ic -terM..
referring to experiences,, :equipment, and_.materiaks. upol,,gp..,
communication in iristxuce4.0-1:i. xinp'xj.e4,0:011.rligties)::,,40.A.ct 1lit.9*,-..-,:1-:,:,,,,,,,,,,--.,-;-,;.practices utilized in education and ',,raing. .0Brown) ..,-- ,a '',;:,,,,,,-,,,.:,:--,:,:,4,

,

- -, ,- s.- -- - ,, ,),:, :- / . .,,,, - -,,. ,-,,,,,.:::: ;,,,-;,...:,",-, :,

..,..:
-AUVIOV. $. , MMUNICATI-.



AUDITION

AUDITION Implies listening, and usually is used to, identify
the experience of appraising an audio material or oral per-
formance for instructional value and quality. (Brown)

AUTO-INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES (1) The technolOgy. of machines
and systems devoted'sto mass instructioni: inCluding various
applications- Of :teleVision and the Massed film sytemS',
such as EB-Fis phySics and chemistry series; ,(2) Those sys-
tems and machines for individual instruction, which include
individual reading pacers, indicridual viewing. and listening
equipMent,, tang-4v laboratories, programmedpkinted
materials,, and the' true teaching machine of. the Skinner or

Pressey type; using= Verbal and pittorial. PrOgrams with
Various ways, electronic and mechanical, for responding
and being: iii*Ormed: 0f:errors and progress. (Pitni4)

AUTO4NOTR#0116i4.4.1:$E,*018 Synonymous with prOgramed
programed' learnAng, automated

instruC4Ona'l Materials," etc. _The term ",auto- instructional '
waS,'.pr:OPotifed- y and ,Klaus circumvent
re j udczal.;'_. or both' connotations attributed by them to, the

teaching Machine, would
0#,uottoil-4,1,-pevice." (AID) (Mark_ le

." _
-f,

,N1414-qS4T.Pr. Special switch on sOmet4P0-,P,OrclerS111,-,tP
>pmat :call' steps` the machine when the tait:se- _tuns: out 'Or

Also ."automatic cutoff. ":

0-$ATiC,.-TUtORINd The term, for "programed, instruction:" most
frequently used with''."intrinsic progratiing." laltarkle

B

e'LIG.TI;rtNG:

44ANCE' Relations between high, and law trequency tones
'recording._ Also the relation between the levels of two

diO signals: (USOE)

ii.LOOTICON. An instrument for the .projection o
a '6: The'' current name or such a device

riii0.0a:TOtt (see gj:O.ssaty). Curren in television,
Pro4uotion balopticon or " a- projeots Opaque or

at 4.):3:tistration6. Originally a trade: name. (Brown)
-f



BAND A group of
characters in
character are
(IBM)

BAND

tracks, usually on a drum, used to store
serial fashion. The bits comprising one
stored in parallel, one track for each bit.

BARN DOORS Hinged metal plates attached to certain lighting
sources. The manipulation of these plates permits better
control of the light falling on the set. (Lewis)

BASE LIGHT The major or over-all lighting source adjusted to
give as near a shadowless effect, as possible and at such a
light level as to permit effective image pickup. Supple-
mentary light sources may be added for technical effects.
see also LIGHTING. (Lewis)

BEADED SCREEN A projection screen which surface consists of
innumerable minute glass beads. At a limited angle it
gives a high quality reflection. OD T Comm)

BEHAVIOR. This term is presupposed by SEMIOTIC and not
defined within it. Roughly speaking, behavior consists of
the sequences of responses (actions of muscles an_ d glands)
by which an organism seeks goal-objects that satisfy hi6 T-13
needs. Behavior istherefore "purposive" and is to be
distinguished from response as such and from the even
wider class of reactions. Behavior is individual or
social, and when social may be cooperative, competitive,
or s iotic. (Morris)

BIAS High frequency current fed into the, recording circuit
to eliminate distortion during the recording process. Also
performs function of erasing tape just before it passes the
recording head. (USW

BINARY NUMBER SYSTEM Compared with the usual decimal system --
which has nine digits and a zero--the binary system has only
one digit, 1, and a zero. Thus, the first ten whole numbers
of the binary number system (with their, everyday equivalents
in Parentheses) area 0 (0), 1 (1), 10 (2), 11 (3), 100 (4),
101 (5), 110 (6), 111 (7), 1000 (8), 1001 (9), 1010 (10).
The binary number system is used in many electronic computers
and in information theory. (English)

EitAURAL Of both ears functioning together.
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BIT (1) A unit measure of amount of information: the it is
that antount which, put into a given assemblage consisting 'of
a known number of alternative outcomes for a certain event,
reduces the alternatives, by one-half. (If we are tossing a
-coin, the chances of getting head or tail are even. To
reduce the alternatives by half, i.e. to specify that the
coin will fall head, not tail, requires one bit of informa-
tion. The fottou3.a is bit = log2k, where,k.is the number of
alternatives.) .(English) (2) The smallest part of the
array which can be interpreted; e.g. coded characters in
the form of an array consisting of (seven) bit; each bit
can be either, 1 or zero. (IBM)

BLIMP A soundproofing device that fits over the camera to
prevent camera noise fran reaching the microphone. Some
blimps are integral with the camera, while others are 'con-
tainers capable of housing more than one type of camera.
'(Gordon)

-s- ' "" ' ,

BLIDcg. sogir To. break' -a deck of data cards into; decadeS;,by the."

, . . ,. .,...

highest order, code digit so that staller groups can j*'
. _ .

succeeding procedure step more -quickly. -(T*141.,:.

ititfieCt, .axici work expedited by feeding sequenced data ,o,., . ,., : ,.__. ,_. ,-,,,,---,
.._

:OOP- -,,. To enlarge a photograph or negatiVe... (t):,t441CoM4

BLUE-LINE PRINT (1) A positive print with a blue image
usually produced by the aiazotype process. (2) Also used
to designate a blueprint with blue lines on a white field,
:made' by, printing from a negative master. !kNABDC)

. _ / 1
.',-

.

.. 7

. C,,,,, , .,', .i . 4 n .. . , ''' ' .,; ':- f :.>: : .

WmpOTINT, PROCESS Reproduction method using, light-sensitive
-s . - , .' , ,. / , . I . , . ,

iron salts, which produces a negative blue, image, from a ,.,,., ...., ,. .. , -

positive master.tet : -INABpC-). . ,

. , .,, ., .
= ,'---::

...- J,,,, - , .. _ ..
, ..
. .

.
. .

P00% ,(041404) A. sturdy vehicular support providing vertical,, ,

horizontal, and translational rilOVei.OPnt'fOr camera,, ,.
and operator, enabling them to assume, rapidly .con-
veniently, almost any desired angle relation,,O, the

.,,:..

,i-,goi0,to--.,he0t6-gtaphea. (tre,tAl . -, :, , :.,, : -:,,
, -

1 ,

130.* ittcitt:0116:0E) A support, the, more elaborate Ones, Vehicular,
, . , .

...,.,, , , . ...

,ncor _gratin% a telescoping pole arrangement for suspending
and -itiantpulating a microphone in order to obtain its optimum. .. , " , , r , ' ,, .. , .r , r , , n , -,Orientation and position outside the camera's field, of view.
( P20.'--'.,'-,-:;.:,:,,._:,..,,:,..;,,,

(800. (141000-40:140'
-...,-

-, :
, r' ' , ' ,w
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,
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BOOTH

BOOTH Sound treated cubicles for student stations in elec-
tronic learning laboratories. The acoustical partitions
are usually on three sides. The front partition may be a
collapsible, sliding, or folding panel or it may be made
of transparent materials such as plexiglass. (D & T Comm)

BRAKING MECHANISM Apparatus on a tape recorder which stops
the motion of the reels; if not properly adjusted, tape
spillage, stretch, or breakage may occur. MOE)

BRANCH A6 choice point at which students are sent to alternative
items; depehding on their responses to the particular item.
A. common use of branching is in intrinsic programs, where the
brandh (or loop) consists of a single item explaining why a
partioular answer-is incorrect and returning the student to
the original item for another try. A criterion item may be
inserted in a linear program and, if the student passes it,
he Is sent_ forward several items (FORWARD BRANCHING) if'he
fails the Criterion item, he takes an intervening sequence
of review or remedial items. A student may, at a criterion
item, he sent'llackward in the program to repeat items he ha_ s

Tea seen but inadequately mastered (BACKWARD PRAWHIO0
CX")! Students may nbe "brached" on the basis T

of e thee constructed responses or multiple- choice resoonses,
tnovgh e- latter predominate. (markle)

BROPDCAST the transmission of radio or television signals
through space via electronic devices; also termed "wireless"
transmission; the term "telecast" is sometimes used when
restricted to television broadcast. (D & T Comm)

1§TiLK ERASER See ERASER, BULK

CABLE` A series of conductors insulated from each other and
arranged in a variety of patterns to perform transmission,
control./ audio, and power supply functions in an electrical
SysteM4 Coaxial cable is designed to pass a wide range of
frequencies and is particularly adaOted to video and RF
transmission applications. (See COAXIAL CABLE for #rther
larification.) (Lewis)

CAMERA CHAIN A teleVision camera connected to a control unit_
viewing monitor. (Lewis)

CAMERA CHAIN

_,;t
r ,r *v.^.



CANDLE POWER

CANDLE POWER The illuminating intensity of a single standard
candle; a foot-candle is equal to the light from a one-
candle-power SOnrce at a distance of one foot. (Lewis)

CAPSTAN Rotating spindle or shaft which draws the tape across
the heads (of a tape recorder) at a constant rate of speed
on both recording and playback. Operates in conjunction, with
a rubber pressure roller. (USOE)

CARBON ARC PROJECTOR Type of projector illuminated by an
electric spark between two rods of carbon; projector with
,a hot bright light. (Kinder)

CARD PUNCHING UNIT Machine for taking data and converting the
data into coded holes in standard cards. (IBM)

CARD READING UNIT A unit which reads holes in standard cards.
(IBM)

CARRIER WAVE In radio or television broadcasting, the wave
whose amplitude, frequency or phase is varied or modulated
to transmit a signal or combination of signals. (D & T Comm)

T-16
CARTOON An interpretative drawing which satirizes or exaggerates

in order to stress a point: (Kinder)

CCTV See CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION

CELL Another name for a transparency made of acetate for use
in projectors. Cells are usually 32" X 4 ", but may be
2" X 2", 6" X 8", etc. (Kinder)

CENTRAL SOUND SYSTEM An tinter-communication system used in
schools, or other large .institutions, which permits messages,
music, or programs to be transmitted to rooms throughout a
building or group of buildirgs. Provides communication
for administrative 'or instructional purposes. (Brown)

CHAINING the linking together of a series of discriminable
responses in a particular order. The completion of, the first
response is said to provide the stimulus for the second
response. In typical laboratory examples, reinforcement is
given at the end of the chain of responses. A classroom
parallel can be seen in the solution of a long-division prob-
lem: each step in the procedure could be separately taught,

,

even in a random order, but the final performance requires a
prescribed order to achieve the solution. Providing a stu
dent-with knowledge of results at the end of the solution
sequence would parallel the provision of reinforcement fol-
lowing the final response in a chain. IMarkle)

CHAINING



CHALK TALK

CHALK TALK A visualized presentation written or drawn on a
chalkboard and accompanied by narration. r.The drawings ae
usually essential to the chalk talk. A. chalk talk is
frequently used to supplement lectures of discussioriS.
(Cross)

CHALKBOARD A board, the surface of which may be of slate or
plastic or treated wood, upon which one may write or draw
with chalk. Lee also MAGNETIC BOARD. (Cross) t

CHANNEL (RADIO /TV) A specific balA of frequencies assigned
to each radio or television station. In some closed-circuit
applications, the video and audio signals are fed into an,
audio mixer tuned to a specific channel, enabling the signals
to travel by means of a coaxial-cable system rather than
through space.- (Lewis)

CHANNEL (DATA PROCESSING) A shielded line over which ptises
travel from one unit to another within the calculator. (18,m)

AWINEP (TNFOR*TION THEORY) A complete system for trans-
-, .

m ttingjasignal from an input location to an output_loca-
(The' channel includes the properties not only of the

paratus or equipment in the system, but of the code of
language used. The channel may be an organism, in which
case the sense organ, is the input location and the motor
mechanism is the output locaticm.. But it may, also be purely
mechanical, as is telephony; or it may be an institution
such .as a newspaper or news service, or any combination of
physical, organic, and social transmitting media.) (Englis110

, e

CHANNEL, DUAL: (TAPE RECORDING) Usually a stereophonic (dual-
traCk) recorder adapted so that 'two separate channels
(ppagrath signal and student signal in an electronic learn-
ing laboratory) are recorded simultaneously or sequentially
on two separate tracks of the same tape. special switches
OA circuitry allow the student channel to be rerecorded
without erasing the prograM channel. (USOE) ,

CHANNEL, ,000TI_OAP$.0CoRDING) When applied to program source,
-00 means that several sources Can-be transmitted
taneougiy to selected student positions in the:language (or

laboratory network. When referring to a recorder,
it means that several different signals or channels are .

,

reCorded or played back simultaneously but separately through
Multitrack.reCOrder. (USOE)

CHANNEL, MULTI (TAPE RECORDING)--'
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CHECKERBOARD A technique of splicing AB- =ills in order to
eliminate the image of the film splice froM the duplicates.,
The physically overlapped portion of the film is cOvered
to the frame line in all cases by black, 1eader, thus; effec-
tively preventing transfer of the spliCe (UFPA);

"

CINCH MARKS Scratches ,on film caused br.tile;;4resence dust
or other abrasirs:_particres betWeett -.successive coils result
in scratCh, mark on either or both sides kh:0 _fill*Pi-
,Longitti4inai -Cinch marks' may result if the a4nter of a roil
of film is ki4dly held while the., outside end is pulled
tight. .10g41

.

CINEMATOGRAPHEFt A motion picture director of photography;
cameraman, or ,assistant cameraman. ,.(UFPA)

.,
CINEMATOGRAPHY Motion picture photography; the creation, o

the 4,44sion of motion thrcush motion picture technique =s.
Loo Sell., the entire complex of activities involved : in the,
staging, 4irectiork, photography, editing; .anrpresentation .

f,: motion= OM)
en applied to ..sound, this means undistorted :an
`ee reproduction.. (uS.0E)

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION- A modified type of tel.e*,s`,On-, in,
the signals are transmitted by coaXiak_cal**#steica:

cf 0044',Stres. The'se teleitaS. iiinited ins: range ?:and,:,
JACO: they, re,, not br oadea e. waves., :no license,.

'(Kinder)

CABLE pesigned to .Carry,many radio, `tete01.-ong, and
evsonf = , ,

4444W.P2Pimult4APOiwilr. 404#4., TP9114041.1y,
:C'OndUCtOr or wire surrounded,

su=lation over mesh or tube _he
Central wire, and outside conductor are concentric an4:Ser:rp'
s the concluctors. (Lewis)

CODE An agreed transformation; or set of unam;biguous
whereby messages are converted from one rekesentation to

e (ciierry)'

CODE c..10Actry: The maximum possible rate at which information
can be sent through a code channel. (Englith)

:coo ,0204c.

' - .



CODE CHANNEL

CODE CHANNEL A. system whereby a sequence of signals related to
a given code is transmitted at a given rate. (English)

COLOR (1) Photography in natural color, as compared with
photography in black and white. (2) The psychological sen-
sation arising as a result of ocular perception of, and
discrimination between, various wave-lengths of light.
(3) Any feature incorporated in a scene for the sake of its
contribution to the authenticity of the scene. (UFPA)

t .

.,-,,-. .,*.....
. . . .

o

e ,

'coN umNicAtroN (1) When restricted to signs, communication is
the arousing of common . . . (significations) by the produc-
tion of Signs:" It is 'language communication when the signs
produced are language signs. Not all communication is
'lang4Age communication. (Morris); (2),:The arousal of common
Meanings, with their resulting reactions, between communicator
and interpreter through the use of signs and symbols. Com-
munication is a social act and involves two or more persons
4.4.4 'field situation. In the face to face situation the

,

111.19roles of the communicator and interpreter are constantly
shifting. In other situations there is less possibility for
this interaction (Fearing); (3) The establishment of a social
.unit from individuals, by the use of.language.signs. The
sharing of common sets'. of rules, for various goal-seeking
activities (Cherry); (4) The establishment of a commonage of
significations ("meanings") by thepcidtgOn of signs. It
is language communication if the signs 4e language Signs.
(Adaptation from Morris by Knowlton) :rT4 :

;-.

41.

Pc,

COMMUNICATION/HUMAN (1) (Communication Theory) The subscience
that investigates the relations between persons who select
messages (sOurces) and persons who interpret and are affected
by them (destinations); (2) The study of mass media of com-
munication and their effects on mass audiences, other. cultures,

%.1.LL4.0
imu4.

restricts the memning
of the term.), (English)

arbitrarily

commtrammoR MODEL (c.g. Shannon)
stages in a dOtmunication:

A display of the steps or

nose

Vsource of *--> encoding > communication dhannel
message

'destination < ecoding
of message

a

giish

COMMUNICATION MODEL



COMMUNICATIO

COMMUNICATION' UNIT (Communication Thelory) A complex unit .conir.
listing of source, transmitter, receiver, and destinatiOn

the model for human communication the source ,and
.destination are persons. The former selects messages. and

.16y...06ans. of the transmitter---'the Motor system of the .indi-
VidUai'--ericodeS the message and starts it on its way OlroOgh
he communication channel in the form of #,gx141..s--words: ,

;gestures, etc. These signals are picked up by the receiver--
a-SenSe organ and its brain connectionsHof the person whIO
is the deStination.' The signals arp dece46-4Treceive a rneanix:,_
as i central process. in the destinatio41.1 (Eriglish)

co I.OrtONS THEORY A technOlogy (not: 4, theory) that deals
-communication in t all its aspe4s-17phyiical,,isichological,

km1,6164ical. (The parallels between processes of communiCa-
Wininmahines, organism,, and institutions 'are described,
and common forparallel Pr60.60.74 ge-APYt00

ed from old ones. Since INVORMA#ONz is- what '*0,cOrn-
inun-xca there is much overaP'wl-th INFORMATION THEORY.

MMUNTCATOR An organisin that prOduces a sign a 4 ?ant!.
114:14s in social behavior to some organism (the communicatee,

6t#0)
4 ,COOIONITY RESOURCES In .education, any ma er; agenci4.1

aCtiVtties, or persons 'in a community that ;May
a 's6hool program to provide learning. erienc0. (*P1,41'

SPONSE, cONSTRUCTEb,

obitive motion' picture print containin
e gOurid. (Gordon)',

osITIoN In photography and art, composition rPfe4's to thc-
anne arrangement of item's or obj.ects which make up the

34idet)

NPWER, accept information and supPly.
orma On. The supplied, output ipforMation is derived from

e accepted iriput;inforination. (IBM)

, , .
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CONCEPT

CONCEPT (1) Any object of awareness together with its signifi-
cance or meaning; anything one can think about that can be
distinguished from other "things." (2) A general meaning, an
idea,or a property that can be predicted of two or more
individual items. (3) Knowledge that is not directly per-
ceived through the senses but is the result of the manipu-
lation of sensory impressions. (Thus one may directly
perceive in Dobbin certain,properties, but for a concept
cane must also apprehend these properties as constituting
part.of the general notion of "horsiness." A concept requires
both abstraction and geneialization--the first to isolate
the property, the second to recognize that it may be ascribed
to several objects.) (tmglish)

CONCEPTUAL LEARNING A highly developed form of learning in
which meanings take on generalized understandings. (Kinder)

CONCRETE Specific; based upon direct senppiyy experiences, as
opposed to abstraCtA (Brown)

CONDENSING LENS A lens which serves to gather the light rays
from a source and to condense or concentrate them (Kinder)

CONDUIT. A kind of rigid or flexible metal pipe or tubing which
contains the wires that conduct the signals or current.

CONE' OF EXPERIENCE. A graphic representation of a theory pro-
poSed- by Edgar Dale in which all general categories of
experience are placed at different levels upon a gradually,
'narrowing cone--the rich, personal, sensory, experiences at
the base, and the highly abstract, symbolic experiences at
the top. As we move upwardon the cone, we travel f;:om the
most direct. to the most indirect experiences--for example,
from thesiell child's first building with blocks to e = mc2,
a'forMula in atomic' energy. (D & T Comm)

CONSOLE, CONTROL See CONTROL CONSOLE

CONSOLE, TEACHER Teacher's control center (in an electronic
laboratory) where a distribution panel controls the trans-
mission of program signals, and may include facilities for
two --way intercommunication with individual students or an
entire group.. (USOE)

CONSOLE, TEACHER

-21
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CONTINUITY

CONTINUITY As used in connection with scripts for radio, tele-
vision, or film production. A specific outline of the
sequence of events to be presented. (Brown)

CONTINUOUS LOOP Two open ends of a short length of film, five
or six feet, spliced and threaded into a projector. The
film is then projected over and over. Longer film length,
several minutes or more, requires a special projector or
adapter so that the film will be automatically, rewound as
it comes through the projector. (Kinder)

CONTRAST (1) Lighting Contrast: the ratio between the maximum
and minimum intensities of incident light on the subject,
or, radiated and/or reflected light from ,the subject;
(2) Photographic Contrast: in terns of negative or positive
film,the ratio between the optically most' denae and least
dense areas, expressed in terms of gamma--the tangent of the
angle formed by the straight -line, portion of the DlogE curve

e logE axis) (3) Subject Contrast: the scale of
vaPmes' exhibited by a subject. If the scale is short,

e range of tone, it is called "flat, n whether
ark or generally light. If the subject tonal

-'s reasonably long, with good gradation from .black T-22
to White, it is regarded as normal. When the subject
tonal range is great, and intermediate tones are relatively
lacking, the subject is termed ncontrasty. n (UFPA)

and
tona,
with
genera
scale

CONTRIVED EXPERIENCES Learning experiences that are designed
to simulate real-life situations. They often use real
thingss,t or effective substitues for real things, to give
verisitilitude to experiences. (Brow')

couTma-CONSOLE A piece of equipment that incorporates
monitors for-viewing separate images picked up by various.
TV' c4rOras in a system, in ,addition to the switching, and
other. control devides required. When remote-controlled
_camerae are used, special iris, lens focus, and pan-tilt
circuits are included. (Lewis)

CONTROL PANEL The" nerve system of accounting machines. These
:panela.are plugged 'with wires that relay data from the.
cards'to the Various machine-functions to render desired
reaulta. (IBM)

el"

CONTROL PANEL



MNTROL ROOM USually located adjacent to;, or As Part O
television, radio or electronic learning lab or s. u ;,Of with
glass panels installed to permit visual contact betwee.n the
two areas. Contains control console,, a4.0ko e4Pi and
other accessories employed by the direct-Ow teac er, and
staff; CD & T Comm)

.

CONVERSATIONAL: CHAINING A prOgramirig technique in Which' the
.

correct 'answer.' to an item not present.ed but
rather_ embedded. in the, text of the f.,41.9Wing..1te*.;
secutiVe items are 'thug clOsely, 40350.* .P'4e,;10c0',#1! of
repeating in the ,neW -item 'the- word or i1.9r401.tiiat.-*ie
elicited in the 'previous item. The response
becomes part of the stimulus. in the next, ,.(See _CHATTING. )
The technique was developed and deScribed'_by `J'Ohri ):341.0".
(Markle)

CONVERTER An electronic device caPabIe of changing radiO an
television signals firom one class Of frequencies to-.another.
Attached to a TV receiver, a converter allows a 40.' stet to
tune in UHF channels. Similarly, a converter insta):14d at
the antenna site can perform the same function to permit
distribution of the modified signals to many television
receivers not ordinarily equipped to receive such signals.
(Lewis)

CONVERTER, VOLTAGE An electronic device used in altering
voltage supplied to any device. (D & T Comm)

COUNTER, INDEX Similar to an odometer (mileage indicator in
automobiles) which indicates the relative amount of tape
that has run past the heads, Also called digital counter.
(USW

CRADLE MOUNT A carefully balanced attachment for the base of
a television,, motion picture, or Still camera that permits
tilt-down. It is fastened to the top of the tripod or
pedestal. (D & T Comm)

CRAWL A long sheet of paper installed on rollers and contain-
ing a series of titles or credits relating to a television
program. When placed in an opaque projector (telop) con-
nected to a film chain, each line appears in sequence as
the roller is turned. (Lewis)

CRITERION See TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

CRITERION



CROPPING To trim or cut off parts of the picture, to elim-
.ite superfluous portions and thus improve composition. .

/5.:4`cT- COMM):
., ..,

. ,....,
. ,

..._,...-, , _ .. ..- . .. .. ,, . -- ,-- --- -..,_.,..,--- .-- ,:,-, .._:---i.,-,-,;-,, . ., ...

CROSS .Nppi.4 APPROACH Methodology based. on. the principle that
a. variety Of audiovisual media and experiences correlated
_ . .

with other instructional materials overlap and reinforce
-the Vaiue: of each other. Some of the material- may be -Used.:

'. to motivate interest; others,/ to communicate basic _facts ; .

still:, deepen under-
standing... MEDIA APPROACH. &

others, to clear up misconceptions _ an4.....
. ,..: . .,.. . ... .._
.-.Itnding Sate as MULTI . (D- -"T COMM), ..:. ..- - .,., .

. ...

CROSS-TALK Interference of one channel with another. Leakage,
of sound in a system as when one student hears an atditional
Program signal or another student through his headphones.

CROWDER-STYLE PROGRAM See PROGRAMING, INTRINSIC

CU (CLOSE-UP) see: SHOT

cing See' .PROMPT
T-24

CUT (1) The instantaneous change from one scene to another.
Successive frames .contain the last frame of one scene and
the first frame of the following scene; (2) To stop
operation of camera, action, and/or sound recording equip-
ment; (3) To sever or splice film in the editing process.
(UFPA)

CUTAWAY (1) "A- scene photographed at the site of principal
-action, interrupting the flow of action but ,containing only
a.,part of they view visible to other scenes. The film
editor uses the cutaway to bridge two scenes that do not
move smoothly from one to the other (Gordon); (2) A real
object or a model, made to scale or magnified, in which the
outer covering or a portion has been wholly or partially
removed so as to reveal the inner structure or framework or
working parts. (cross)

CYCLES PER SECOND (CPS) Unit used to measure frequency, or
"pitch , " of any sound. (USOE )

.

CYCLES PER SECOND (CPS)
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DARKROOM A room for photographic purposes which is light-proof
and which is equipped with special safety lightsusually,

red, green or orange. (D '& T Comm)

DATA PROCESSING The gathering, storing, and processing of
numerical and alphabetical information of a business -or

-scientific nature. &BM)

DATA-REMOTING The storage and handling of data throu4h Mechan-

ical-electronic systems. Permits electronid distriPution
of recorded images without removing the original material

from the depository. (Lewis)

DATA-STORAGE TUBE A modified TV kinescope or picture tube

equi.pped to retain selected images for as long, as desired.

(Lew is)

DAYLIGHT SCREEN A projection screen so constructed that clear
images froma prcdector are visible in an yundarkened room.

BEADED AND LENTICULAR SCREENS are often placed in this

category. (D 0 T Comm)

D.C. See DIRECT CURRENT

DECIBEL A unit used for comparative evaluation of sound
loudness in terms of the ration of the amounts of per
involved. The ear being responsive arithmetically, as
sound power increases or decreases logarithmically, a change

of one decibel in sound power level is just perceptible by

the ear as a change in sound loudness. (TJFPA)

DEFINITION Appearance of sharpness or of being in focus of

an image. (Lewis)

DEMAGNETIZER, HEAD See HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

DENSITY Defined as the logarithm of the opacity. In general
terms, the relative darkness of an image area. (NABDC)

DEPTH OF FIELD Assuming an imaginary line extending from the
camera-film plane to the scene of action, the distance along
this line from the closest point visible in acceptable locus
to the farthest point visible in sharp focus is said to be
the depth of field. (Gordon)

DEPTH OF Flail)



DIAZ°

DIAZO Light-senSitive component of diazotype materials which
reacts with couplers to form ano dyes. (NABDC)

DIGITAL COMPUTER A comPuter which operat_ps with clearly
defined or discrete numbers, as opPosed to Physical quan-
tities of variables, which are used in an analog computer.
(IBM)

DIRECT CURRENT That is, electric current which flows in one
direction. °(D ,& T Comm)

DIRECT EXPERIENCE A term generally used to explain a learning
process based upon actual experience with real things in a
real (tiue-to-life) situation. Learning to sell by working
in a store is one example. (Brown)

DISPLAY (Noun) That which is used in the generation o
sensory experience in terms of content. (TerLouw)

DISTORTION Improper, reproduction of the original sound due to
any change that takes place as the signal travels through
the electronic system. Distortion of sound reduces its
claritY. OmE) T-26

DOCUMENTARY The term to describe the type of motion picture or
television program that purports to show reality and in
which techniques are secondary to the theme. (Gordon)

DOLLY A platform or frame equipped with wheels, or casters on
which the tripod or pedestal supporting cameras or other
equipment is mounted. (D & T Comm)

DOUBLE FRAME Term applied to a 35mm filmstrip on which the
tp444e;ape4hotbgraphed so that the, width of the picture
is lengthwise on the film. Double frame pictures are 1
11" X 1" and the film is inserted in the projector
horizontally. (Kinder)

DRUM A constantly rotating cylinder with a magnetic surface
on which data aire stored by magnetizing spots on this sur-
face using read-write heads staggered about its periphery.
(IBM)

DRY MOUNT A picture mounted by use of a thermal-seal process.
(Kinder)

DRY MOUNT



DUAL TRACE:HEAD See HEAD, DUAL TRACK

DUAL-TRACK HEAD

iztat=Ememesiiim-

DUAL TRACK RECORDER A tape recorder which records two tracks
on one tape. Each track covers half the track width.
(Kinder)

DUAL-TRACK TAPE 'See TAPE, DUAL TRACK

DUBBING A copy of a tape recording made by recording on one
machine what another machine is playing. Sometimes called
a duplicate or "dupe." (Brown)

DUPLICATING Creating an exact (or nearly exact) copy of a
recording, a drawing, a printed page, etc. (Cross)

DYNAMIC RANGE Ratio between the softest and loudest sounds a
recorder can reproduce without undesirable distortion.
Usually measured in (lb' s. (USOE)

E

EARPHONE& See HEADPHONES T-27

EDITING. The process of assembling, arranging, and trimming
film,, both picture and sound, to the best advantage for
the purpose at hand. Same as "cutting." (UFPA)

EDUCATIONAL STATION. A broadcasting station (AM, FM, TV) oper-
ated on a non-profit basis in the interests of cultural
development. It accepts no advertising. (Kinder)

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION (ETV) (1) Any broadcast or closed.
circuit television program which provides informat0444a
enrichment or peripheral enlightenment; (2) A generic
term often applied to any television program related to
some form of instruction. (See also INSTRUCTIONAL
TELEVISION or ITV) (D & T Comm)

EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER (ERP) The energy actually transmitted
in the horizontal plane from the antenna of an FM or tele-
vision station. (Lewis)

EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER (ERP)



EFFECTS ANALYSIS

.ct

EFFECTS ANALYSIS The techniques of determining in objective
and quantitative terms the effects of particular common-
cations content on interpreters. Such amlySis is always
made after the interpreters have been exposed to the con-
tent. A variety of special techniques are used including
information and attitude test, and interviewing. (rearing)

EGRUL See RULEG

EIA (RIMMPO STANDARDS A set of criteria and standards worked
out by research committees to arrive at a working basis for.
commercial broadcast television equipment--both transmission
and reception. The Electronics Industry Association (EIA),
formerly known as RETMA, was responsible for activating
this, important work. Equipment not meeting EIA standardd
cannot be used for conventional telecasting purposes. (Lewis),

ELECTRIC BOARD A generic term applied to numerous devices
Created to test, drill or demonstrate; usually features an
electrical circuit which activates a buzzer, bell, or light
when appropriate contacts or switches are manipulated in
response to questions or pictorial materials displayed on
the board. Also called a "buzz board." "(Brown)

ELECTROMAGNET Device 'which becomes magnetized when connected
to electric current (e.g., the tape recorder head is an
electromagnet energized by the current passing through an
amplifier from the microphone.) (USOE)

ELECTROMECHANICAL Refers to devices whose functions are
accomplished by inter-related mechanical and electrical
(or electronic) processes. Sometimes used to denote any
of the audio or audiovisual components of electronic learn-
ing laboratory facilities, such as tape recorders,
headphones, microphones, etc. (D & T Comm)

ELECTRONIC LEARNING LABORATORY Basically a series of tape
recorders, earphones and microphones, connected by wire to
a console where switches permit the instructor to communi-
cate with (1) all students simultaneously, (2) groups of
selected students, and (3) one student, individually.

The instructor may also distribute a single tape to all
students or several, different master tapes to selected
individuals. In same laboratories each student may have his
own individual master tape to which he listens, orally

T-28
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EMumslog

responds and sometimes (according to instructions) records
his oral responses. Most electronic laboratories place the
tape recording 1chanism at the student's desk. tabh desk

4"

is isolated by sound dampened panels. In addition the
student is, provided with a microphone and earphones.
Recently remotely controlled recorders, boom mdcrophones
fastened to the earphones headset along with the elimina-
tion of isOlation panels have been installed to provide
improved instkuction. Supplemental studies deth0Pqtrate
that greater efficiency is provided when visual materials
are presented to either the entire group or to each student
individually.

Experimentation since 1958 has prOvided evidence that
these facilities can be utilized effOctively for,the teach-
ing of foreign: languages; reading; spelling; grammar and
punctuation; music appreciation and criticism; English
literature; social studies; stenography; and speech.
(; *handler)

EMULSION. The coating, consisting of gelatin and silver salts
(unprocessed film) or gelatin and metallic silver (processed
film) bOnded to and supported by the film base. (UFPA)

T-29

ENCODING (1) Process whereby a message is transformed into
signals that can be carried by a communication channel;
(2) Process whereby a person transforms his intention into
such behavior as can be a signal in a communication system.
(The usual behaviors are oral or graphic language, but
gestures, etc., may also serve. The entire encoding may
involve several steps, e.g., a person writes out a telegram
[first encoding] which is in turn transformed by another
into electric signals [second encoding. ]) (English)

ENLARGEMENT A print made from a smaller negative through a
projection process. (D & T Comm)

ENTROPY The measure of unavailable energy in a thermo-dynamic
system. By analogy, it refers to the information rate of a
source of messages. Information tends to narrow the range
of probability. In holding a direction opposite to that of
randomness, information thus resembles negative entropy.
(Adapted" from Cherry and F. Allport by Knowlton)

ENTROPY
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ERASE

ERASE (1) In tape recording, to remove the magnetic pattern
on a tape by placing the tape in a strong magnetic field.
On tape recorders, this is done by an Wase head." Tapes- (7,1so

are also erased in a fewpoments on a "bulk eraser" CRnown);
(2) In data processing, to destroy the information stored on
the surface of a magnetic tape, magnetic drum, or cathode ray
tube in order to, make this storage space available for new
information. (IBM)

ERASE HEAD See HEAD, ERASE

ERASER BULK Device for erasing an entire reel of tape in a
few seconds. It contains a powerful electromagnet which
neUtralizes the magnetic patterns on the tape. (uS9E)

ERROR A response not acceptable to the programer. Prcgramers
attempt to eliminate errors by revising tbe program.
Erroneous responses may indiCate (1) A poorly designated item
which fails to communicate and therefore needs to be
rewritten; (2) A sequence in which prompts have been faded
too fast or inadequate practice given; (3) Assumed previous
knowledge which in fact t1 student does not haire; (4) Pdor
analysis of the subject matter, leading to a confusion not T-30
predicted by the programer. Intrinsic programs handle
errors by branching students to simpler presentations
(type 2) or to remedial sequences (type 3). Linear pro-
grams are.-revised to prevent such errors. Errors due to
sources (1) and (4) are unacceptable to programers and
teachers alike.

Confusion has been introduced by assumptions that the
principle of errorless learning means that all responses
must meet a criterion of unvarying precision. "False starts"
such as a blind alley in trouble-shooting or prcblem-solving,
a tentative generalization based on inadequate data, an
over-or under - estimation in approximation, etc., are "mistakes"
which may be valuable for training purposes. (Markle)

ERROR RATE Generally, the percentage of incorrect responses on
an item, a set of items, -cc a whole program. A relatively
row error rate--and programprs do not agree on the range that
is "10P-Antnecessary but by no means sufficient condition
for a program to be considered acceptable. Spuriously low
error rates are too easily attained by adding irrelevant
easy items, testing with a pre-trained population, removing
terminal items, etc. (Markle)

ERROR RATE



ETCHED GLASS

ETCHED GLASS Type of glass used for slide making which =has one
side etched or ground to give a milky or opalescent effect.
(Kinder)

ETV See EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

EXCITER LAMP An incandescent lamp to supply l00;nous energy to
a photoresponsive cell, such as the photocell in a motion
picture projector. Interposition of a variable mask air
matte, such as a sound track, in the optical path between
the exciter lamp and the photocell then results in corre-
sponding variations in the electrical response of the
photocell. (UFPA)

EXPOSURE Exposure is the process of subjecting a photographic
film to any given intensity of light in such .a .manner that it
may produce a latent image on the emuksion. (UFPA)

EXPOSURE METER Any of several types of optical or photoelectric
equipment designed to assess reflected or incident light
quantitatively. Most are equipped with an adjustable Com-
puter into which several pertinent values can be inserted,
and from which the exposure required for a specific, scene
cam be read. (UFPA)

EYE LIGHT A special source of illumination designed to effect
desirable reflection from the eyes and teeth of a subject
without substantially affecting the over-all lighting
condition. See also LIGHTING. (Lewis)

F

f-VALUE A system of rating lenses which states the relation-
ship that exists between the lens opening and its focal
length. It indicates the intensity of the ,lht" which
strikes the film in the camera, and is written f/ = F/d,
in which F is local length and d is diameter of lens.
(Kinder)

FACSIMILE An electronic system for transmitting pictures
and graphic materials hover vex* high frequency air waves.
(Kinder)

FACSIMILE

,47,-



FADER

FADER An electronic control that progressively decreases the
intensity of an image picked up by a TV camera. This pro-
cedure can, be continued until the image on the screen
disappears entirely or the process can be reversed to fade
in another image. (Lewis)

FADING The gradual removal of the prompts in a seq%;ence of
items teaching a particular topic. Sequences typically
begin with highly prompted items and end with unprompted
terminal items. The word is sometimes used as a synonym of
vanishing. (Marlde)

FAST,FORWARD Tape movement control which permits fast winding
of the tape to facilitate location of a specific 'portion
whidh lhas. not yet been played. The speed of this movement
may vary considerably from one model recorder to another.
MISOE)

FCC Abbreviation for Federal Communications Commission, a
regulatory agency created by Congress in 1934. (D & T Comm

FEEDBACK: (ELECTRICAL) Cumulative interaction between micro-
, -

micro-
phones and loudspeaker in the same audio circuit. Also, T-32
an electrical circuit arranged so that part of the power
outPiit is returned to the circuit at a lower level of
amplification in order to improve the over-all performance
of "the amplifier. (UFPA)

FEEDBACK (COMMUNICATION THEORY) Refers to a fundamental prop-
erty of any dynamic system, viz. the inter-dependence of
parts. As one part of a system increases or decreases in
same respect (such as speed) another part of the system
with which it is dynamically inter-related, correspondingly
changes its operation (e.g., speed). This later change,
in turn, has effects on the former, etc. The system may be
such that an increasing "output" so affects "input" as to
in turn decrease "output" (negative feedback); or the
opposite (positive feedback).

Feedback loops of concern are linguistic statements and
expressive gestures--in fact anything that indicates to the
communicator the manner in which the communicatee responds
to his message; and anything that indicates to the inter-
preter the intent of the communicator in producing the
mesrage. (Knowlton)

FEEDBACK (COMMUNICATION THEORY),
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FEEDBACK (PROGRAMING) A term borrowed from communication
theory and used to describe some event which occurs as a
result of or contingent upon the student's response. It -

is not necessarily synonymous with reinforcement, since
it is not defined by its effect on the recurrence of the
response.

In a trouble-Shooting program, for instance, the
response might be "I choose to measure A." Feedback would
consist of "The value of A is. X." The feedbadk does not
indicate necessarily the rightness or wrongness of measur-
ing A. (See KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS.) A distinction is made
by intrinsicorogramers between providing the student with
the correct answer, as is typical in linear programs, and
providing a more extensive discussion of why the answer is
correct, as is sometimes done in intrinsic programs. The
diScussion is the feedback. (Markle)

FELTBOARD A type of display board made of cardboard or thin
wood and covered with felt or similar cloth. Pictured
s ols to be displayed on it are backed with similar
materials and adhere to the feltboard. When flannel is
used, referred to as a wflannelboard.") (Cross)

T--33

FIDELITY Deree of the exactness or faithfulness,with which
any sound is duplicated or reproduced as compared to the
original sound. (USOE)

FIELD In data processing, name given to the smallest com-
pletely tsignificant piece or section of data. (IBM)

FIELD DISTRIBUTION In data processing, the spreading of data
from one field to several for printing, punching, or
accumulating in accordance with signals from the cards.
(IBM)

FIELD SELECTION In data processing, the channeling of dif-
fering data locations into one field for printing, punching,
or accumulation.

FILL LIGHTING See LIGHTING

FILM CHAIN An equipment arrangement in which one or more 16mm
film projectors are directed in turn to provide image pickup
for a television camera. Th may include the projector,
multiplexer, and TV camera. (Lewis)

FILM CHAIN
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FILM LOOP See CONTINUOUS LOOP

FILM NEGATIVE In photography, film which is used to receive
the image photographed. In a negative, the image s in
reverse from its normal appearance: dark subject areas
are light or clear in the negative, and light subject
areas are dark. The negative is later printed on positive
film or paper. (Brown)

FILM, PANCHROMATIC Film that is sensitive to all, c'olors Of
the vigible, spectrum.. (Brown)

.

j'31;z4,- 10§.70E Film upon tylli44: *444 .are. .tOprOduce0 fbr
.

proj.ection e an(1 in -Whidh all' their eleMente are preSented
. .

,

in : normal tonal relationships 1 as ObSerVed by she eye.

FILM,` .itEVERSAL, A '.film,usedin Photography, which serves as
both ne4atie.,and positive. vahenthe film is processed
the negative...image' is reversed, to become- normal positive

ti.nage proj.eation:.- (Brawn),
t-.

. .

FILM, SILENT A motion picture film on which no sound track T -34
has been,- recorded: Generally; silent film is 16mm and
has sprocket holes. on both edges. "Sileht speed" for

.

-projection of 16mm is 16 frames per second. (Brown)

FILM, SOUND .A motion picture film with self-contained sound
track: (.optical or magnetic). A 16mm sound film has
sprocket. holes' on one edge only. Projects properly at 24
frames per second. 1Br own)

FILM, 'MINING A film produced with an instructional objec-
tive; may be synonymous with "educational" or "instructional"
film. Sometimes conceived to be a film' solely for
insttuction in skills. 'A military term for instructional
films. (Brown)

FILMOGRAPH A "motion" picture made by photographing motion-
less subjects with motion picture camera., (Kinder)

FILMSTRIP (Also variously called "strip film" and "slide
film") .A length of 35mm or 16mm film containing a suc-
cession of still pictures, intended for projection one at
a time in the same way as slides 'are shown. Some film-
strips are equipped with a tape cr a recording that con-
tains not only the narration but also a subsonic signal
that activates a solenoid, thus advancing the filmstrip
to the next picture on cue'. (Gordon)

FILMSTRIP



FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR Ilrojection instrument designed to accept
35mm filmstrips, vertically if SINGLE FRAME or horizontally
if DOUBLE FRAME: often equipped with an adapter-to accept
slides. Models available'with manual advance and/or remote
control. () & T Comm)

FILMSTRIP, SOUND' See FILMSTRIP

FIXED FOCUS Of a lens, adjusted in manufacture to exhibit
maximum depth of field, and permanently positioned relative
to the film plane. Used chiefly on inexpensive amateur
cameras. (HM)

FLANNELBOARD See FELTBOARD

FLANNELGRAPH See FELTBOARD

FLASH METER See TACHISTOSCOPE

FLAT PICTURE A flat picture is a representation, a visual like-
ness, of persons, places and things. It is a two-dimensional
representation and may be an actual photograph or, any one
of the following: postcard, sketch, half-tone, print,
lithograph, mural, cartoon, comics, poster, photograph.
(Even maps, charts, and graphs are considered as pictures
designed to show relationships.) (ianoss)

FLAT RESPONSE Ability of an audio system to reproduce all
tones (low and high) in their proper proportion. A sound
system might be specified as having an qssentially flat
response, plus or minus two db:Afrom 75 to 9,000 cycles per
second. (USOE)

FLIP CHARTS An integrated easel graphic presentation that is,
hinged together into a unit. Their name came from the fact
that you "flip" the separate sheets over the top of the unit
into or out of view as you progress in the presentation.
They are usually associated with tabletop presentation,
rather than large audience groups. (ANA)

FLOCKING Term which comes from "flock," meaning small tufts
of wool or hair, or wool refuse. In'FELTBOARD use, flocking
refers to a backing for cut-outs, usually a mass of flakes
or fibres sprayed from a can or gun. These are usually
synthetic flakes which stick to paper and will adhere to
felt. (Kind( 7)

FLOCKING

T-35
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FLUORESCENT CHALK

FLUORESCENT CHALK A type of chalk that becomes luminescent
in a darkened room under special ultra-violet lighting.
(Kinde'r)

FLUTTER Undesirable movement, in the recording of a picture
or sound, which results in deterioration of the fidelity
of the picture or sound record. In the case of pictures,
this can occur during exposure of the film in the camera,
during the printing process as the image is transferred
from one piece of film to another, or in the projector while
a print is shown on the screen. Flutter in sound may be
variable, or it may be aperiodic, depending on its origin,
which is usually the erratic or aperiodic irregularity of
motion of some mechanical component involved in recordirig
or reproducing the sound. See also WOW. (UFPA)

FM RADIO See RADIO, FM

FOCAL LENGTH For any thick lens, or combination of lens ele-
ments such as a photographic objective, the focal length is
the distamoe from either principal focus to the correspond-
ing principal point. The "principal points" are two posi'.=
tions on the optical axis, separated from each other by a T-36
distance variable with the characteristics of the individual
lens or combination of lenses, and under ordinary conditions
they coincide with the conjugate points for unit magnifica-
tion, in this context being known as "nodal points." (UFPA)

FOCUS The maximum definition of image attainable with a lens
through adjustment of its optical relationship to the plane
in which the image is formed. (UFPA)

FOIL Term used to refer to the sensitive plastic sheets used
in ammonia-type printing. (Kinder)

FOOT CANDLE The illumination falling on a spherical surface
one foot distant from a point light source of one stand-
ard candle intensity. Also expressed as the illumination
on a surface one foot square when the uniformly distributed
luminous flux has a value of one lumen. (UFPA)

FOOTAGE In the United States and some other countries, length
of motion picture is usually expressed in the English
system, with the foot as the basic unit. Width, or gauge,
of film, however, is universally expressed in the metric

I system. (UFPA)

,
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FORMAL PROMPT

FORMAL PROMPT See PROMPT

FRAME An individual picture in a series of pictures, as in a
motion picture film or filmstrip. (See ITEM4;XD & T Comm)

FRAME; DOUBLE See DOUBLE FRAME

FRAMER A button, lever, or knob that controls centering of
frame of film in the aperture of a motion picture or film-

strip projector.. (Brown)

FREQUENCY Pitch of sound as determined by .the number of cycles

per.second. (TTSMY

FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM) A high frequency radio wave in
which the amplitude is kept constant and the vibrations

fluctuate. FM usually means clearer, staticless radio;

the sound waves travel in a straight line. (See also

RADIO, FM) (Kinder)

FREQUENCY RANGE Range., between the highest and lowest pitched

sounds, which a recorder or sound system can reproduce at a
: T-37

usable output, or volume level. (See also FREQUENCY

RESPONSE.) 1USOE)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE This is the output level of. a recorder or
sound systeM over a'specific range of frequencies which is
usually chatted in the form of a curve. It is more
specific than FREQUENCY RANGE and includes the plus or
minus ;decibel rating which shows the "flatness." (bSOW

FRESNEL A special lens with concentric circle forms impressed
in its front surface to focus spotlight beams for use in

studio lighting. May be obtained in a variety, of designs
with restricted focusing from a 160 beam to a flood beam

of 70°. (Lewis)

FULL-TRACK HEAD See HEAD, FULL-TRACK

FULL-TRACK TAPE See TAPE, FULL-TRACK

FULL TRACK TAPE

y,



GAIN Ratio between the input and output levels of sound equip-
ment. Gain is increased by means of an amplifier. (USOE)

GAP Minute distance between the poles of a recording head.
The shorter the gap, the higher the frequency range of the
recorder can be at a given tape speed. (USOE)

GATE, FILM A mechanism covering the film channel of a motion
picture (or filmstrip) projector. The gate may be opened
to insert or remove the film from the projector or clean
the filmchannel, guides, pressure plate, and aperture.
(Brown)

GLOSSY Applied to photographic papers that are specially
coated to receive a high luster when dried. (D & T Comm)

GRAININESS In photography, a defect characterized by, poor
uniformity of color distribution, more or less in the,
pattern of small dots or grains, amplified by enlargement.
CD & T''Corfim)

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION The preparation, presentation and
interpretation of static, two-dimensional; bvmholic visual
mat0iial. (The word "symbolic " is included to indicate
that most graphics are representations of the original,
and the presentation of the actual originals themselves.)
(Langston)

GRAY SCALE (1) Variations in value from white, through
shades of gray, to black on a television screen. The
graduations approximate the tonal values of the original
image picked up by the TV camera. Some systems are
capable of producing a relatively high number of grada-
tions in the gray scale, whereas others may be rather
limited (Lewis) ; (2) A strip of paper CT film which has
a graduated series of tones from white to black. (D & T
Comm)

GROUP PACING See PACING

GROUP PACING



HALF-TONE

H

HALF-TONE Method of simulating continuous tone by breaking

an image into dots of equal density but variable area.

(NABDC)

HEAD Small ring-shaped electromagnet across which the tape

moves (in a tape recorder). This provides the energy
which magnetizes the iron oxide coating on the tape into

special patterns. (USOE)

HEAD ALIGNMENT See ALIGNMENT, HEAD

HEAD DEMAGNETIZER Hand-held electromagnet used to neutralize
the unwanted residual magnetism built up and retained in

recording heads. .(USOE)

HEAD, DUAL-TRACK Head having two separate pole pieces each,
each covering about half the width of the tape so that

recording or playback of one or both channels (separately

or concurrently) is accomplished with the tape moving in a

single direction. Can be used for single-channel, dual- T-39
channel, or stereophonic. recording. Also called two -track

twin-track, or double-track. (USOE)

HEAD, ERASE Electromagnet which erases or rearranges any
magnetic pattern on the tape before a new recording is
made. (MSIOE)

HEAD, FULL-TRACK Head with a gap covering almost the entire

width of the tape. Also a single-channel recorder. (USOE)

HEAD, HALF-TRACK Head, which records and plays back about
one_ -half of the width of the tape. It can be reversed
to obtain use of the second half. This type is used for
single-channel recorders. (USOE)

HEAD, PLAYBACK. Electromagnet which converts the signal on
the recorded tape into electrical impulses which are then
amplified and reproduced as sound by a loudspeaker or
headphones. (USOE)

HEAD, QUARTER-TRACK Head having two pole pieces which cover
the first and third quarters of the tape. The second and
fourth quarters are recorded by turning the tape over.
Many stereophonic recorders now use this type. (USOE)

HEAD, QUARTER-TRACK
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HEAD, RECORDING

HEAD, RECORDING Electromagnet which converts the amplified
audio information from the microphone into a succession of
magnetic fields that rearrange the magnetic patterns of
the iron oxide particles on the tape as it passes the gap.
The same head is often used for playback. (USOE)

HEADPHONE (Also called "headset) A device consisting of one
or two telephone receivers connected to a headband)for
individual listening to audio sources, such as inter-
communication circuits. Some headsets or headphones are
equipped with a small microphone to permit two-way com-
munication. (Lewis)

HI- Fl.-Common designation for "high fidelity"; refers to an
instrument capable of reproducing both high and low sound
frequencies. (Kinder)

HISS In-a tape recorder, a noise which may originate in the
amplifier or from the tape itself. Hiss will increase if
heads are not demagnetized at intervals and will be
recorded on the tape even during playback. (MSOE)

HOPPER .in data processing, the input receptical on the card' T-40
feed of.a machine. (IBM)

HUE That quality of a color related to the wave-length of
light which the color reflects. (NABDC)

HUM Low-pttch background noise caused by poor shielding or
mismatching of impedances. It may be "60-cycle hum"
picked up from a. c. electrical power wires. Three-pronged
polarized plugs may also help prevent this. (USOE)

UTTMAN wmrTmvpuTur (11 An nnnlitmd grigsnrum parfinipafAA in
jointly by psychologists and engineers, concerned with the
design of equipment and the arranging of the physical
conditions of work in relation td human sensory capacities
psychomotor abilities, learning capacities, body dimen-
sions, comfort, safety, and satisfactions; (2) The art
of managing men as the engineer manages materials.
(English)

HUMAN ENGINEERING



ICONIC SIGN
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ICONIC SIGN A sign is iconic to the extent that it resembles
or has the properties of the object, event or situation for
which it is a sign. If the words "cat" and "meow" are both
scilgns for the object cat, then, "meet" may be said to be
more iconic than "cat." (Fearing)

ICONOGRAPHIC Term given to recent developments in the filmo-
graphic technique in which illusions of motion are created
by camera, narrative, and music. (Kinder)

IMAGE ORTHICON A highly sensitive TV camera tube used exten-T
sively in studio cameras, as well as for field applications.
(Lewis)

IMAGE-REPRODUCTION The controlled visual recreation or dupli-
cation of an animate or inanimate process or material
through a chemical, ultraviolet, mechanical, graphic,
photographic, electronic:scanning, or other process; e.g.,
an overhead transparency, photograph, printed page, motion
picture, radio facsimile, or television transmission.
(D & T Comm)

IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK. New development in 'ecorders for language
learning which can play back each segment (variable lengths)
of program-stimulus and student-response immediately or
instantaneously after the student response without rewind-
ing the tape or reversing its direction. .(USOE)

IMPEDANCE Resistance a component to the flow of
alternating current which is rated in ohms. Output and
input impedances of two or more connecting components must
be matched quantitatively. Impedance is usually called
"high" or'"loW." (USOE)

INCHES PER SECOND (I. P.S.) Tape speed is measured in inches
per second li, 31, 7i, 15 etc. (D & T Comm)

INDEX COUNTER See COUNTER, INDEX

INFORMATION (Information Theory) A purely quantitative
property of an ensemble of items that enables categoriza-
tion or classification of some or all of them. (ng1ish)

INFORMATION
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL The process of storing large quantities
of information and selectively retrieving this information
under computer control. (IBM)

INFORMATION THEORY (1) An interdisciplinary study (not a
theory) dealing with the transmission of MESSAGES or
SIGNALS, or the communication of INFORMATION. (It draws
upon COMMUNICATIONS THEORY- -which includes much from physics
and engineering, linguistics, psychology, and sociology)
(English); (2) The study of the communication process in
all its aspects. It is a body of mathematical results con-
cerning a quantity called INFORMATION Which is a measure of
the amount of knowledge contained in a proposition or a
message. (IBM)

INPUT (COMMUNICATION3THEORY) The energy entering a system from
without; in a communications system, that which acts on a
receiver. (English)

INPUT (ELECTRICAL) Connecting device, such as a jack, which
carries the incoming signal. Also the incoming signal
itself. (UWE)

INPUT (DATA,PROCESSING Any data in any of several possible
forms which is introduced into and acted upon by the
calculator to produce a particular result. (IBM)

INSTRUCTION In data processing, the name given to the coded
group of characters recognized by the calculator to per-
form any specific operation. Composed of two groups, an
operation code (what is to be done) and an address (where
reference is to be made in memory). (IBM)

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS Devices which axe used simply to assist
inpttletoppr in the teaching-Learning process by present-
ing supporting or supplementary material, usually
intermittently. They are not selfeupporting. (See also
INSTRUCTI(JNAL MEDIA.) (D & T Comm)

an

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA Devices which present a complete body of
information, and are largely self-supporting rather than
supplementary in the teaching-learning process. (Also
see INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS.) (D & T Comm)

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
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INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION OR ITV

INSTRUCTIMIAL TELEVISION OR ITV Any closed-circuit or broad-
cast television program which provides formal instruction,
usually for credit. (See also EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION OR
ETV.) OD & T Comm)

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM Usually a two-way "intercom" audio
network which permits "talk-back" between the teacher and
student in an electronic learning laboratory or remote
classrooms on a closed TV'circuit, also audio connection
between a TV or radio director and crew members. (D &I Comm)

INTERPRET A machine operation to convert the punched data in
a card to one of two printed lines (or both) on the face
of the card. (IBM)

IONOSPHERE An outer belt of the earth's atmosphere which is
ionized or electrically excited by radiations from the
sun or interstellar space; varies in height from several
hundred miles high during the day to 25-50 miles after
sunset. Reflects lower frequency radio waves such as
at=nelzrA AM or shortwave back toward the earth and thus
extends broadcast coverage increasingly as it lowers.
OD & T Comm)

See INCHES PER SECOND

IRIS An adjustable diaphragm, usually incorporated in the
structure of a lens barrel, designed to control the
amount of light passing through a lens. Ordinarily made
up of a series of interlocking leaves, the iris opening
is usually set up to be accurately concentric with the
optical axis of the lens, and is calibrated in terms of
f-stops or t-stops. (UFPA)

ITEM A segment of material which the student handles at one
time. Items vary in size from a single incomplete sen-
tence, question, or instruction to perform some response
up to sizable paragraphs. In almost all programing
methods, it will require at least one response and pro-
vide for knowledge of results before the student proceeds
to the next item. (Markle)

ITV See INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION

ITV
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JACK

JACK Receptacle for a plug connector which leads to the
input or output circuit of a tape recorder or other audio
device. Standard phone plugs and jacks are used in most
language laboratory systems. Special jack boxes afford
several outlets so that several headphones may be plugged
in together. (USOE)

KEY LIGHT See LIGHTING

K

KEYSTONE EFFECT An out-of-square image on a projection screen,
resulting when the plane of the screen and the plane of the
projected material are not parallel to each other. (Brown)

KILOCYCLE A measurement unit equal to 1,000 cycles per
second and used to express the frequency of radio and
other electromagnetic waves. (Lewis)

KINESCOPE The kinescope is the
receiver. However, recently
motion picture films made by
duced On the "kinescope," or

picture tube of a television
the term has been applied to
photngraphing the imges pro-
picture tube. (Cross)

KIT A collection of pertinent materials gathered and inte-
grated into an instructional unit, e.g., a textbook,
filmstrips, tape recording, integrated into one basic unit.
(For, more recent and complex applications of this concept,
see SYSTEMS APPROACH and SYSTEMS DESIGN.) (D & T Comm)

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS A report to a student on the status of
the response he made. It may take the form of a verbal
report "Right" or "Wrong" (or lights, buzzers, etc.,
signaling these), or a display (oral...or written) of the
correct verbal response. It may be a response of a
manipulandum, particularly in those cases in which the
operation of a device is the subject matter. Some teach-
ing machines advance to the next item only when the correct
response has been given. Since knowledge of results has
been shown to facilitate learning in many situations, it is
generally considered a sub-class of reinforcement. (Markle)

KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS
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LANGUAGE A set of symbols whose "meanings" are shared by or
common to the group of interpreters whose language it is.
The symbols are producible by the interpreters and are
formally combinable in some ways and not in others
Grammar). Language appears only in a social context.
(Fearing)

LANGUAGE LABORATORY A term currently used to describe a room
evipped for language instruction in which tape recorders,
projectors, record players, and other devices-are used
singly or in combination. (See ELECTRONIC LEARNING
LABORATORY) (Brown)

LANTERN SLIDE Mounted 31."X 4" (and occasionally 2t" 5 21")
slide, often glass enclosed, which may be handmade with
pencil, crayon or inks, or typed on special materials or
photographically processed. Their larger transparent
surfaces (see ETCHED GLASS) have made lantern slides the
most popular teacher-student produced proiection'medium
until the advent of the overhead TRANSPARENCY. (D & T Comm)

LANTERN SLIDE PROJECTOR Projection instrument designed to ,

accept standard 4" lantern slides, and occasionally
21." 21+" slides, with the provision of a special adapter.
This projector, still popular, was the forerunner of the
SLIDE. PROJECTOR AND FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR. (D & T Comm)

LAYOUT Visualized plan for a display, poster, bulletin board,
publication, or chalkboard presentation. Usually done to
scale and with sufficient detail to indicate how the final
product will appear. (Brown)

LEADER The extremities of a roll or reel of motion- picture
film are called "leaders" or "protective leaders." Leader
stock also is used in negative cutting to maintain syn-
chronization between succeeding scenes in the A-roll, the
B-roll, etc. Stock usually is opaque, either coated or
exposed black-and-white film, which may be either dark
(exposed to light) or clear. Leader stock is used in
developing machines to maintain continuity of the film patch
through the various baths and dryers. (See also ACADEMY
LEADER.) (Gordon)

LEADER



LEARNING A
stimulus
response
overtly.

LEARNING

change in the stable relationship between (1) a
that the individual organism perceives and (2)a
that the organism makes, either covertly or
(NBrlef

LENS (1) In optics, any transparent system by which images
may be formed througb.the light-refracting properties of
curved surfaces. PhotOgraphic objectives usually. are made
up of a nUmber of.individual units, each having a combina-
tion of poEitive and/or negative spherical section surfaces.
In some instarrces the unit combination includes a neutral,
or plane surface. The several units are mounted in a
specific relationship to each other in a cylindrical mount,-
ing, or barrel, which usually also includes an iris
diaphragm with it calibrated external scale, =rid a mechani-;
ical device to permit focusing. Glass of appropriate index
of refraction Is used for each%of'the unit elements,. some
combinations of which may be Cemented together with an
optical cement such as Canada Balsam. Other combinations
may be related by an air space, as dictated by the demands
of the specific lens design; k2) Commonly, any. optical
system complete with barrel, focusing ring, etc. (UFPA)
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LENS, ANAMORPHIC See ANAMORPHIC LENS

LENS, CONDENSING See CONDENSING LENS

LENS SPEED Refers to the ability of a lens to pass light.
-A fast lens would be rate f/1.4; a much slowir lens might
be designated as f/8. The larger the f/number the slower :
the lens. (See also f-VALUE_) (Lewis)

LENS TURRET See TURRET

LENTICULAR SCREEN A silver projection screen with tiny cor-
rugations on its surface to increase the brilliance of the
image. (D & T Comm)

LEVEL INDICATOR Device on the tape recorder to indicate.the
relative level at Which the recording is being made, and to
serve as a warning against under-recording or over-record-
ing. It may be a neon bulb, a magic eye, or a VU meter.
(USOE)

LEVEL INDICATOR



LIBRARY

LIBRARY (INFORMATION CENTER, AV CENTER, INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS CENTER) A function whose responsibility is,to
systematically collect and acquire information, classify
it, store it and, upon demand, retrieve it and assist in
adapting it to the use to be made of the information.
(TerLouw)

LIGHT CONTROL A term used by architects' to identify methOda
of regulating light fran sources outside. a room. .X,n.aucli3O-
Visual terminology, light control., in addition, ,incindeS:
the features by which ,rooms are darkened for projection.
For .clarification, it is recommended that to:tii
"light corrrol,"_ and "room dark0-dn4" be used -: ,(Brown).

LIGHT METER A device incorporating a phOtOce:14. :Conne:qte
calibrated meter to ,read:_disieCt.lir in fOot445410.
to check light,levels in a -Scene or $0: to
photographed. & T ,Comm)

LIGHTING (1) The conditiOn: Or state piE_bei'ng lighted
means or tech_ nique Qt-`-iiluMinarting. In motion
photogr4phy, 14), the illuMinatiOn of
(2) Back lighting: lighting the siibjt,c,,t,f4iiiin-
opposite the' camera to provide a- w

to separate the subject from the b4ocoo..0
liahtinq: lighting from ah angle approac
larity, with the lenS,aicip., for ii-!940141',. to
empha$ize textUre; :(4), Fill lightincti:, lighting use
illuminate shadoW areas resUlting `froM,;,,theMain, or
light ,source; (5) Key. liOhting: lightint''on' the su,
received from the main, or dOminant light

centralHighlighting: lighting to emphasize tho,,cent41 ,itso#
interest of a scene. (See also 'BASE-
SPOTLIGHT. ) (UFPA)

LINE-;OF-SIGHT A term popularly employed to ciescrilb0
mission characteristics of UHF_ tedevis on Chann'eAs ,an4
other high-frequency bands (Such, as Ff4),._*4ch freqUeb:Cieil
are ,usually liMited in transmission range by straight -cline
distances between the radiating antenna and the,:*eCtiy4:114'
antenna. Natural or man-made obstructionS,,
the sending and receiving .positions ftirther' limit
(Lewis)

LINE PRINTER In data processing, a printer .mechanism, that
prints complete multi--character lines, of printing, one after
the other. (IBM)

1.



LIP -SYN

LIP-SYNC The production of a film or kinescope with recorded
sound track that is synchronized with the spoken words of
the person or persons involved in the film. Films that do -
not incorporate lip sync might have a narrator's voice
recorded on- the film. (Lewis)

"LIVE" PROGRAMS Programs which are broadcast at the point
and time of origin. (Kinder)

LoGIC The process of determining by deductive reasoning, the
means for obtaining a desired result from a gkven set of

itionb. (IBM)

tOGib,DEVICE Mechanical or electronic device which can :per-
fcrm any one of the 16 basic logiCal functions. Has two
able states--pitheeon or off- -a decision element. (IBM)

G PLAki$G Usually abbreviated LP. A term applied to
recor s with close or fine microgrooves. These records

a play at 333 or 45 r.p.m. instead of 78 r.p.

ure.projeC404..the,word IPPP". refers,
On:-:OfTst46:-- *tely and

ent1y without beifig-- a ed.' (3rOWn):':

W -POWER T41464sTI1 G Under amended rules of the FCC
ations can now be operated with as little as 100 watts

festive radiated Powor: Prior to this the
tOm . -ERP, was 1000 watts (Lewis)

NE .PACING.' SPe PACING

MACHINE pROGRAM A sequence of step-by-step operations which
-t-6 be performed by the computer in order to solve a

(IBM)

;GAZINN ,A container for filift, tape, slides or filmstrjlps,
,

-1.*** ly' embody l4g transport mechanism, designed- to,.
"uppl r OrpreSent.the,Mate±ial for controlled exposure., ..

'eSit=magazines are Stalt '): jiitegrAte with. spec,i4c, equip-,
wW rive mechanIsms mechanically coupled.



MAGNETIC. BOARD

MAGNETIC BOARD A sheet of metal to which objects may be
attached by means of magnets. This same surface may be
coated with paint or enamel and used as 'a chalkboard.
(See also CHALKBOARD.) (Cross)

MAGNETIC CORES Powdered magnetic oxides pressed into the
Shape of doughnuts and capable of being magnetized in
either of the two circumferential directions: Those
Used in computer storage units are about the diameter
of a. pencil lead. 1IBM)

MAGNETIC. FILM A sprocketed synchronous acetate base with a
Magnetic coating th4t, is available 'from stock in 35, 171,

and 8mM sizes. Characteristically, the filittiresemble6
the commonly known t":taPe varieties, but through the use
of sprockets *.cafwbboPYObroii/2/Wmamtly to the film_ .

(Gordon)
. , ,

MAGNETIC 'SOUND Sound which has been recorded on iron oxide
,coated film or tape- by an electrc magnetic process.
-.(Kinder),

MAGNETIC. SOUND 'PROJECTOR A motion picture prOector capable
MoO:On t4C;ture film_which haS either an optic

or ,ma

;MAGNETIC' TAPE An acetate Ot;1.44g0X ,ribbon coated on, one
:, surface with tin iron .oxide The 001
tape' .employed for
audio t% tapes-

4#0tpx. 0.047.0.44;:0- -data ; in
The most .recent Orej.opm0i.t is the 2" width

used 4* Yi eq:4tii400r* n4 the entire -'teie140U0 ,1#0"-
including -o and synchronizing *04,

1140

MARK ,SENSE; EL P 000. The sensing of discretely
;aced: gra adira, to cause the e punching ot

e,mar e

MASK In photography, a mask is a frame of cardboard or other
substance used to confine the picture area of Slides or
ransparencies , land to give, support to the projection

material in the slide. (Brown)

k.1

ASKING Protecting part of a light-Sensitive layer by an



r lass ibitDtri..

MASS MEDIA The instruments of communication that reach large
numbers of people at once with a common message: books,

magazines, television, radio, motion pictures, etc. (English)

MASTER. Term used to designate a device which has control' over

several others or produces the original taped material. .,

Often applied to tape, program, console, switch, duplicator.

etc. The term "slave" is used sometimes to designate another

device controlled by a "master. " OMSOE)

.

MASTER ANTENNA SYSTEM An arrangement debigned to .0:iminate-fieed

for -individual antennas for each television receiver. 4,47E'eph:as

are arranged to pick up television signals in a service

area and are connected to _an amplification and .diStriWiPoli
:network. to provide optimum signals to multiple loCaticina

one or more buildings. (Lewis) .

,

MASTER CARD A punched card storage means for common data that

use., ;(IBM)

-1.,

MA1:0411.TAFE The tape recording from which duPlicate,arp made.
.Frequently Valuable "master tapes" are copies on meta l d -sc

record;s P insurP recorded, material against losi due =to'

fire accidental exposure of the master tape to strong-

ima, e a fields. (:ross)

MATTE FINISH Dull, gloss-free surface finish. (NABDC-

MATTE.. tOppri Projection screen with flat even surface
dull finish which provides an even brillianCe at2,414., View-
ing angles; most effective in well-darkened_ viewing -43r700,

-00m)

MEDIUM CLOSE -UP) See SHOT

INSTRUCTIONAL See INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

MEDIATOR in communication. theory the system that intervenes

between: the receiver and ,the transmitter. I*: combines

the .function of destination and source. (English):

MEG ;CYCLE A ,unit equal .to 1/0601000 cycles per second used
to egkess the frequency of' radio, teleVisionv and:Ott4et

el.ectz'oMagnetic .waves.'- One megacycle is eqUal .td1:400.
.kilocycles. (Lewis)

ik

0



MEMORY

MEMORY Shortened name for storage devices locations in general.
The tame doesn't imply any particular device as much as it
implies storage of some data where it will be accessible
when needed. (IBM)

MEMORY DRUM A mechanical device for the serial presentation of
memoranda for regulated periods and at regulated intervals.
(English)

MEMORY FILE A large bank of memory cores where information is
stored. (IBM)

MERGE (COLLATOR) The filing together of two decks of cards in
the same sequenced order. (IBM)

MESSAGE In communication theory, an ordered selection from an
agreed set of signs intended to communicate information.
Cherry)

MICROCARD A card on which a large volume of printed materials
has been condensed to extremely small size by photographic
processes. MiCrodard material is read with the aid of i-
micrOca:rd reader, which magriifies the minutp_writing,
(Cross)

pildttoOtpit Film upOn Which;bij)hotographicproceSSes,p4rited
and other materials are .reproduced.. TheMinute iMages on
the fiiiiare observed through a special magnifying viewer
or by OrOle6.6.9n. (See MICROFILM READER.) (Brown:)

MICROFILM READER Apparatus with a built-in screen or viewing
glass arranged to magnify microfilm so that it can be read
comfortably at eye distances and without the use of hand
MagnifYing glasses. (Kinder)

tadompovE, Literally means "fine grooving." On the standald
diSc, grooves are spaced so that betWeen 80 and

0 lines are accommodated to-ap inch. On.themicrogroove
record, 350 lines per inch are considered the minimum.
(kinder)

MICROPHONE A device employed to pick up sound frequencies
and to convert them to electrical variations for trans-
mission on electrical cables. Microphones are available
in a variety okOesigns and pickup or directional patterns.
Accessories permit .the use of booms, stands and clips as
atworting and manipulating arrangements. (Lewis)

MICROPHONE

In /Wain" 11,



MICROPHOTOGRAPHY

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY Still or motion picture photography of
minute objects through the lens system of a microscope.
(D & T Comm)

MICROPROJECTOR A special projector designed to enlarge and
project microscopic transparencies (such as microscope
slides or sections of microfilms for viewing by whole
classes or even large audiences. (Cross)

MICROWAVE Transmission of electrical signals through super
high frequencies. (D & T Comm)

1+4

-

MICROWAVE RELAY A series of high-frequency directional trans-
mitters .,:

and receivers strategically spaced.th permit the gas

successive reception and retransmission o_ f radio and
television signals through space between widely separated
points., (Lewis)

e-thousandth of an inch. Tape thickness is usually
measured in mils. (USOE)

MIX TO combine sound from two or more sources into a single
:recOrding (or output), usually with adjustment of tonal
quality and/or relative volume level. (nsk)

MIXER .Device which permits the combining of two or more
input signals at the same time into a recorder or audio
system at the level desired. (USOE)

MLS (MEDIUM -LONG SHOT) See SHOT

)BILE UNIT A truck or trailer equipped with television or
radio units to ,permit .the pickup of programs in the field.
Some units are equipped with microwave facilities to com-
municate with the home-base station; other arrangements
comprise a mobile studio. (D & T Comm)

MOCK -UP A representation of the real thing, constructed, so
as to ellphasize the particular part or functiOn of the
real thing. It may be smaller or larger than the origipal;
certain features may be made so as to give emphasis to
:functions or relationships. (Cross)

MOCK -tit.



;MODEL

MODEL (1) The voice or voices, preferably of native speakers,
which are recorded as a guide for student practice. Also
the utterances or basic material of each lesson which appear
in dialogue form, narrative form, or in isolation and are
used as models for the students. (USOE) (2) A scale
replica or representation of reality. The scale may be
miniature, exact size, or enlargement, and the model itself
may or may not be manipulative.. (Cross)

MONAURAL Recording or audio presentation with one or more
Microphones but which is recorded or broadcast on only one
track. ("D & T Comm)

MONITOR A high-definition TV viewer connected directly to the
caera output. A true monitor does not incorporate channel

coMponents or audio compOnents. In some closed-
circdit applications, monitors are used where high definition

the reproduced image is necessary. (Lewis)

RING In 0.04troriic learning labs, listening to the souncl,
6,- being recorded or. played bAck., A separate

rack? -head ,onn some recOrders, permite. listenirig to the;
a .recording, is. Also140,*4n4 .ptqcley

02, iii.111e- pr444ce:* during
record and playbaCk of student 'practice- respOnseS (USOE

0$1140g In,r.motion picture. editing, the technique o: cutting
together a*mber of scenes that ateei*her joined by_
saight:COO:pr disSol:VeS to give _an over-all iMpreSsiOn;
also refers to the :printing of several scenes together 4.41
the Same',000osition by the use of traveling mattes and an
optical printer. (Gordon)

MOLTI,=-MEDIA,APROACH. See CROSS MEDIA APPROACH

MOLTISENSORk 'Pertaining to more than one of the human senses,
'(D Eic'T Comm )

NARTB CURVE Standardized playback equalization curve set by
ejfttional Association of Radio and Television

r9adcasters (the National Association of Broadcasters).

See FILM, NEGATIVE



NITRATE *g;t14.

NITRATE FILM Cellulose nitrate or celluloid film; a highly
inflammable, plastic used as the base of theatrical motion
picture film, and in earlier years, on 16mm edutattbnal
films. (See also ACETATE FILM.) (D & T Comm)

NOISE (1) Disturbances which do not represent any part of-
the messages from a speoified source. '(Cherry) (2) Any- -

thing that introduces extraneous Variability into a
communication prOtess or that raises the entropy cm:-
reduces the informationi.e. , difference between input
and, output generated by random error in the communication
syStem

_ -0-1i4E00,j-3/4 LE.OS' -The- ienS..or system of lenSes which fOrms the
primary i age in optical system.. (D & T-:;COrtan):

OHM izraCt'ical unit,' of electrical resistance, being'the
resistance of ,a circuit in which a potential, difference

',One, volt ',produced- a current of one 'anipere-.' (00g-}

OPACITY. The ratio between the amount of light incident,
'-oo#4- transparent surfade and,the a

:.mountof
.surfaci. Opacity is the .r.eciprocal

of `transmission, and its log is equal to density., ItTPAY

41t

OPAQUE That., koPerty of being impervious to ,light and non-
transparent. (NABDC)

*OPAQUE' PROJECTOR projector which can project small opaque
*ages, such as Maps , pictures , or printed pageS onto a

,-;sg;70,e;i:'as enlargeMentS. (Kinder)

'00EN7C*ROPIi2 Refe,S, to broadcast situations, where'. programs.
are 44atecl, for'reception by any listener orviewer

t.4*. range of the st4tions Applies to 'commercial and
:educational teleVisiOn and radiO stations. (Lewis *), .

4PTIC4SCAITNEtt In .data processing, the.eleOtronic proCeas
.oi:'nreading4:or recognizing written. symbols by reflecting
light from :the W4tten page through an optiCal prated to
k-light.eeriariti0e, c4ni.rer40,ttie
Oftected 'energy ,,into iMpUlses- which. may be
transmitted digitai representation of the infOrnia-..

tion on. the Written page. (IBM) .

OPTICAL SCANNER,



OPTICAL SOUND

OPTICAL SOUND Sound which has been recorded and/or printed on
photographic film by exposing and processing the light.
sensitive sound track area. (See also VARIABLE AREA TRACK
and VARIABLE DENSITY 'TRACK. ) (Kinder)

ORTHOCILROMATIC FILM A film sensitive to ultraviolet, blue and
green, but not red colors. (Kinder)

OSCXLT4OSCOP! A- test instrument, similar in some ,respects to
a teXi.vi#Oili receiver, that ihaigs'14$444rii of
voltage. =and~ ctirren,t,'Cilaracteristi,61; (Lewis)

OUTPUT (DATA PROCESSING) Any. media which contains the fix4she
,p4rtiall;y* 4nished produ60 '-of a ca''C4.

process. :(IBM)"

,(.COMMUNICATIONS THEORY) The signal emitted JoY,a source
,cash'of' an overt behavior which acts
for another animal or which acts upon' a norkliV41

mMdil:q4 1 system. lEnglish)
,

POT (ELECTRONIC) Signal, delivered from any, audio cleVIce u
a so a jack or connector which feeds the signal to anolier-
piece

.

of 'equipment. (USOE)

*titi(640,,PROJECTOR' AHOrojector which throw4 a, ,highly.'
uMinated image on the screen reflec4on' *rpm a

.mirror-_ it is placed in front Of_ the:audiencand may
be gsed in a semi-darkened or .completely lighted,

ili *04:**".><4 ",;. " 7', and la" transparencies,
.404allk, prepared objects which May be produced and

eSentect variety of ways. (D 'st .T Comm)

VERLAY droup of transparent or translucent prints used to
a composite print or slide. (NABDC)

More Volume than can be handled adequately without



'.PACING

PACING' The rate at which the student proceeds through a, giVen
number of items. The usual procedure in programed inOr,u6,-,
tion is SELF-PACING: ..the :student .reads and responds, at -13s
own rate. A stimulus device such as a filxitmay be adapted,
to perform stimulus-response functions. Ii inaterialS are
presented-by such a device to a group, the time allowed, for
input and for response has to be standardized,
in ,GROUP-PACING. A few devices, such as reading aCcelera-?..
tOrs, control the individual students: pace by MACHINE- -.
PACING, moving on to the next item irrespective of -the
students s behavior. (Markle)

PAN See SHOT

PANCHROMATIC FILM See FILM, PANCHROMATIC

PANEL A section of material available to the student while
working thrOugh more than one item. The term has been
used to include texts, diagrams, maps, glObes, and
laboratory equipment, any of which may be incorPorated
into a program. In discussions of programed textbooks,

e rm ;PANEL is used to refer to a single level in
ori2ont41 format. Thus, such a text might be said 'T.756.

ave three "panels" on a page --levels A:, B, and C.
e)

PAN -TILT HANDLE An extension rod attached to a camera mount.
Nto enable the cameraman to pan ,or tilt the camera manually.

A

PANTOGRAPH (GRAPHICS) For mechanical duplication of draw-
ings or designs in enlarged or reduced scale. (Brown)

"PANTOGRAPH (LIGHTING). A .lightfixture suspension device
with ;proViaion for raising and lowering,-the light source;
Unit- extends or contracts in much the *same-way As Ari

(Lewis)accord .on.

PARALLAX The apparent displacement of an object in relation.
to PaCkgrOund due to observation of the object from

.ToOz* =than one` ,point in space. In -camera work theyl:eut=
##400#00- mounted with4. optical axis at, an
appreciable distance 'trot the optical axis of the, camera
l'On0';'1,ceii*nonly. resulting in- inadvertent positional .errors
in. framing,- ,'.due to parallak. In more elaborate cameras. a
special" arrangement perMi:ts using the view-,

*let ,044.60.0,t ..witti that the,
amera lenC ,thus effectively,. Oim,inating this

NO4) .

PARALLAX;,,



PATCH CORD Conriectinq cable with a plug on each end kor .con-
VOireritly .connecting two ,pieces of audio equipment 'WPM

PATTERN DRILL $*ekc0e:Y4th t444°30"*I utterances ixt,,

w4cliSevP.4",41. small .arid Consistent c4.a110.is' in sound,
otdpr, 4;1- vocabulary 410.T4de rOleat!94tIr in-Prcler-tM gain
control, over e spe614c,4#414t4iic4i(tot other)44uPtuke7
i4 w-9kVe Atiggi)

,
PERCEPTUAL LEARNING Learning w11.1-ch results #014, '41-rOct. cOn7

t11VISION.-l.4471.40-e4 !0ekI14."--404
the, eyes and Cessation,,,ro `response to that

i:4territittent,i' 044.140.,-,4,,ipw#0
#4 fte500d.AY:49 On' 0 ''On ,*lie

,

thess, *b0.-$014#:e ', e-'''-'' '''-'' 6bieen
'-' -`1 above Wh,14 :'-:,4avli-;;-:age:-,;7.,".:;9:7-7

ete, #9,-,A***-4_94--Rf''' -''-'''- of Wit.
1?: icture,!,,,.,,

rtg--.'"."1"'''''''' -roicima_te1y sixteen, glic ;41 _,..-, ,.. ,:s,,,,:0`e140'!4' i:6:' ,p4,,4*,4A-04e 'eye"; 444:1'.4:te:s ,a1p0p-,t111,0- kr0.444
67.4* ,continuous. ;(qFP.A.)

*".!,7

4.4

Sr

rocess whereby duplicate copies of rhea
materials, including pictlires,

otocopying machines., (Kinder)-

PHOTOELECTRIC .CELL

9-411, mot °ion' ,sic
h qfzit

small device designed to generate
currents When.ekposecl to light.

ure ProjectOrs, the cell reacts t
cvf,$R1x,AMP., ,(Cross,)

ure,taken on photographic paper, but .without
,amera. (Kinder?)

Same as MICROPHOTOGRAPHY

:motion pictuxe made from a play or . draina suc
III" Or "Helen of Troy. " The term has been

loosely to ,Includeoalmost any, major "Class A" motion
uq40A. 0041460

glass disk on which .information-
'daily in binary form. This informa'4911,
a heitn of light. It is presently '-*e.ng

etransiation. (IBM)

PHOTOSCOPIC tIEMOR1



r.-0.0to- Trade name of a camera which makes ,cOPies C161014Mei#S,

letters dral4ngS, senSitiz.0.patter,; also 010_4:04'4C.

term for copies made' bi means at *0..01:._ similar camera.
-

:(060 :PHOTOCOPYING:'.)" (D coitri9

,P.T000-;--. A #eitg.t.,,,sorlie ,,64.,40040.4
r 'Of- 4-:141000.10;r:01.1. A. -4i=

a,x4,-4 6 :6-44.4410i,e§.46), an
Opit44g,,-016444:

PI TEN` The 04t, Ourface ti14,*0±14.441,..0e projector on
-which -ma eria 6,,,to b-OjecEed,:a

-

Gomm

P xpres*ipri: tO_ cle;ilpte .roprOcluoticii o
rev . WSW

PPOOAT,M
ues light And s a e 6 'oil

positive image is .a photographic

iessefited natural or ex% -IA
oto-

co ,or t'e p90t resents
c JO or ,o the 40 ra the

natural .order ' oz al range a a
-su

ea e;-;,

T-58

raiseiffier. designed., 'to very
,-140.±,0 ,9X' :magnetic hey

or, (*e.g. -4m ifie#t 000

mil.#4.pI.,6:=7c 00 detvic a:4rig,,frOM the 1920r s.

0, ,!, i
Otr40,041,4*XOY. .0401* *44P,-C°

01:1:0 the 4040 ,advance.

7'the deb ice the
e 040. T;..* given. '( title)

$:

R 00,1kE PADS fOt.,Ra:c10 :00upte4 on #40, s a#0,
hold, theYx, tape in -494 contact beatTpOur4,n4

00:k tY000



PREssult4.

.ZESSURE ROLLER Rubber-tired roller which holds the tape
against the capstan to insure constant tape speed
slippage. (USOE)

PRINT or POSITIVE These terms are used to designate, an o t
following: (1) The raw stock specifically des_ igne
positive images; (2) The positive image, (;3) pOs ye raW
stock which has been exposed but has not, been cproesse
(4) Film bearing a positive image which has- been prOcesse

PRINT THROUGH In tape recording; transfer of tfr* magnetic
from layer to 14yer of tape on t. he reel cuiristo-r-age xeSu,
ins in "echo" 06unds on pOrtions of the tape,. SOE) :

PRINTING fftking,,posities from negative either
or by projection._ (p Comm)

PROGRAM A:sequence of carefully constructed items lea
student to itiOteryi-of a subject Nithf141,14:a41. e;*

distingui*hingcha#cteristic programed gt4teri.O.
test ing procedure: to,,Vnich thei7: are subjetite:4.,,
evidence of the e4.4,4iveriess of each teactiiiig*se
obtainable''frOrdtha:Pl4rforritOnce :records of itutfen
PROGRAMING LINEAR and PROGRAMING, INTRINSIC...) (Mir

FROGRAMEA INSTRUCTION The 1,1tilizatiPX9_Prs4rAped, e s-
in _achieving educational' objctivesL ', 'SYnO00434
"auto - instruction,, .automated teaching," etg.

PROGRAMED,TEXT, A boOk in which. a prog#am .0,
'ate rt0*44140''foimat0;-1'.0A90:-tt)70,40;aii
1),j a -1?4,40,0t-,-;-' e tent, tile,104den.t'.01.z.xis
each i.tent, f r 3411::',40 ans:Titet,- aid A
f41.00 i 0 General , items are arrange lir,. ...,, .

'Axe ,stu:. oes through_ the itook doing ail the. i emd o
en repea s t4e ,proceqs for each successive

X00:.; csiati---010--pa. e fOrmat; the student 'S' re re
tti *4 .:Oiri-Swei. CO ugik* iw,some casest .0,VPX..0 #1,
bilt -,A, ,eii l'o,' -1.* wortworking on abill reads dor#:'the p4 4e.,

,, '`f

'El* 0* P;:04itamed':iit''' Almost .aiwaiS refers to a -,Y,ii-4..a.i.:
'-'r.Oli. : tpee -dit410 0 -0' K: ) r * , .5,

, .

-cM



041:0:k (00,0000)
00.1.0s 00 Step-
**01

tilpFitiNtiON) the person, res
'alick sequences in a

citioicOiSt -working w_ ith
des .the content, or J1
trained in programing techni

ray
L''.-g

j::#; v..:,,4
in

':.;F

o sand
,,,,,,,e.z,4-ent

CIAT:

Ctilar .school of ,programing._
contain and 'seqUences, Mtiititile-

---ConitruCtdd-restionse, items , branChes and linear

kOgiaming .tec
o ex, bAr, re-la:-4!!4-Y 10 ems ,

e;.c res ons'os? and consistent 14:4144141n
er: read -n nfOrroation Section of :eac

r `t e control o §,TtFn resPpires,

e o programing. :tlevelopqd,
endes of item6preiten ormae

Eegct re a response ,from- t
&O.=

slower
Item

;the rate
constriicted` reibonees 4re deman

e

correct resPonse to e,
0 is sent to an, item re*_,
Selects an incorXVP'47 a#44-a,
ich provides .information
. the extent that t Ii
t4e possible resporse,.athi
a program taken-
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PROPTN
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PROMPT A stinaulus added to the terinLnal stimu1s to make the

c9rrect response more likely while the student is 1èaithg.

It iüay be pictri.a1 or verbal, Prompts vary in strengtEi,. I- ift tIE po),abzlity with which they will evoke the
correct reSponse from a givex population. The term Ia use&
synonrnously with CUE an&iS generally synonyxnbsqith the

r
ñôn-'tecbnical term "hint. 1Prompts classified by
Skiier ito two major tyeè; FORMAL OMPS provide

.
kwiedge about the form ftheexpected response, $cb as

4numberof 1, the initial letter, or the sound
N

;
ptern (prompied by a rhyme) ; THEMPTIC PROMPTS depend on
ineaningful assoáations wIich make the student lilcely to

come s.th the expected respoie.
\

N S

!
N

distincuon between PROMPT a cu ,uadè by some

¶

i

i

writets.. The term 11prcmpt1' is used p descri,be the func
:;

tipn d a modeL of the response wiiich 'she sucfent copies ,

;

while cue is a 4hint o a weaker sort. (]çinerpecifi
:

caUy exc3ded from the category "prompt" s4I4i t9 be

f
mie& ) T14s age of the term parallels the iioratory
bxiqus ofRENSE PROME'TING, in Nwhidi stdens

I gien a 4ti4us ( word or p.ctur 1, S told bé correct

4 isp( !pQtLd") , and repeats the respopse after the
pripr. te: since one use of the term spcficál1y T1

7 ;

t

thatwhihthe other use of the teriii Liclues,

t)
asju dtrrnine wjcii. sense the author £iieicE

N

r .
one Set of resiil as beg in éonflict

iti jnother , (karlue)

y )Y l

N

N PSYCffOJ1ISTS The study o the relations between ommunii

c3t&ons Gz isages and tie characteristics of the persons

4
wo cOuce; specicall. the study of angiage as ,

:
related to the géiieral or indvidual ciara'ctér.'stics of the

users of languag. (Enlish)
: J4:; V -

T NN

, N
v '

4 3 s

1

PUBLIC ADDRESS $TEM Often abbrevi,ted 'P.A. " Au audio
sysen for alupli fyixg S otns o sph or musc, usuá1]y :

I

coinped of one or rnr.ie iicrQphnes, an amplifier, d one

or moie loudspea1ceis. Soe arqplifiers are cáp,ab1e o
N

acceptiflg and amplifying, nuic from tape records, phóuo
graps, raió, (Brown)
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RAD, AM Radio transmission on wav1engths btween 5q and
1, OO kilocycles. A1 stands for "ainpi'itude mo4t1aio, .

a procedure for transnu.ssion of rai Si2S suaiyse
on the bands mentioned. Most widely
system in the United States. (See alsp

: (Br )

;-;; f \ c ;
c' t L -

RADIO, PM Radio bands from 88to 108 megaçc1esuàiz
particular kind of pzopagation and '

signals. FM represents 'fxeqtency mqdiaiç. '
:-' characterized by high-qa1ity, noiseree transm1ssop

Television sound a1scJs brocast by FM traxsittassion;
(See also TREQUEIqcY MD(JZATION. ) (Broqxi) ,

)- _,
*

9

RADI; EQUEN( Pat Qkf he e1ectroaneticseçrum i1ére

: : 1:ds £reqttencies , or anne, are ai1ocatefor radio
and t.e1eyi9n use. (Lewis)

:/ _ s .

: I
:' -

'- -
S

t )_
- 3 ,

CCES Phe name applied to the abi1ityogo t9y
ftrage j.pcation at any time and with. a1 ci.ity. and. . T-62

: - get piice of informatior. Access time fur
- ¼sideatiQ. (IBM) , :

- ' j
': ,

S
I '

r r -f ;
: RA : Se PACING .

:
, , -?

,.: ' ,
S r L -

:k AiEAb.&7T The operatior o sens Lng anc/or perceing th
'DI$PLAY. ±t is used either as a noun or verbs. Re-out

C

c1 IDe ar activity of an indifldual or gip.. Zn the
case of the goup it an e sinu1taneous or dtributd

: /kd: ti. . Another vazab1e is the special dtribAin of
the group Aali tógethr or scattered in Sna1 grOziPs in

:
mry 1otons) : Task invoivernent during edoit is
another onsiceration act o responding to pXSIAY by

content and irterpre1ig its
,

(
7fcance. (TerLouw)

,.

R.SCREENPRiJECTION projector, Icaed eind a
translucent sren, is, placed n froit c theiewes.
Yê ued in a selfcontaind uhit or in projection

rbor A inirrr system ,adapted to the rojcE9r, reverSes
t1 image fr9m left to iit. (AlØo refere41b
"jdirect oj action H since the mirror yatei ds

1

dëction bean. ) (D & T Cenup.)
t 1
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RECEIVER (BROAA)

RECEIVER (BRO2DCAST) Electronic instrument whose antenna in1r-
epts the carrier wave oE a radio or TV station to zi it

tuned, amplifies the Signal, and translates the electri.cal
energy into soun and, where applicable, picture. (D & ¶I Cornm)

PSCEIVER (COMMtJNICATIONS THEORY) That whicI transforms a signal
into a message. (English) :

: k
3

f I

RECEIVERS
"JEERED" (TELEVISION) A regular receiver that has

'

en modified to permit it to be tsed as a monitor for
: d.rectrvideo purposes in a cled-circuit system. This is

acccmplished throuqh by-passing most of the ciIcuit elements
an4 feeding the picture pignals directly intothe vIdeo

: äntplifier. When this is done, it is necessary to provide -,
4L aseparat audic source. Soüie receivers on the market áán

e used conventionally or "jeeped" accoding to need. (Lewas)
)

::-

'c

I

: RECIVER PorEcrIoN (TEiEvIsroN) A television st with a
I

Small bat high.iñensiy picttire tube. ¶rhè tube operat4s
throt.igh opcaisystem to project irnages rqiuqh re

; vie4 on a screen. some xederit develonents enipidy
I ferentapproaches to ach3.eve this eEfect. (Lewis)
;:::

I :

-
RECRDI DISK A device fQr reproduag sound on disks su±- 7

aced with , pr other plaSt C substance in Mich :;;'

oovy be cut containing the physical representipi?
t ; . , o vLationg created by sound. A stylus vibtates to cut

the sfiL and he.. groove. (Brown) '

1f: 4

r -

k

RERD, FILM A deyice for recording sound on Li In by ; I

y I

p1otographic process. (Brown) ,

,
:- ?

.

? RECORtIER, TAPE A tape unit, sometines called a recor1er/
I ;

rce, which can record and play back. It 9ntini
d
rcoding and playback ampli fiers and heds. The heads

fu1l-trak, IalE-'track, dual-krack, or qiarter

i L : : ;: ':

F
I

:
I t1;c? ?I:(4:l

, I r
I I

I \ 1I (

RECORDER, VWEOAPE A device capable o recording both tie

'
:441id signLs of a television p*oductiç o( a, 2

; I

r

pa:l1agnetic tpe, which can e played back to rprô-
' 'J '

, ;_ -I I I

I
I'

I I

/
?

I
quçee iti r:e program. (Lewis) V,

(I
-J A

;
I

I

I ' ?
44

vi A dvie for recording Sound on steel wire
r

L::
J

jnanet.c fields on the wire. 41a recorder
.

have uined wire recordez's for most useà, (Brown)

I

I 1

I - & I 'I 1

p 1 ECORDE, WREk
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RECORDING HEAD

RECORDING HEAD See HEAD, RECORDING

REDUNDANCY or T FUNCTION (Information Theory) That proPerty
of a message which reduces the error of prediction for a
given event to ).e ss than chance by virtue of the fact that
the message coritaa.ns information about what will come next.
(English) --

-S

PEDtINDANCY (ofa SOURCE (Information Theory) Broadly, a
-S property giveito source by virtue of an excess of rules

-
(syntax) whet1y i becomes increasingly likely that -

N

misces in. reeption will be avoided. (Cheiry)
-5

c N-_

N- N

4_,

-S " 5- 5- --':

RE1L (MOT]ON PICTURE)' -The standard unit of film length when

.5 jefering tq a completed. production. It is a oneret

--S
or, wo-reeI ilrn. A reel consists of 360 feet of l6iiun

- filutór 9OÔeet o35mm film, requiring ten minutes of N

.5 sren 1ii. '.

N

Release prints are alway, maintanea

5-
Qn ree2, whe4s Stock footage (or.ginal and print) ,i ;

-:5- tmi? (Gordon)
N

.5-

I
5

- -N; '-N 3
'5 -S

5 _5

RE; UWi& Reel which supplies film or tape as it is éibg

:'-.5

.- N 4 ---_5;5._ -_5 _5 5. 5NW " N - .
S

sN . -' N 4'S /

'reqoded-pr playec )ack. Also called "feed reel. " T4
_ -

N 7 (D& T 1Crtjm)-_i -S -_ -.5

5-

(.5s-_

-N '
q5- s ; '- / 5

N-.-_N.

-S -' N 5-.-_L-S \ -_
,_S_ 5-

? N N
i_ ,5_-_

N

?
.s-_N-_:N5S-S -_ N -S --_ -

N

!EIf ReeL which receives film or tape as it i,$_. -'

:-
- bir tcoded or pay44 back. (D & T omm} _.'

_

.4, _.' ,
----- ' _: S -)& S, 5-S.-. N-_c ; -_ .5 : , .- _ 4: ' - S N_ - '. :- - - '.

' '
.-_N

-_: N--S
,-_j; N-. - -_N -5

EFEN?- which a sign "refers to , or "stndè for , " or ,

dénbes,, %oe especially when this is a physical or
/

N

inainë4thing,, eyt, quality, etc. (ch_.erry
N

c

1
.N 5-

, , -'r4
.5. SN N

REFLEX.CAMERA .A single ox dQuble lenS camra in which t1e
-bjc to be photcgraphe is seen in focus on a g±ourd -_--_

laès o viewthg lens, -' In single lens style, he same
1ers S tijed vieing and taking; in double lens style,
a vew -and Locus leis is coupled with a talcing lens.

Y : S

5.5 -

S

' A
N N

ea'd'infdrmation QUt of a storaie ün'. andN- -
S -

thez. tr :nlication, read .t back into tbe same
storage iOCtiOfl. (IBM)
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,., _REINFORCEMENT A technical psychological text.. _It eierioteS:,a
-process. in which some stimulus, ,presented_ iMMedi40$ :40:,.9.W.=
-441 a, response, increases the rate at which the2_ resi5ante-16,'. - ::--f ;,:" ::-/Mitted, in.,a,standard. situation or increases ,the, prp1;74
Oa: ::. response; will recur when the .SitUati:Onreoii#

-.,4041.1,1*_4.94ng '0"`t.w)1; an, effect is reinforcing` or M a
roAfp#0036142459fof results (feedbaCk OrConft

as_ e'en,;shown,,n:to'freinforce. correct ,responses of iOtu, gn S
..in` many ,leainingtasks. When ,.44e student' correct ,t,e.S

by prefientation of the torrect-:aneWeri .,:e,_

es t e,correct #.espongex.gcux,74#0,,is incto.40-0
responses are not ,f011owgd by 1:0 e .o.

4.,,cp#:gp#, -1earzling does not oCCtitC n

,,,',-
70hezi74he_.,Stiident has 110-wV-4,f :40 010,0,17t#

ei*trpct7','iiqqr. ii-,- a frdereino
,1 - , '

likii

ollowed.
,Pr941)14i,
When coir
resu
,ihat.

ons
confuSibn
or Than

er,A,

004,- era.
seri- becaUSe stimuli such as fob'
J.mescalled relmforcers, eyen;.R.s1.
04E*4*/#6 44#4±40:0b*

e same. learning :occurs even 5wh
mental findings suggest,

e correct 'ansPr.Tn4Y not 150-
oc

opr
rame4: 3 lstruction. Learning
Nhout corkg*:±intiork_ of :cOrr

e correct answer may
e demonstrated. No

aWare a .the.-0:- 0.*17019:3 O of
-X,''3';)7 - ,0M g

POO a ,n, araller--their1 own :-use o it.. ,, :

;tons 'are 3. e. c11,4041c. In _both cases,'
-rep henedk- but the procedures 41..f, er:

Ce:4,XV00$:tiPAJ,OX' #010404 is the
iti' 45iberfient. 'ot (144ai.,,,,,;,-

.)7,40..14:445 .both picture and
:exit . film ), _ available four "ex ibi-

oo:

, qc anica, and Pc, eleqtrical J.40a io,

e --9,P0 W.-*: e control,. operation a i UStment
S rOledtors, cameras, tapi3:reqP,;*ii.

arnin audio arild video systems.
or ,

, t'means of spethial switches:,es and
comm)



RESOLUTION Ability of a television system to distinguish and
reproduce fine detail in the subject picked up by Ulf:. camera.
'(Lewis)

RESPONSE A technical psychological term used by programers to
designate a wide .variety of ,,behavior. It ,may involYe the

phoneme WOOproducticl of 4Patii#4:f*om a Single *71eter.
or the solution of a problem requiringor .t. "-,- .

taor0.,, It may involve SelectiOn among alternanVes
(mufti le phoice} .n WhiCh caSethe_ term "response "' ofteri,
includei the non= verbal maniPUlation of .buttons,,

CONSTRUCTED A response produce by a student
e a sentence, soive a problem, or .answer ePS4011.

e response may be provide_ d for the `steiderit to
as e writes says, or thinks it rather
roF_a set of alternatives, the response

.0)

Uri 4i144

**lige& response *417441? ;the, eta
ut which' is neither tecordeci o

o an;p)aserve-_, k_student WhO
ten- response: must of there4ons,e,,
covertly 'be'fOre-produCling

ro, determine Tithe relative contributions.
the overt resp

ous 09****11,c1,10:01. ,students 'of-
etc. ,(0aiiicle)

VICE See TEACHING MACkINE

ii4P1Edfloi.PEL selection of one' ',out of
Prqvi4ea by the P

on 6't correct answer among the ,4

wan
.cOrrect alternatives

evrents the student from responding ",in. his o_ wn :words" ,b_
66sd44XY ir0044ce 4 nOF.

rchs, '6"Skinner ar:ques, T4Y:"strPri, eof av or," $. Of 4 student`
at on provision Pf

ere. ePir,P4 -13041749kiPa,
nation between altethating

"P 1:1ktP

19744:::W reaults. fi

frar
the` TmuIt oice item seemg the. more efficient training,

RESPONSE MULTI



RESPONSE, OVERT An oral, written, or maniPulative act on
student's part which is, or can be, recorded by an cli:S'erVer.-
Whether such a response contributes significantly to lea4t-
ing or not overt responses provide the data on the bae4
at whidh programs are revised. (Markle)

RESPONSE,. PASSIVE Synonymous with RESPONSL COVERT

'VT

RETRIEVAL)- When a message is stored it 0
.airy operations must be carried out to ready

'iayed. These operations constitute"
This ,adt, includes_ such operations

eval ,,,2eration and transportation froM the
e *Ant of disPl.ay: (Ter/sodw)

TRIP

action,:-:yieldirl,g, istmi4US or
,

stimulus
<ne upon, the , succeSsf41' P,erfo04.4ce'

ar -_other imposed)-:

rOjec

4C._t of, returning recOrding
m,,,,froii,t4e!.-uP reel to supply

Unit,/ often
threat

or ma:nually) .activated, returriS.niater_
Comm:),,

TIGHT CcirRox,

e ;uassembiegS work print of a motion picture
stage. A preparatory step imgOre begi

, (Gordon)

Jong per minute"; most cot ohly used ix
onov,a.01 turntable Speeds when transporting

r.at Speeds of 164; 331, 45, or 78

,



RULEG A systematic technique for constructing .programed
-iequ,Pnqes cleVeloped by Evans, Glaser , and
verbal:. subject' matter is classified into

#44;ding detiziitions, formulae, laws:, et
class including deperip.494 of

eve to 0.;=-0TqA..ments of re,1409,41048
9 0-40; The latter provi40 exam

the former statements. Wit ti tbia_c
scheme, _tie a4liOrsg FicoriMend Oat P1799;411*4

ormation to the formula, "Rte incom
940.11V-qreSPonse being the completion ot tie

`incom Mete, . For in the 40i4r4ent 004
and a C,54:0101Y. 04* -exam o

fired to 0pell a second'snaj
controversy.. Some programers re

roa:C4,_ leading .4-ne, student thrpOh a 44.;e10:,9
before 'having- hiM formulate the -'Rte *tee

p roach ;has :en,- a ed "EGRUL. " (Mar

lyntiTICATI9N The use of one or a series of or
satellites which are equOped,t9 redekik,,,a0
airism (or merely refil.espt, its alce. ,,y,,,,

from and to specially-Oaptesi ;a415104.it
Hers sey#4 hundred, or t:11911,, miles A' 3.r
mental a *Cation for tiaiiiiiniesion p

to on*, signals, between Europe
star satellite in, qu

,

,-.
fsrit#1.4)0ingprneitt on all par

141*,'qx. other a P, t* 'a:
,--- 1,-A-ieT,,,,,in#4.4.1.;,i.;ris4priat.ed,.'(,4t. cal :044,4,, ,OCOtt:

eq .0S 'irtpc194e4 ,ui the scanning 64i iii
,,,,,,,,,i,,,..,

:41 soty4- pi*ip),. MOO -

GRA +I Ai* ,r4m.,t,bat.,4:nclic#01, .7 symbolic TI
q, connections -*a, filt4q40.441--'944 0#*ii:0-' 44- ,. ,.. ,

,,..;..

,474, area

to ill4Ttmwto 4r9,0 Areas
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agess,eire not read consec*tively. Zlow

oration fireenttiont a multiple-04.00 quest.
e sWer e student select_s refers*

pi con'firmation or correction. He may be t4i
ortaCd or backward in the text, the number of

sr ,_41.*ection being randotaized. V14,
err* tpip is correct can be round ih ^tbe page `re

ace p:anyiiig each alternative. OAF

A ,sit ciwritten, speficationg Eor the produg
ctureL television 1727,* am,, o ot

resentatiaiti includes narration and resOlca,t
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Ns rif:Piro On Arze,
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040;0 factor is the 400
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inch 34114
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series Of, iceneS, items.

T7' transmission charac
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should be interpreted in relation to specific applications.
Close-m: Image of subject fills greater part of frame

area.

Cut-altilz: Action going on at the same time as, but
not part of, the main action.

Cut-in: Usually an extreme close-up of patt of the
main action.

Dolly: Camera moves translationally in space as shot
proceeds.

Establishing: Any shot used to orient the audience
in regard to location, time, or circumstances .of action.

High Angle: Subject or center of interest lies below
camera level.

Insert: Usually a close-up, showing detail necessary
for proper understanding of the over-all action of a
sequence.

Long: Image of subject relatively small in frame,
shows relationship of subject and setting.

Low-Angle: Subject or center of interest lies above
camera level.

Medium: About halfway between a long shot and a
close-up to simulate normal viewing distance.

Medium Close: About halfway between a close-up.shot
and a medium shot.

Medium Long: About halfway between a long shotand a
medium shot.

Over-the-Shoulder: Of one person from behind or near.
the shouldr of another person.

Pan: Camera moves in azimuth as shot proceeds.
Re-establishing: Usually a long shot, from a new

angle, in the middle or at the end of a sequence. ;

Reverse Angle: Angle changes nearly 180 degrees.
Running: Camera moves to pace movement of subject as

shot proceeds.

Wild: Any shot made without matching synchronous
recording.

Zoom: Apparent motion of camera toward subject as
shot progresses. Achieved either through rapid motion of
camera, or with zoom lens. (See also ANGLE SHOT, TRUCKING.)
(UFPA)



SHUTTER

SHUTTER In a motion picture camera, the mechanical device
which shields the film from light at the aperture during
the film movement portion of the intermittent cycle. Also,
a similar device in projectors for cutting the projection
light during the time the film is moving at the aperture,
(UFPA)

SIGN (goun) (1) In general, an indicator (see SIGNAL,
SYMBOL); (2) Any object or event--especially in action,
or the direct result of an action--perceived as having a
significance beyond itself; e.g., the blush of embarrass-
ment, the slouched posture of fatigue or boredom; (3) A
stimulus that substitutes for another in evoking a
response--e.g., conventional gesture standing for a Word
or words, or for an idea; e.g., nodding for "yes," the
sign language of the deaf. (English)

SIGNAL A SIGN communicated by one person to another in order
to indicate that the time and place for a certain action
are at hand. (English)

SIGNAL (BROADCAST) The waves, impulses, sounds, pictures,
etc., transmitted or received; the wave which modulates
the carrier wave. (D & T Comm)

SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING A device for the mixing of several
signals for transmission over a single system. MicrOwave
relays are often multiplexed to carry video and audio
signals simultaneously. (Lewis)

SIGNIFY To signify is to act as a sign in a process of
semiosis. "To have signification" and "to have a
significatum" are synonymous with "to signify." A sign
is Said to signify (but not denote) its significatum, that
is, the conditions under which it denotes. All signi
signify; not all signs denote. (Morris)

SIMULCAST The simultaneous transmission of the same program
over two different stations. In some instances, this is
done with a pair of AM and FM stations, or the audio portion
is broadcast over a radio station while the complete program
is sent out over a television station. (Lewis)

SIMULCAST



SINGLE FRAME

P

SINGLE FRAME Term applied to a 35mm filmstrip on which the
pictures are photographed so that the width of the picture
is crosswise on the film. Single frame pictures are
2" X 1" and the film is inserted in the projector vertically.4
Kinder )

SKINNER DEVICE A class of devices providing a small space for
information presentation, a small space for the student to
write his response, and a mechanism for revealing the
correct answer for comparison after the student has responded.
The original model presented material printed on a disk (hence
"disk" became synonymous with "lesson"), one segment or frame
of which was visible at the time. When the student exposed
the correct answer, his response was simultaneously shielded
under a transparent mask, preventing er#sure. If the student
scored his response as incorrect, the machine returned the
item for a second try at a later time. Items scored as
correct dropped out. Present versions of Skinner-type
machines lack this "recycling" feature. (Markle)

SKINNER-STYLE PROGRAM See PROGRAMING, LINEAR

SLAVE UNIT Tape drive on which blank tapes are run for the T-73
purpose of simultaneously duplicating several copies of a
master tape. (USOE)

SLIDE Term most frequently used for 2" x 2" and 21" X 21i"
mounted transparencies. The 3t" X 4" size is termed LANTERN
SLIDE; larger 7" x 7" and 10" x 10" sizes are usually termed
TRANSPARENCY, and are designed for OVERHEAD PROJECTOR use.
(D & T Comm)

SLIDE PROJECTOR Projection instrument designed to accept 2" x 2",
2t" X 2k", and 3k" x 4" mounted transparencies; slides may be
advanced individually or on a slide cartridge through manual
or remote controls. Projectors which accept the 3" X.4"
slides exclusively are usually referred to as LANTERN SLIDE
PROJECTORS. (D & T Comm)

SOLENOID Electromagnet which forces a piston to move by magnetic
action when a current'is introduced in order to activate a
mechanical operation in a piece of electronic equipment.
(D & T Comm)

SOLENOID



SOLID-STATE ELECTRONICS

SOLID-STATE ELECTRONICS Term used to describe a special type of
small electronic component, such as transistors, which have
no lighted or heated filament and which can be used instead
of vacuum tubes in most electronic circuits. (USOE)

SOLID STATE LOGIC. Utilization of solid state devices to.perform
logical functiOns as opposed to vacuum tube devices. (IBM)

SORTER - COLLATOR In data processing, a special machine, built to
handle specific jobs of sorting and collating as determined-
by a code. CD & T Comm)

SOUND A train of compressional waves transversing air (or other
gaseous, liquid, or solid media) at some frequency or com-
bination of frequencies within the audible range (approxi-
mately 12,000 to 18,000 cycles per second). (UFPA)

SOUND DRUM The portion of the mechanism of a sound motion
picture projector around which the film passes at the point
where the sound is picked up. The sound drum is usually
attached to a flywheel to stabilize the movement of the
film through the projector at this point. (Brown)

SOUND EFFECTS Any sound from any source other than the
dialogue, narration, or music in an audio presentation
which enhance the illusion of reality. (D & T Comm)

SOUND-ON-SOUND Adding a new signal to a prerecorded signal
as it is being played. Both signals are mixed and recorded
together on a single track of another recorder. (USOE)

SOUND TRACK The portion of the motion picture film on which
the sound is recorded, normally one band in 16mm along the
edge opposite the sprocket holes. It may be optical or
magnetic, or both, and with stereo sound may have tworor
more trades. (See also VARIABLE AREA TRACK and VARIABLE
DENSITh TRACK.) (Gordon)

SOURCE (of MESSAGE-SIGNALS) That part of a communication
channel where MESSAGES are assumed to originate (where
selective action is exerted upon an ensemble of SIGNS).
(Cherry)

SPEED, SILENT See FILM, SILENT

SPEED, SOUND See FILM, SOUND

SPEED, SOUND
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SPLICE

SPLICE Joining two pieces of motion picture film or recording
tape. Film splicing is accomplished by welding the film ends
together in a special machine, and with special cement, to
ensure accurate joining. A special splicing tape is used to
join pieces of recording tape. (Brown)

SPONSORED FILM Any film whose production costs have been borne
by someone or a company for the purpose of exhibiting the
film free of admission charges (or rental costs); it is
intended to accrue credit or prestige to the sponsor. On
occasion, sponsored film are shown in locations where an
admission fee is charged. (Gordon)

SPOTLIGHT Lighting fixture offering a concentrated beam of
illumination. Models vary from small low-wattage units to
large 5,000 watt arrangements. (See also LIGHTING.) (Lewis)

SPROCKET HOLES Holes along the edge of film that engage teeth
in sprocket wheels. Sprocket wheels turn to advance film
through the projector (or camera). (Brown)

SQUEAL Noise caused by worn or dirty pressure pads or by tape
which lacks special lubrication treatment. (USOE) Z-75

STA CI R The output receptical for cards on a card feed. (IBM)

STANDARD SPEED A confusing term applied to phonograph records
`made prior to the advent of long-playing records; meant to
describe the 78 r.p.m. speed. (Brown)

STEP An indefinite intuitive concept basic to programing. A
subject to be programed is broken down into "steps." It
is assumed that students cannot take later steps in a given
sequence before taking the early steps. It is also assumed
that each step represents a step forward. If students
cannot respond correctly to an item, the item is "too large
a step." The emphasis in linear programing

of
is on "small

steps" with a resulting low frequency of error. A step
represents a combination of (1) A subjective judgment
that an item represents progress in the student's mastery,
and (2) An objective measure of the student's ability to
respond correctly to the item. The size of the step is not
necessarily related to the size of the response--a lengthy
response may represent only a small step forward--nor is it
-necessarily related to the amount of material contained in
an item, A programer generally increases the number of
items in order to reduce the "size of the steps." (Markle)

STEP
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STEREO-CAMERA

STEREO-CAMERA A camera with two lenses which takes two pictures
simultaneously. When the finished pictures are properly
mounted, the viewer gets a three-dimensional image. (Kinder)

STEREO TAPE (FOUR-TRACK) See TAPE, STEREO (FOUR-TRACK)

STEREO TAPE (TWO -TRACK) See TAPE, STEREO (TWO-TRACK)

STEREOGRAPH Picture prepared for use in a stereoscope. (Kinder)

STEREOPHONIC Term denoting an audio technique or presentation
in which two microphones are placed some distance apart and
signals are fed simultaneougly into two separate channels.
Playback by broadcast, disc, or tape provides a dimensional
effect when sent through two separate amplifiers and loud-
speakers which are placed some distance apart for reproducing
the two signals. (D & T Comm)

STEREOSCOPE A device designed to give the illusion of seeing
pictures in three dimensions. Very popular in past genera-
tions. Currently, three-dimensional viewers are available
for color film in devices produced under brand named:such as
Viewmaster or Tru-Vue. (Brown) T-76

.1[

STEREOSCOPIC FILM Film exposed in matching pairs of fraMes,
with one frame of each pair representing the right-eye view
of the scene, and the other frame representing the left-eye
view of the scene. A slight but definite difference In
angle of view, or parallax between right and left eye versions
of the scene provides a realistic depth perception cue when
the right-eye positive picture is presented exclusively to
the viewer's right eye, and the left-eye positive is pre-
sented exclusively to the viewer's left eye. (UFPA)

STILL-MOTION SLIDES Through the use of polarized overlays on
slides and overhead transparencies and a revolving disk at
the projection lens of the prbjector, various forms of
movement can be simulated in a stationary slide. Linear
motion, turbulence, radiation, blinking and rotary motion
are some of the movements that can be simulated. This
technique lends itself to display box animations, flow
charts of process, as well as slide and overhead projector
presentations. (ANA)

0.,-,1,'"r ,
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STIMULUS

STIMULUS A technical term in psychology designating a class of
events which impinge on an organism's sensory equipment and
which experimenters can manipulate, describe, or hypothesize
to exist. Stimuli are linked as observable (or hypothesized)
antecedents to specific responses. In S-R (stimulus-ieponse)
psychology, the stimulus is a necessary antecedent to a
response. Skinner's position places more emphasis on the
consequent (reinfmcins) stimuli than on the antecedents.
In a program, thcl content of the item is the stimulus, This
includes the terminal stimulus (the bare bones of the queS-'
tion or statement), any additional stimuli operating as
prompts or models, and any external material such as Panels.
(Markle)

STIMULUS DEVICE See TEACHING MACHINE

STIMULUS-RESPONSE DEVICE See TEACHING MACHINE

STIMULUS, TERMINAL The unprompted question, incomplete state-
ment, or problem to which the student is taught to respond.'
This stimulus may occur as part of a prompted item which is
not, therefore, a terminal item. (Markle)

STOP The relationship between the focal length of a lens and
the effective diameter of its aperture. An aijOstable iris
diaphragm permits any ordinary photographic lens to be used
at any stop within its range. The numerical series 1.0, 1.4,
2.0, 2.8, 4.0, 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 32, 45, 64 constitutes a
range of "full stops" in that closing the diaphragm from any
one of these f-numbers reduces exposure by one-half; or,
opening the diaphragm from any number doubles the exposure.
(See also f -VALUE and T-STOP.) (UFPA)

STOP MOTION PROJECTOR A projector designed with speed controls
and a stop-start mechanism so that images can be projected
at variable speeds or held immobile. (Kinder)

STORAGE Implies some method of keeping data for future
reference. For example, in computer processing--permanent
storage on tapes, intermediate storage on drums and rapid
access storage on magnetic cores. (D & T Comm)

STORAGE
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STORE (STORAGE)

STORE (STORAGE) The interval between the creation of the message
as a unit or organized data or information and its presentation
to the senses of the individual. In dirct speech or a live
demonstration the delay is zero. However, both events can be
stored for delayed read-out by appropriate methods. The
information loss characteristic of the storage system-is a
factor to be considered. Space occupied by the stores
information is another significant factor. (TerLouw)

STORYBOARD A detailed outline or shooting script used in the
production of a sequential visual presentation. OD & T Comm)

STRATOVISION The use of high-flying aircraft to retransmit
television programs originating from ground base stations
or to transmit directly from video tape systems. (Latter
is employed by the Midwest Program on Airborne Television
Instruction.) (D & T Comm)

STRIP FILM See FILMSTRIP

STROBOSCOPE A series of dots or parallel lines which appear
to stand still when a turntable is rotating at the cor-
responding speed. (D & T Comm)

STUDENT POSITION OR STATION Desk, table, or booth where
student equipment is located for receiving a program and
reacting to it. (D & T Comm)

STYLUS A phonograph needle; also a needle for cutting record-
ing disks. (Brown)

SUBLIMINAL (1) Below the threshold; of stimuli that cannot
be discriminated under the conditions of the experiment;
(2) Of stimuli that are too weak to be specifically
apprehended and reported but not too weak to be influ-
ential on conscious processes or behavior; or of the
effects of such stimuli. (English)

SUPPLY REEL See REEL, SUPPLY

SUSTAINING PROGRAMS Programs which are not paid for by a
sponsor, but are put on the air as a service by the broad-
casting station (e.g., early morning instructional
broadcasts on television). (Kinder)

T-78
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SYMBOL

SYMBOL A symbol is a substitute for a sign with which it is
synonymous. Symbols are producible by the person using them
with the intent of modifying the behavior of other persons in
a specific direction. For effective communication the symbol
must have the same meaning for the user as for the inter-
preter, that is, the user of the symbol implicitly.or
explicitly reacts to it in the same manner as its interpreter.
In this connection, the communicator's intent, which is a
private affair, is effeCted only when there exists this
commonality of meaning. Whether or not symbols have the
same meaning for communicator and interpreter is a major
area of communication study and must never be taken for
granted. (Fearing)

SYMBOLIC LOGIC The process of describing logic in terms of
standard symbols so as to facilitate the reasoning process
used in obtaining a result. (See LOGIC.) (IBM)

SYMBOLISM Representation of things, ideas, or meanings by
signs, labels, conventions, or words. Usually used to
express abstract ideas. (Kinder)

SYNCHRONIZED In motion picture projection, refers to the T-79
proper relationship between the sound and the picture on
the screen. If lip movement and speech do not occur in
proper relationship, the picture and sound are "out of
synch." (Brown)

SYNCHRONIZED MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR A motion picture pro-
jector that is specially equipped with a speed and shutter
mechanism that is compatible with the television frame and
scanning system. The use of nonsynchronous projectors
ordinarily results in interference patterns on the reproduced
images. (Lewis)

SYNCHRONIZING GENERATOR An electronic generator that supplies
pulse patterns for the control of television circuits. EIA
(RETMA) pulses are required for on-the-air broadcast; random
or non-EIA pulses may be employed for local systems of a
closed-circuit nature. (Lewis)

SYNTACTICS That branch of semiotic that studies the way in
which signs of various classes are combined to form compound
signs. It abstracts from the signification of the signs it
studies and from their uses and effects; hence, it is dis-
tinguished from semantics and pragmatics. (Morris)

SYNTACTICS



SYSTEMS APPROACH

SYSTEMS APPROACH An integrated, programed complex of instruc-
tional media, machinery and personnel whose components are
structured as a single unit with a schedule of time and
sequential phasing. (Its purpose is to insure that the
components of the organic whole will be available with the
proper characteristics. and at the proper time, to contribute
to the total system, and in so doing to fulfill the goals
which have been established.) (D & T Comm)

SYSTEMS DESIGN (IN EDUCATION) Provides a conceptual framework
for planning, orderly consideration of functions and resources,
including personnel and technical facilities such as tele-
vision, the kinds and amount of resources needed, and a phased
and ordered sequence of events leading to the accomplishment
of specified and operationally defilied achievements. A
systems approach should provide a way of checking on the
relation of performances of all components to factors of
economy and should reveal any inadequacies of the several
components, including the faults of timing and consequently
of the entire system. (Carpenter)

SYSTEMS ENGINEER Studies problems in industry, science, business,
and government, and then organizes electronic data process- T-80
ing techniques and machine systems to solve them. He works
at the source and with management in the organization con-
cerned. (IBM)

SWITCHER, CAMERA A set of push buttons mounted on a box or
panel that allows selection of the television image 4rom any
of several cameras. The image can then be fed into a closed -
circuit distribution system or to a broadcast transmitter.
(Lewis)

SWITCHING CIRCUITS A circuit which causes a start-and-stop
action, or a switching action, by electronic means. In
computers, this is performed automatically by the presence
of a certain signal, usually a pulse signal; when combined,
they can perform a logical operation. (IBM)

T

T-STOP A system of calibration for rating the speed of lenses.
This direct system is based on actual light transmission and
is beginning to be recognized as more realistic than the
older f/stop system. (See also f-VALUE and--STOP.) (Lewis)

T -STOP
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TABULATE (PRINTER-.

TABULATE (PRINTER) 'iThe printing of group totals with 'a coded'.

or alphabetical description. This differs from listiig in

that the individual. cards are not shown but are rather
hidden in =the total. (IBM)

TACHISTOSCOPE A flash meter; a device similar-to a shutter of
a camera, used to permit momentary exposure of slides or
portions of -slides for instruction. .(-Lewis)

TAKE JP REEL See REEL, TAKE-UP

TALK-BACK Use of an intercommunication system to provide voice
contact between the television director and the crew or, in
some 'closed-circuit applications, to perMit students in
remote classrooms to ask questions of the television
instrUator. (LeWis)

TALKING BOOK A microgroove disc prepared to play at a Sibeed

of 161-r. p.m. (kinder)

TAPE CAR`RIDGE Magazine or hard plastic- case ,containing` a ree'
2

of,tape which is placed on. a reCorder -ithoUt
threa Reel-to-reel cartridges alloW the tape 'move-
me.1:1t to be controlled in eitber direction. Endless--iooP
continuous-loop cartridges can continue playing ..indefinitely
but do not rewinding at will. (ustiE)

TAPE DECK See TAPE TRANSPORT

TAPE DUAL-TRACK or TWO-TRACK or HALF-TRACK MONAURAL Two full-
length recordingsone on each half of the tape. In order
to play the second track of dual-track recording, it is
not necessary to rewind the tape; merely switch the posi,
of the feed reel and the take-up reel and rethread the
machine. (ColoU)

TAPE, FULL -TRACK or SINGLE-TRACK A monaural recording which
covers the full width of:a recording tape. (Colo )11°

TAPE, LEADER Special nonmagnetic tape attached to ends of she
tape for identification and protection of the tape ends.
(USPE)

N

'TAPE, MAGNETIC. See' MAGNETIC TAPE
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TAPE PLAYBACK

TAPE PLAYBACK Tape reproducer unit for playback only of prere-
corded tapes. it is not equipped to record. (USOE)

TAPE, PRERECORDED Tape which has a program already recorded
on it or duplicated before use. (USOE)

r

TAPE 'RECORDER See RECORDER, TAPE

TAPE SPEED Tape moves past the recording head at a predetermined
speed measured in inches per second (ips). The faster the
speed,/ the better the audio quality or frequency response.
Standard Speeds are ips, 3* ips, 71 ips, 15 ips, and 30 ips.

Most standard recOrders use 7i ips and 3* ips. (USOE)'

(Note: Corresponding standard speeds in centimeters 'per
second are 4475, 9.5, 19, 38, and 76.)

.TAP*, SPILLAGE Improper threading or poor adjustment of braking
,action or tension may result in spillage of tape. (USOE)

.:-.STEREO L 0OUR-TRACtl Also known as "quarter-track" or

= ' four -separate mopaural tracks; produced by recOrdtng. Otti.
sepa3ate tracks on o4e tape. For stereo these tracks can
be recorded pairs running on each two directions.

steteo tape the first and third tracks are
recorded in opposite direction. Monaural four-track record
incip-00 made only one track at ,a time. (ColoU)

, -,01#E0 1%"00.'t0AP!'q Also referred to as "half-track'
. s, Ore, -teqUIrevtwo separate, parallel tradks', on 41-

single t4p,e, 'This type recap:ling similar to. the

4144.405,.reOPtding, except both t-acks are recorded in
the !ate direction and the tape must be rewound, in -order

tc5-151:ay again. (ColoU)

TRAOSPO4T .Also called a "tape deck" or "tape drive,"
Mechanism which moves the tape past the heads. It includes
pad ,assembly, motor, and controls for tape movement. It
does not normally refer to the electronic components which

r

together with the transport mechanism constitute a tape
' teCorde'r. arsoEy,

TAPE, VIDEO A tape used in the process ot,recording ,picture
-1and s64.nd from television programs by a, magnetic process
similar to sound recotding on tape. . (Brown),

T-432
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TEACIIING MACHXNE

TEACHING MACHINE A device for presenting a program. Most
machines control the material to which the student has access
at any moment, preventing him from looking ahead or reviewing
old items. _Many machines contain a response mechanism; a
tape on which the student writes, a keyboard, or selection
buttons. Some provision is made for knowledge of results,
either, byrevealing the correct answer after the student
responds or by advancing to the next item, thereby signaling
correct cotpietion of the previous item. A few machines
score the student's response and tabulate errors. Machines
are being develoPed which will select the next step on the
basis of the student's response. This type of machine, in
combination with a branched program, comprises what Stolurow
Calls aniADOTiVE TEACHING MACHINE.

In POrter's terminology, a teaching machine is a STIMULUS -
RESPONSE DEVICE providing immediate reinforcement. Such
MAPhines are diStinguished from (1) STIMULUS -DEVICES, such

ms, phonographs, etc., which present informatiOn but
tae no proviSion fOr responses from the student, and like-

rot (2),IN DEVICES such as typewriters whichRESPONSE
provide or practice but not for controlled input of infor-

teacher may provide the missing half of either
:tutus . device or 'a response device. (See PRESSEY
CE and SKINNER .DEVICE.) (Markle)

TEAM TEACHING Restructured system of education, especially
in elementary schools, where a team of teachers superVisad
by a team leader work with large groups of students, and
smaller combinations for more specialized teacher-student
iterChange. Provides for fuller utilization of teachers
:44.ented.in specific subject areas, freer exchange of icleaS

evaluation,, and often with the assistance of an aide,
more thOrough class preparation and application of ,audio-
"-sual communication media and techniques. '(D & T ptimm)

0:0r (1) -A systematic body of factS and principles
to, a, dOmprehensive,, .practical and useful end.

`etzterm is not limited to, induStry or engineering. The
.

rin4ples of, effective' teaching (pedagogy) , ,Ecig.,Ocaniplm:vso

-Qpritse2A:echilpiogy. (2) The actual proceaSes
,P)a.PAika:Cttire JAI a given' induStry or plant. :(English) e

Tpdligo

ri- TELECOMMUNICATION' Any ttarisriticti emission or reception, ,

;of signs; 001141s imp.ges and sounds of
Vence o'f'44y nature by wire, radio, visual or other
electromagnetic systems. (D & T Comm)

TELECOMMUNICATIO



TELECOURSE

TELECOURSE A full sequence of lessons offered over closed-
circuit or broadcast television for credit or for auditing
purposes. Depending upon the individual institution pon-
soring the activity, written requirements, reading
assignments, and examinations are included. (Lewis)

TELEGUIDE A study guide for a forthcoming telecast. Winder. ,

TELEMATION A complex of existing devices combined into one
rather intricate instrument which includes a wall-sizd
panel of three (or more) translucent screens; a tape
recorder, movie projector, three ttaneparency projectors
and one opaque projector--all situated behind the screens;
an instructor's lectern7 and pushbutton control panel for
operating the equipment. Can be programed on a punched
tape for automatic presentation. (See also TELEPROMPTER.)
(D Se T Comm)

TEL A mechanical "cue" feeder to television actors
(or teachers) has been broadened and developed into one of
the effective mechanical aids available to speakers (or

.:200t#00-) , t--

Large:.-typed wor4S,:eight times ,the 6i2e:cf_regul4ari. ,i1145,4

typewriter_ typ4, unroll, thrOUgh a, compact unit in front-,
- of

-,T114 typed Words,' on a long roll, of paiDer,_
enter_thespeakei:IS field of vision 'at a rate_ of speed
controlled by either the speaker or an assistant

It is posSible to. go back in the-speech or go,forWat4,
at an-- accelerated if the_pccasion,4emandsc

UOinq more than one unit in synchroniza0*,,the speaker
can apparefitly lOok_the ,404,ence in the ey0':as,his.eyeS
travel baCk and'forth frOM, the multiple teleprompters
,OaceCI to the left and right of the lectern.

By incorporating a set of solenoid switches ip,O#07-of
e teleprompters and placing thin StripS of adhesi:V.e-
aCked-aluminUm foil on the'foll of teleprompter-paper

At..0*Cuq words,, to Activate the switches-, recorderS,
44t0OtorS,,: and room lights can be turned Off and on in
synchronization With the Speaker's delivery. (See_alo

,04$NPONO. ,000

TELESCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY A photographic technique of taking
pictures of objects too distant for the ordinary camera
lenses; hence, the use of a telephoto lens. (Kinder)

TELESCOPIC PHOTOGRAP



'TELOP*

TELOP An opaque projector arranged to project images picked up
by reflecting light from the surface of opaque graphics, such

as pictures, drawings, typed material. It is not necessary
to employ slides or other transparencies with unit. A part
of a multiplexer arrangement, the "Telop" feeds projected

images to the television camera. (Lewis)

TERMINAL BEHAVIOR The behavior the student is expected to have
acquired at the end of a program or programed sequence.

Evidence that such behavior has indeed been acquired is pro-
vided by successful responses to TERMINAL ITEMS and/or by

performance on a CRITERION TEST. The terminal items Contain

no prompts and are placed far enough from the training
sequences to _measure more than immediate memory. Criteria

vary in testing of prOgrams as they do in any other leOning-

situation. Criterion :tests may ihvolve multiple-choiCe items',

items r essays, or perfortiance of some task. They may

be given immediately- after iACQUISITIONO or considerably

later than the learning sequence ~(RETENTION). They may

involve- only the actual material explicitly covered il,the

learning, sequence or the_y may involve extension, gener4144-17
oi:a0pliCation of the learned Material, .generaUY

cal led =T tANSFER. Imarkle)

TERWWWW The system of terms, especially of technical terms,

It'. a given learned disCipline , art, craft, or te:017-
.

:nology; or the study of the effectiveness of such a syseM.
(kwish)=

THEMATIC: PROMPT See PROMPT

THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING A process which combines the, ptocessing

speed and versatility of magnetic recording and the storage

capacity iglotographY; it can concentrate 100 times as much

information in a given space as can magnetic recordihl. It
records almost instantaneously and will produce pictures in
color or black-and-white 1 but does not require chemical
cessing ,and can be erased and reused as desired. Preiently

under experimental development by General Electric. '"'(/) Si T

C °)

TIM place ,
or tape correctly 'in, the preSC0*a

of a ..PrOfedt:Or tape recorder. (D '11' Comm)

BROW Distande from a projector to the prOjeggiOn'

(b T 00030
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THUMB MARK

THUMB MARK An identification point drawn on or marking device
pasted onto the upper left- or righthand corder of slides to
insure consistent, proper insertion in the projector.
(D & T Comm)

TIME-LAPSE A motion picture technique used for visualizing
normally invisibly slow processes. In the 9riginal photogra-
phy a greater than normal time interval elapses between
exposures of successive frames. Projection at normal pro-
jection speed results in an apparent speed-up of the action.
The degree of the speed-up effect achieved depends on the
time interval between successive exposures when the original
is made. (UFPA)

TONE ARM The movable arm on a phonograph which holds the needle
that is used to pick up vibrations from the record grooires.
(Kinder)

TRANSCRIPTION A term applied specifically to phonograph record"-
ings originally designed for broadcast use. The'diiks,
approximately 16 inches in diameter, are played at a 'Speed

of 33 i r.p.m., using a 3-mil stylus. Transcriptions were
originally designed to provide approximately 15 minutes of T -86
time per side as a convenience for radio-statio0cheduling.
For school use, transcriptions are quickly being replaced
by long-playing records. (Brown)

TRANSFER Spe TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

TRANSISTOR A small piece of germanium metal with unusual"
electronic properties which may eventually' rePjace vacuum
tubes in audiovisual equipment. One of ,the. chief advantages
lies'in the fact that a small' slug of this metal:the size, of
a )encil eraser can do the work of the ordinary vacuum tube.

TRANSLAT electronic device capable of receiving a tele-
visionk, .ansmission from a VHF station and converting it
for retranitmission on a UHF channel. A translator can also
be used to pick up, a program from a UHF channel and retrans-

t i`oti a different "UHF channel. (Lewis)

TRANSLUCENT Seini-tranSparent, not Clear, but capable of
transmitting diffused light. (NABDC)

. .

TRANSLUCENT
:



TRANSMISSION (COMMUNICATIONS THEORY),

TRANSMISSION (COMMIATICATIONS THEORY) The processes by which a
message passes from the input to the output; or the average
amount of information coming from the input which readhe6
the output. (English)

TRANSMISSION LINE A conductor system designed to transmit
electrical impulses from one location to another. This may'
be the line connecting the transmitter to the antenna or the
coaxial cable linking separated locations. (Lewis)

TRANSMITTER (BROADCAST) A general term'applying to the equip-
ment necessary to radiate radio or television signals into
space for reception at locations within the service area.
(Lewis)

TRANSMITTER (COMMUNICATIONS THEORY) Any means by which a
Message is encoded and started on its way through a channel.
(English)

TRANSPARENCY transparent' materials desidiled for projection in
order facilitate eniargetoent ....If the image; Origtnalay
4000.ate49ith 2e": X 2" and 3e x 4" slides- -,` the' terM:is
rives moray popularly associated with 7" X 7" and 0" T-$7
slideS'uSed with 'overhead 'projectors. (See 'also OVERHEAD
'01kOJECtO AND OVERLAY..) (D sc'T Comm)

TRANSPARENT Capable of transmitting rays of light through its
substance. (D & T Comm)

TREATMENT A brief written outline of a proposed cinematic
(or' other:) rendition of a story.. UFPA)

TRIPOD A three-legged supporting stand. When used to support'
a camera, the legs are usually adjustable for height; and
some means of fastening the camera to the top of the stand
is proviAed. They range from very simple to very complex,
depending on the elaborations incorporated in the specific
model. (UM)

TRUCKING To move a camera translationally in space as a
proOeeds, usually by means of a dolly or other vehicu
caMera support. The purpose is to pace, and maintain
si2e of,.moving actors or objects. (See also SHOTS.)

"77
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TRUMP PLAN

TRUMP PLAN A system of instruction, more particularly secondary
education, or curricular organization, in which the methods
of teaching, student groupings, scheduling, and teacher and
pupil activities adjust to the purposes and content of
instruction. Three basic learning structures utilized are
large-group instruction, small-group instruction, and indi-
vidual instruction. (D 4 T Comm)

TUNER ADAPTER 'See CONV1RTER

TURNTABLE The rotating disk of a phonograph upon which records
are carried during play. (Brown)

TURRET A rotary, plate mounted on the front of a camera and
Provided with accommodations for two or more lenses, any
of which may be moved rapidly into position for appropriate
motion picture or televidion camera shots. CD & T Comm)

U

UHF' Abbreviation for ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY Wave lengths reserved for commercial and
educational television which lie in the wave bands of 300
to 3000 megacycles. Includes channels 14=83. Less powerful
than VERY HIGH FREQUENCY. (D & T Comm)

ULTRAVIOLET The section extending, beyond the violet end of
the visible spectrum, the rays of which exert a high-degree
of phbtochemical action. (D & T Comm)

"VANISHXNG- A term originally ,designating' the removal, of more
and 'more, of the components of 'a .#1,04:Eid .chain of redpOnserS.

example 'froM Skinner, a student might, 'be, ,asked 'in Omrst fraine to fill. in a feV obvious: 'letters ,in
10:#10k,e letters then words,: phrases ,e and WhOle 400.

0=404,;:ali the components had been .tranished,'the itiuient would
efie.01;:i*ng:' the whole poem. The term- is often: iisect syriOny**With. fadinc,,'4though the process of withdrawing prompts
-nOt-Strtifttiy parallel to the aboVe process. (Markle),

V



VARIABLE AREkTRACK

VARIABLE AREA TRACK Any sound track recorded in the form of .a
modified photo-oscillographic trace more or less sharply
divided longitudinally into two components, one essentially
transparent. (UFPA).

VARIABLE DENSITY TRACK Any sound track in which a recorded.
sound is represented as full track width density variations
extending along the length of the track. In variable density
tracks the deneity range from a local maximal density to an
adjacent minimal density is related to amplitude, while the
spacing between adjacent local maximal (or minimal) densi-
ties is related to frequency. (UFPA) 4

VERBALISM (1) Undue reliance upon words; the assumptiom that
relationships suggested by facile habitual associations
among words prevail in reality; (2) The uncritical accept
ance of definitions as ig they were explanations; (3) Wordy
expression lacking meaning. (English)

VERY 'HIGH 'FREQUENCY Wave lengths reserved for commercial and
educational television which lie in the wave bands of
300 Me acycles. Includes channels 2-13. More powerful
than HIGH. FREQUENCY. (D & P Comm)

VHF Abbreviation for VERY HIGH FREQUENCY

VICARIOUS LEARNING Learning which is indirect or secondary,
not firsthand. (Kinder)

.

MEC' Refeis to the visual components of a television system.
Video frequency, is the range obtained from scanning by a
TV camera, tube. The highest value is restricted to 4
Megacycles. This does not include provision for sound or
audio components. (Lewis)

VIDEOTAPE RECORDER, See RECORDER, VIDEOTAPE

VIDEOORAPH A system of quickly reproducing opaque, permanent
copies of images appearing on a special television tube.
(Lewis-)

VIDICON A television camera tube of much smaller physical
size than the image orthicon. The vidicon requires More
light for comparable operation but is less expensive in
cost'and oPeration. (Lewis)

V.,e
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VIEW FINDER (ELECTRONIC)

VIEW FINDER (ELECTRONIC) A small picture tube built into a tele-
vision camera and connected to the pickup circuits, thus
enabling the cameraman to see exactly what is being scanned
by the camera. (Lewis)

VIEWFINDER (OPTICAL) A camera component arranged to indicate the
boundaries of the camera's field of view. External view-
finders'filay be as simple as an open wire loop used with a
prope#ly spaced pupil for viewing, or it may be an elaborate
Optical device with provision for altering the boundaries of
its field to correspond with the field of any of several
camera lenses. External viewfinders, to be accurate, must
be corrWted for the parallax. This possible error in framing
is Obviated in the case of a type of integral viewfinder which
can be moved into position for viewing the field through the
camera lens. (56e also PARALLAX and REFLEX CAMERA.) ' (UFPA)

VIEWER

han

Term Most frequently employed for the table-mounted or
evice used by one person or a group of per'sonS
lmStriP, slides, overhead transparencies, or a

cture. Useful in previewing or editing such visual
& T doMm)

'ERSISTENCE OF See PERSISTENCE OF VISION

VISUAL. MATERIALS Those instructional materials. which communicate
primarily 'through sight. Written and printed materials as
well as projected pictures, charts, maps, objects, specimen,
and the like are visual materials. (Cross)

VOLT The unit of electromotive force which will cause a current
of One ampere to flow through a resistance of one ohm.

corm)

OLUME INDICATOR. See LEVEL INDICATOR

H See OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

VU-METER "Volume unit" meter which indicates the relative
levels of the various sounds being recorded or played.

(usPE)

71,



WASHBACK See BRANCHING

W

- . -

WASHBACK .

WATT Unit of electrical power. Usually used to denote the
output of speakers or the amount of current needed to"
operate a device. (USOE)

WET, MOUNT The process of mounting a flat picture on a heavy
'cardboard backing with an adhesive cement such as rubber
cement; the term for the finished mounted picture or
illustration itself. (D & T Comm)

WIDE7ANGLE LENS Any lens of relatively, short focal length.
In 16thm camera 'work, any lens of less than 25mm focal
length. (UFPA)

.

WORKPRINT Any picture or sound track print, usually a positive,
intended for use in the editing process to establish through
a series of trial cuttings the finished version of a film.
The purpose is to preserve the original intact (and undamaged)
until the Cutting points have been established. (UFPA) T-91

WOW A. periodic disturbance in sound. Usually caused by regular
variations in angular velocity of some mechanical component
of the sy'Stem. (UFPA)

WRITE The process of storing a number on the surface of a
magnetic tape, a magnetic drum, or a cathode ray tube.

X

XEROGRAPHY A process of duplication in which an image is
Printed on paper through a series of electrical charges.

11'6 T Comm)

a

ZOOM LENS A variable-focal-length lens that permits the change
of focal length while the picture is being photographed,
thus giving the impression of moving in and out of the scene.
shot Using the zoom lens in this fashion is called a "zoom

. (Se also MIT.) (GordOn)
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AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATION AND LEARNING

ABSTRACT Ideas and concepts that depend upon the capacity Of
the mind for understandinge rather than upon the physical.
.4;01i0m. *110/ are often presented' through symbols which*
hive been given meaning through associations or past sensory
xperliences. -(Brown)

AIDS;, AOTAUCirt6NAL: see INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS'

AUDIENCE An assembly of hearers or viewers reacting, usually
ii4s#1704, to a-sPeaker or performer. '(Until the advent

roa4casting, a group,in physical proximity was meant,
and the Perforner was interacting with his audience.)
'(EngliOh)

AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATIONS That brandh of educational theory
and pradtice concerned primarily with the design and use
of :messages which-control the learning process. It
:undertakes: (1) The study of the unique and relative
strengths and weaknesses of both pictorial and non-

--

repregentational,messages which may be employed in the
learning process, for. any purpose; and (2) The structuring
and systematizing of messages by men and instruments in an
educational environment. (This includes the planning,
production, selection, management and utilization of both
components and entire instructional systems.) Its practical
goal is the efficient utilization of every method and medium
of communication which can contribute toward developing the

potential of the learner. Earlier definitions:
(1) That field of human expression that employs visual and
,auditory aids to learning, including motion pictures, tele-
vision, sound and silent filmstrips, slide sets, recordings,
transparencies, projected opaque pictures, and a variety of
graphic arts (Gordon); (2) Used to identify instruction
and learning procedures which emphasize nonprinted instruc-
tional materials. A more exact definition implies any
leakning experience involving both sight and sound (Cross);
and (3) A generic term referringto experiences, 'equipment,
and materials used for communication in instruction.
Implied techniques based upon practices utilized in education
Iand training. (Brown)

AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

T-94



BEHAVIOR'

BEHAVIOR This term is presupposed by SEMIOTIC and not defined

within it. Roughty. peaking, behavior consists of the.

sequences of responses (actions of muscles and glands)` by

which an organism seeks goal-objects that satisfy his needs.

Behavior is therefore "purposive" and is to be distinguished

from response as such and from the even wider class of

reactions. Behavior.is individual or social, and when social

may be cooperative, competitive, or symbiotic. (Morris)

COMMUNITY RESOURCES. In education, any materials, agencies,
activities, or persons in a community that may be utilized

by a-School program to provide learning experiences,

(Brown)

CONCEPT (1) Any object of awareness together with its sig-

nificance or meaning; anything one can think about that can

be distinguished from other "things"; 09- A general meqp-
ing, an idea, or a property that can be predicted of two CT

more individual items; -(3) Knowledge that is not directly
perceived through the senses but is the result of the
manipulation of sensory impressions. (Thus one may directly
perceive in Dobbin certain properties, but for a .concept
one must also apprehend these properties as constituting
part of the general notion of "horsiness.") A concept
requires both abstraction and generalization--the first to
isolate the property, the second to recognize that it may
be ascribed to several objects. (English)

CONCEPTUAL LEARNING A highly developed form of learning in
whiCh meanings take on generalized understandings. (Kinder)

CONCRETE Specific; based upon direct sensory experience, as
opposed to abstract. (Brown)

CONE OF EXPERIENCE A graphic representation of a theory pro-
posed by Edgar Dale in which' all general categories of
experience are placed at different levels upon a gradually
narrowing cone--the rich, personal, sensory experiences at
the base, and the highly abstract, symbolic experiences
at the top. As we move upward on the cone, we travel from
the most, direct to the most indirect experiences--for
example, from the small child's first building with blocks
to 'e = mc2, a formula in atomic energy. (D & T Comm)

CONE OF EXPERIENCE

T.495
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CONTRIVED EXPERIENCES

CONTRIVED EXPERIENCES Learning experiences that are designed to
simulate real-life situations. They often use real things, *:

or effective substitutes for real things, to give yeti-
similitude to experiences. (Brown)

CROSS MEDIA APPROACH Methodology based on the principle that a
variety of audiovisual media and experiences correlated with,
other instructional materials overlap, and reinforce the value
of each other. Some of the material may be used to MOtiva6e
interest; others to communicate basic facts; sti14. others, to
clear up misconceptions and deepen understanding. Same as
MULTI MEDIA APPROACH. (D & T- Comm)

DIRECT EXPERIENCE A term generally used to explain a learning
process baSed upon actual experience with real things 41 a
real (true-to--life) situation. Learning to sell by working
in a store Is one example. (Brown)

DISPLAY (Verb) An act or process of presentOg lensory data
,

to the learner. This may be scheduled or *scheduled,
'(bulletin board, museum, etc. y (TerLouw)

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION The preparation, ,presentation aM ,

interpretation of static, two dimensional, symbolic visual
material. (The ,word "Symbolic" is included to indicate
that most graphics are representations of the original; and
the presentation, of the actual originals themselves. )
(Langston)

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS Devices which are used simply to assist a
professor in the teaching-learning ,process by presenting
supporting or supplementary material, usually intermittently.
They are not. self-supporting. (See also INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA.) (D &,T Comm)

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA Devices which present a complete body of
information, and are largely self-supporting rather than
supplementary in the teaching-learning process. (See also
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS.) (D &'T Comm)

LEARNING A change in the stable relationship between (a) a
stimulus that the individual organism perceives and (b) a
response that the organism makes, either covertly or
overtly. (Berle)

iEARNING
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LIBRARY

LIBRARY (INFORMATION CENTER, AV CENTER, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
CENTER) A function whose responsibility is to systematically
collect and acquire information, classify it, store it and,
upon_demand, retrieve it and assist in adapting it to the use
to be made of the information. (TerLouw)

*

LOGIC The process of determining by deductive reasoning, the
means for obtaining a desired result from a given set of
conditions. (IBM)

FIEDIA,-INSTRUCTIONAL See INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

MULTI MEDIA APPROACH See CROSS MEDIA. APPROACH

MULTISENSORY Pertaining to more than one of the human senses.
(D & T Comm)

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING Learning which results from direct contact
through. the senses. (Kinder)

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION The utilization of programed materials
in achieVing educational objectives. Synonymous with
"auto-instruction, automated teaching," etc. (Markle) T-97

READ-OUT The operation of sensing and/or perceiving the DISPLAY.
It is used either as a noun or a verb. Read-out can be an
activity of an individual or a group. In the case of the
group it can be simultaneous or distributed in time. Another
variable is the special distribution of the group (all
together or scattered in small groups in many locations?
Task involvement during read-out is another considerattbnA
act of responding to a DISPLAY by identifying information'
content and interpreting its significance.

REWARD A satisfaction-yielding stimulus or stimulus object
that is obtained upon the successful performance of a task
(which may be siilf or other-imposed). (English)

SEARCH The operation of determining whether certain informa-
tion is in storage, the manner in which it is organized and
where it is located. As information is stored in a wider
diversity of fams the problem of search becomes increas-
ingly complex. Another complicating factor is the need to
include in the search procedure such considerations as the
character of the audience for which the message is designed
and, the task it proposes to do. (TerTcuw)

SET RCH



SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE A series of scenes, items, or experiences directly
related by subject or by underlying thought. (D & T Comm)

sumspaftu (1) iiselOW the threshold; of stimuli that cannot
be diScriminated under the conditions of the experiment;
(2) Of stimuli that are too weak to be specifically
apprehended and reported but not too weak to be influential
oh conscious processes or behavior; or of the effects of
such stimuli. (English)

SYSTEMS-APPROACH_ An integrated, programed complex of instruc-
tionaimealif machinery and personnel whose components are
structured as,s,a single unit with a schedule of time and
sequential phasing. (Its purpose is to insure that the
aomponentS ic4 the organic whole will be available with the
proper characterfstics and at the proper time, to contribute
to the total syst0m, and in so doing to fulfill the goals
which have been established.) (D & T Comm)

SYSTEMS DESIGN (IN EDUCATION) Provides a conceptual framework
for plar44A41 'orderly consideration of functiohs and
reSourceS, including personnel and technical facilities such
as teleVisi9h, the kinds and amount Of resources needed, and T-96
li.phased and ordered sequence of events leading to the
accomplishment of specified and operationally defined achieve-
ments. A systems approach should provide a way of checking
on the relation of performances of all components to factors
of economy and should reveal any inadequacies of the several
components, including the faults of timing and consequently
of the entire system. (Carpenter)

TELECOMMUNICATION Any transmission, emission or reception of
signs, signals, writing, images and sounds of intelligence
of any 'nature by wire, radio, visual or other electro-
magnetic systems. (D & T Comm)

TERMINOLOGY The system of
used in a given learned
nology; or the study of
(English)

terms, especially of technical terms,
discipline, art, craft, or tedh-,
the effectiveness of such a system.

TERMINOLOGY



VERBALISM (1) Undue reliance upon words; the assumption that
relationships 'suggested by facile habitual associations
among words prevail, in reality; (2) The uncritical accept- ,

ance of definitions as if they were explanations; (3) Wordy
expression lacking meaning. (English)

VICARIOUS LEARNING Learning which is indirect or secondary,
not firsthand. (Kinder)

VICARIOUS LEARNING
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1. (B) COMMUNICATION AND ,.INFORMATION THEORIES

BINARY NUMBER SYSTEMS Compared with the usual decimal system--
which has nine digits and a zero--the binary system has only,
one digit, 1, and a zero. _Thus, the first ten Whole numbers
of the binary number system (with their everyday equivalents
in parenthesis) are: 0 (0), 1 (1), 10 (2), 11 (3), 100 (4).
101 (5), 110 (6), 111 (7), 1000 (8), 1001 (9), 1010 (10)
The binary number system is used in many electronic com-
puters and in inforMation theory. (English)

BIT A unit measure of amount of information; the bit is that
amount which, put into a given assemblage consisting of a
known number of,alternative outcomes for a certain event,
reduces the alternatives by one-half. (If we are tossing
4,coin, the chances of getting head or tail are even. To
'reduce the alternative by half,' i. e. to specify that the
coin will fall head, not tail, requires one bit of informa-
t4on. The formula is bit = log2k, where k is the number
of alternatives.) :(English)

CHANNEL (INFORMATION THEORY) A complete system for trans
mitting'a signal from an input location to an output
location. (The channel includes the properties not only
Of the apparatus or equipment in the system, but of the'
code or language used. The channel may be an organism,

which case the sense organ is the input location'and
the motor mechanism is the output location. But it may
also be purely mechanical, as is telephciny; or it may
-be an institution such as a newspaper or news service,
or any combination of physical, organic, and social
transmitting media.) (English)

CODE An agreed transformation, or set of unambiguous rules,
whereby messages are converted from one representation to
another. (Cherry)

CODE CAPACITY The maximum possible rate at which information
can be sent through a code channel. (English.)

CODE CHANNEL A system whereby a sequence of signals related
to a given code is transmitted at a given rate. (English)

CODE CHANNEL
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COMMUNICATION (1) When restricted tO' Signs, communication
the arousing of common . . (significations) by tne, pro-
duction -'of signs. It is language communication when the
signs .prod4ced are language signs. Not all communication:,
is language ,communication. (Morris) The 'ArclOaj;' of

common meanings, with their resulting reactions,
,
between

OmmunicatOr and interpreter through the use of signs and
-.,4Y111)300.s. Communication is a social act and involves two
or more persons in a :field situation. In the face to face.
Situation the roles of the communicator and interpreter
are constantly shifting. In other situations_ there is less

.

possibility for this interaction. (Fearing) (3), The
establishment of a commonage of significatippS (Meanings")
IA,

by the production of signs. It is language communication
if the signs are language signs. (Adaptation from ,Morris
by -Knowlton)

_ .;,

-061b410c4r4WIONAN (1) (Communications Theory) The
,

.,

*iOcierw0 that investigates the relations between persons ,,

who select messages (sources) and persons who interpret- T-41,
and are affected by them (destinations) ; (2) The study
Of 1600 media of communication and their effects on mass
audiences, other -cultures, etc. (This usage somewhat
'arbitrarily restricts the meaning of the term. ) (English)

COMMUNICATION MODEL (C. E. Shannon) A disp/ay of the steps
or stages in a communication:

source of
'message

encoding

destination
of message

.

noise

VS
communication channel

V
decoding

Si

d

(English)

COMMUNICATI ON MODEL
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COMMUNICATION UNIT (Communications Theory) A complex unit,
- s:

consisting of source, transmitter, receiver,: 4.741d claStinA4on
(In the model for human communication the source and the

,

destination are persons. The ,former selects messages and
by means of the transmitter--the motor system Of:the indi-

vidual--encodes the message and starts it on its way through
the communication channel in the form of signals--words,
gestures, etc. These signals are picked up by the receiver--
a sense organ and its brain connections--of the person who
is the destination.) (English)

COMMUNICATIONS THEORY A technology (not a theory) that deals
with communication in all its aspectsphysical, psycho-
logical, sociological. (The parallels between processes
of communication in machines, organisms, and institution's
are described; and common terms for parallel processes
are invented or adapted from old ones.) Since INFORMATION
is what is communicated, there is much overlap with
INFORMATION THEORY. (English)

COMMUNICATOR An organism that produces a sign that is a
stimulus in social behavior to some organism (the coat-
municatee). (Morris)

EFFECTS ANALYSIS The techniques of determining in objective
and quantitative, terms the effects of particular commanica-
'tions content on interpreters. Such analysis is always
made after the interpreters have been exposed to the content.
A variety of special techniques are used including informa=
tion and attitude tests, and interviewing.. (Fearing)

ENCODING (1) Process whereby a message is tran'sfOrmed into
signals that can be carried by a communication chanpel;
(2) Process whereby a person transforms his intention
into Such behavior as can be .a signal in a communication
system. (The usual behaviors are oral or graphic language,
but gestures, etc., may also serve) The entire encoding
may involve several steps, e.g., a person writes out a
telegram (first encoding) which is in turn transformed by .

another into electric signals (second encoding). (English)

ENCODING
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ENTROPY The measure of unavailable energy in a thermo-dynat
system. By analogy, it refers' to the information rate of

A sOLIX*ce, of messages. Information tends to narrow the range
of,probability. In holding a direction ,opposite to that

n
a

randomness, information thus, resembles egative entropy.
.:(Adapted from-Cherry and F. Ailport by Knowlton)

FEEDBACK (COMMUNICATIONS THEORY) Refers to a fundamental

,P4NVII.Xt.Y.' of any dynamic system, viz., the interdependence
arts. : As one part of a system increases or decreases

.some_ respect (such as speed), another part of the
-,;system with which it is dynamically interrelated, cor-
,,e4pOndingly changes its operation (e.g., speed). This
-1at ter change, in turn, has effects on the former, etc.

e system may, be such that an increasing "output" so
affeCts'"input" as to in turn decrease "output" (negative
f40:ia0k); or:the opposite (positive feedback).

Feedback loops of concern are linguistic statements

And,expressiv gestures--in fact anything that indicates
td .the communicator the manner in which the communicatee
regOonds to his message; and anything that indicates to
the ipterpreter.the intent of the communicator in pro-

dtldilig the message. (Knowlton)

ENTRO

ICONIC SIGN A sign is iconic to the extent that it resembles
or has the properties of the object, event or situation
for which it is a sign. If the wordp. "cat" and "meow" are
both signs for the object, cat, then& "meow" may be said
to, be more iconic than "cat." (Fearing)

INFORMATION (Information Theory) A purely quantitative
property of an ensemble of items that enables categori
tion or classification of some or all of them. (English)

INFORMATION THEORY (1) An interdisciplinary study (not a-
theory) dealing with the transmission of MESSAGES or
SIGNALS, or the communication of INFORMATION. (It draws

upon COMMUNICATIONS THEORY--which includes much from
physics and engineering, linguistics, psychology, and
sociology.) (English) 12) The study of the communica-
tion process in all its aspects. It is'a body of mathe-
matical results concerning a quantity called INFORMATION
which is a measure of the amount of knowledge contained
in a proposition or a message. (IBM)

INFORMATION THEORY

T440,*3



INPUT (Communications TheorY) The energy entering a system
from withoutvin a communications system, that which acts
on a receiver'. (English)

LANGUAGE A 'set of ols whose "meanings" are shared'by or
common to the group of interpreters whose language it is
The syMbolS are Producible by the interpreters and are
forma4y combinable in some wayt and not in others (grammar).
Language appears' only in a social context. (Fearing)

MEDIATOR communication theory the system that intervenes
etween the receiver and the transmitter. It co*ines

Ain9tion of. destination And source. English)

MESSAGE In comrnwucation theOry, an ordered selection from
an agreed: Of signs intended to communicate information.
(Cherry)

NO_ISE (1) Disturbances which, do not represent any part of
the messages from ajpecified source- (Cherry) (2) Any-,

thing that:intOduces extraneous variability into a
coMmunicatidn.p#Ocesa, or that raises the entropy or
reduces the infOrMation--i.e., difference between input T-1U4
and output generated by random error in the communication
system' itself. (English)

OUTPUT (COMMUNICATIONS THEORY) The signal emitted by a source;
in the case of an animal,, overt behavior which acts as a
signal for another animal or which acts upon a nonliving
communication system. (English)

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS The study of the relations between communi-
cations or messages and the, characteristics of the persons
who communicate specifically, the study of language as
related to the general or individual characteristics of
the users of language. (English)

RECEIVER (COMMUNICATIONS THEORY) That which, transforms a
signal into a message. (English)

REDUNDANCY.OR T FUNCTION (Information Theory) That property
of a message which reduces the error of predictIon for a
given event to less than chance by virtue of the fact that
the message contains information about what will come
next. (English)

REDUNDANCY OR T FUNCTION
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REDUNDANCY (of a SOURCE)

REDUNDANCY (of a SOURCE) (Information Theory) Broadly, a
property given to a source by virtue of an excess of rules
(syntax) whereby it becomes increasingly likely that mistakes
in reception will be avoided. (Cherry)

REFERENT That which a sign "refers to," or "stands for," or
denotes, more especially when this is a physical or imagined
thing, event, quality, etc. (Cherry)

SEMANTICS (1) The science of meanings of words or other signs;
the rules that describe the way signs relate to objects;
(2) General semantics: the study of huMan responses to
signs and symbols. (English)

SEMIOTIC The science of signs. Its main subdivisions are
semantics, syntactics, and pragmatics. Each of theset'and
so semiotic as a whole, can be pure, descriptive, or applied..
Pure semiotic' elaborates a language to talk about signs,
descriptive semiltic studies, actual signs, and 4pplied
semiotic utilizes knowledge about signs for the accom-

.plishment of various purposes. (Morris )

SIGN (Noun) (1) In general, an indicator. (see SIGNAL, T-105
SYMBOL); (2) Any object or event--eSpecialiy an action,
or the direct result of an action--perceived as having.a
significance beyond itself; e.g., the blush of embarrassment,
the slouched posture of fatigue or boredam; (3) A stimulus
that substitutes for anotiier in evoking a response--e.g..
the conditioned stimulus in classical conditioning; (4) A
conventional gesture standing for a word or words, or for
an idea; e.g., nodding for "yes," the sign language of the
deaf. (English)

SIGNAL A SIGN communicated by one person to another in order
to indicate that the time and place for a certain action
are at hand. (English)

SIGNIFY To signify is to act as a sign in a process of
semiosis. "To have signification" and "to have a sig-
nificatum" are synonymous with "to signify." A sign is
said to signify (but not denote) its significatum, that
is, the conditions under which it denotes. All signs
signify; not all signs denote. (Morris)

SIGNIFY



SOURCE (of MESSAGE-SIGNALS)

SOURCE (of MESSAGE-SIGNALS) That part of a communication
channel where MESSAGES are assumed to originate (where
selective action is exerted upon an ensemble of SIGNS)
(Cherry)

STIMULUS A technical term in psychology designating a class
of events which impinge on an organism's sensory equipment
and which experimenters can manipulate, describe, or
hypothesize to exist. Stimuli are linked as observable
(or hypothesized)' antecedents to specific responses.
In S-R (stimulus-response) psychology, the stimulus is
a necessary antecedent to a response. Skinner's position
places more emphasis on the consequent (reinforcing) stimuli
than on the antecedents. In a program, the content of the
item is the stimulus. This includes the terminal stimulus
(the bare bones of the question or statement), any addi-
tional stimuli operating as prompts or models, and any
external material such as panels. (Markle)

SYMBOL A symbol is a substitute for a sign with which it is
synonymous. Symbols are producible by the person using
them with the intent of modifying the behavior of other
persons in a specific direction. For effective communica- .T-106
tion the symbol must have the same meaning for the user as
.for the interpreter, that is, the user of the symbol
implicitly or explicitly reacts to it in the same manner
as its interpreter. In this connection the communicator's
4r1f-Anf, which isa A private =cf=ir, is effected only when
there exists this commonality of meaning. Whether or not
symbols have the same meanings for communicator and
interpreter is a major area of communication study and
must never be taken for granted. (Fearing)

SYMBOLISM Representation of things, ideas, or meanings by
signs, labels, conventions, or words. Usually used to
express abstract ideas. (Kinder)

SYNTACTICS That branch of semiotic that studies the way in
which signs of various classes are combined to form
compound signs.. It abstracts from the` signification of
the signs. it studies and from their uses and effects;
hence, it is distinguished from semantics and pragmatics.
(Morris)

SYNTACTICS
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ACCESSION

1. (C) TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

ACCESSION A library term describing all the administrative
work necessary to receive, inspect, catalogue, mark and
identify, and place in storage for distribution. (Gordon)

AIRBORNE TELEVISION See STRATOVISION

AUTO-INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICES (1) The technology of machines
and systems devoted to mass instruction, including various
applications of television and the massed film systems,
such as EBF's physics and chemistry series; (2) Those
systems and machines for individual instruction, which
include individual reading pacers, individual viewing and
listening equipment, language laboratories, -programed
printed materials, and the true teaching machine of the
Skinner or Pressey type, using verbal and pictorial, pro-
grams with various ways, electronic and mechanical, for
responding and being informed of errors and progress.
(Finn)

AUTO-INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS Synonymous with "programed instruc- T-108
tion, programed learning, automated teaching, self-
instructional materials," etc. The term "auto-instructional"
was proposed by Lumsdaine and Klaus to circumvent "mis-
leading, prejudicial, or both" connotations attributedby
them to the other labels. The teaching machine would be
called an "Auto-Instructional Device" (AID). (Markle)

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION A modified type of television in
which the signals are transmitted by coaxial cables instead
of sound waves. These telecasts are limited in range and,
since they are not broadcast on the air wavos, no license
is required. (Kinder)

COMPUTER A device which can accept information and supply
information. The supplied output information is derived
from the accepted input information. (IBM)

COMPUTER



CROSS MEDIA APPROACH'

CROSS MEDIA APPROACH Methodology based on the principle that a
variety of audiovisual media and experiences correlated with
other instructional materials overlap and reinforce the value
of each other. Some of the material may be used to motivate
interest; others, to communicate basic facts; still others,
to clear up misconceptions and deepen understanding. Same
as MULTI MEDIA APPROACH. (D & T Comm)

ELECTRONIC LEARNING LABORATORY Basically, a series of tape
recorders, earphones, and microphones, connected by wire
to a console where switches permit the instructor to com-
municate with (1) all students simultaneously; (2) groups
cif selected students, and (3) one student, individually;

The instructor may also distribute a single tape to all
students or several, different master tapes to selected
individuals. In some laboratories each student may have
AaiS own individual master tape to which he listens, orally
responds and sometimes (according to instructions) records
his oral responses. Most electronic laboratories plade the
tape recording mechanism at the student's desk. Each desk
is Isolated by sound dampened panels. In addition, the
Student is provided with a microphone and earphones.

T-109
Recently, remotely controlled recorders, boom microphones
fastened to the ,earphones headset along with the elimina-
tion of isolation panels have been installed to provide
improved instruction. Supplemental studies deMonstrate
that greater efficiency is provided when visual materials
are presented to either the entire group or to each student

Experimentation since 1958 has provided evidence that
these facilities can be utilized effectively for the
teaching of foreign languages; reading; spelling, gratmar
and punctuation; music appreciation and criticism; English
literature- social studies; stenography; and speech.
(fthandler)

WNW ENGINEERING (1) An applied science, participated in
jointly by, psychologists and engineers, concerned with
the design of equipment and the arranging of the physical
conditions of work in relation to human sensory capacities,
psychomotor abilities, learning capacities, body:dimensions,
comfort, safety, and satisfactions; (2) The art- manag-
ing men as the engineer manages materials. (English).

HUMAN ENGINEERING



INFORMATION "RETRIEVAL

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL The process of storing large'quantities
of information and selectively retrieving this information
under computer control. (IBM)

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION or ITV Any closed-circuit or broad-
cast television program which provides formal instruction,
usually for credit. (See also EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION or
ETV.) (D.& T Comm)

KIT A collection of pertinent materials gathered. and inte-.
grated into an instructional unit, e.g., a textboOk,
filmstrips, tape recordings integrated into one basic unit.
(For more recent and complex applications of this concept,
see SYSTEMS. APPROACH and SYSTEMS DESIGN.) (D '& T comm)

MULTI-MEDIA. APPROACH See CROSS MEDIA APPROACH

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION The utilization of programed materials
in achieving educational objectives. Synonymous with
`auto- instruction, automated teaching," etc. (Markle)

REMOTE CONTRQL Mechanical and/or electrical installation'
which make possible the control, operation, and adjustment. T-110
of such deices asprojectors, cdmeras, tape recorders.,

. -

electronic learning labs, audio and video systems in 1.
adjacent or remote. areas by means of special switches and
electrical relays. (D. & -T. Comm) '

RETRIEVE .(RETRIEVAL) When a message is stored it is. obvious
that certain operation's must be carried out to ready it
for being displayed. These operations constitute the act
of retrieval.' This act includes such operation's as
initiating theretireval operation and transportation
from the point of storage to the point of display.
(TerLouw)

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION The use of one or a series oforbit-
ing man-made satellites which are equipped to receive,
amplify,-and re-transmit (or merely reflect from its sur-
face) microwave Signalp from and.to specially-adapted
_transmitters andreceivers sever al hundred or thousand
miles apart; first experimental application for transmis-
sion of radioltelevision, and telephone signals between
Europe and the United, States made by Telstar satellite in
July 1962. (D & T Comm)

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION



SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS Term used to describe a special type
of small electronic component, such as transistors, which
have no lighted or heated filament and which can be used
instead of vacuum tubes in most electronic circuits. (USOE)

SOLID STATE LOGIC Utilization of solid state devices to
perform logical functions as opposed to vacuum tube
devices. (IBM)

STORE (STORAGE) The interval between the creation of the
message as a unit or organized data or information and its
presentation.to the senses or the individual. In direct
speech or a live demonstration the delay is zero. However,
both events can be stored for delayed read-out by appro-
priate methods. The information loss characteristic of
the storage System is a factor to be considered. Space
occupied by the stored information is another significant
factor. (TerLouw)

IP.

STRATOVISION The use of high-flying aircraft to retransmit
,programs originating from ground base stations or to
transmit .directly from video tape systems. (Latter .is

employed by the Midwest Program on Airborne Television T-111
Instruction.) (D & T Comm)

SYSTEMS APPROACH An integrated, programed complex of instruc-
tional media, machinery and personnel whose components are
structured as a single unit with a schedule of time and
sequential phasing. (Its purpose is to insUre that the'
components of the organic whole will,be available with the
Proper characteristics and at the proper time, to con-
tribute to the total system, and in so doing to fulfill
the goals which have been established.)

SYSTEMS DESIGN (IN EDUCATION) Provides a conceptual frame-
work for planning, orderly consideration of functions and
resources, including personnel and technical facilities
such as television, the kinds and amount of resources
needed, and a phased and ordered sequence of events lead-
ing to the accomplishment of specified and operationally
defined achievements. A systems approach should provide
a way of checking on the relation Of performances of all
components, including the faults of timing and con-
sequently of the entire system. (Carpenter)

SYSTEMS DESIGN (IN EDUCATION)



SYSTEMS ENGINEER

SYSTEMS ENGINEER Studies problems in inddstry, science; busi-

ness and government, and then organizes electronic data
processing techniques and machine systems to solve them.
He works at the source and with management in the organiza-

tion concerned. (IBM)

TEACHING MACHINE A device for presenting a proglam. Most
machines control the material to which the student has
access at any moment, preventing him from looking ahead

or reviewing old items. Many machines contain'a response
mechanism; a tape on which the student writes, a keyboard,
or selection buttons. Some provision is made for knowledge
of results, either by revealing the correct
the student responds or by advancing to the
thereby signaling correct completion of the

answer after
next item,
previous item.

A few machines score the student's response and tabulate
errors. Machines are being developed which will select
the next step on the basis of the student's response. This

type of machine, in a combination with a blanched Program,
comprises what Stolurow calls an ADAPTIVE TEACHING MACHINE:,

In Porter's terminology, a teaching machine is a STIMULUS-
RESPONSE DEVICE providing,,immediate. reinforcement. Such
machines are distinguished from (1) STIMULUS DEVICES, such T-112

as films, phonographs, which present information but make

no provision for responses from the student, and likewise
from (2) RESPONSE DEVICES, such as typewriters which pro-
vide for practice but not for, controlled input of information.
A teacher may provide the missing half of either a stimulus
device or a response device. (See PRESSEY DEVICE and

SKINNER DEVICE.) (Markle)

TEAM TEACHING Restructured system of education, especially
in elementary schools, where a team of teachers supervised
by a team leader work with large groups of students, and
smaller. combinations for more specialized teacher-student
interchange. Provides for fuller utilization of teachers
talented in specific subject areas, freer exchange of ideas
and evaluation, and often with the assistance of an aide,
more thorough class preparation and application of audio-
visual communication media and techniques. (D & T Comm)

TECHNOLOGY (1) A systematic body of facts and principles
related to a comprehensive, practical and useful end.
The term is not. limited to industry or engineering. The
principles of effective teaching (pedagogy), for example,
comprise a technology. (2) The actual processes of manu-
facture in a given industry or plant. lEnglish)

TECHNOLOGY



TELECOMMUNICATION

TELECOMMUNICATION Any transmission, emission or reception of
signs, signals, writing, images and sounds of intelligence
of any nature by wire, radio, visual or other electro-
magnetic systems. (D & T Comm)

TELEMATION A complex of existing devices combined into one
rather intricate instrument which includes a wall-sized
panel of three (or more) translucent screens; a tape
recorder, movie projector, three transparency projectors
and one opaque piojector--all situated behind the screens;
an instructor's lectern; and push-button control panel for
operating the equipment. Can be programed on a punched
tape for automatic presentation. (D & T Comm) (See also

TELEPROMPTER)

TELEPROMPTER A mechanical "cue" feeder to television actors
(or teachers) has been broadened and developed into one
of the effective mechanical aids available to speakers
(or lecturers) .

Large - :typed words, eight times the size of regular
typewritertype, unroll through a compact unit in front
of the sPeaker. .The typed words, on a long roll of paper
enter the speaker's field of vision at a rate of speed'

controlled by either the speaker or an assistant.

It is Possible to go back in the speech or go forward
at an accelerated rate if the occasion demands.

Using pore than one unit in synchronization, the speaker
can apparently look the audience in the eye as his eyes
.travel 1:ack and forth from the multiple telepromptets
placed to the left and right of the lectern.

By incorporating a set of solenoid switches in one of

the teleprompters and placing thin strips of adhesive-
backed aluminum foil on the roll of teleprompter paper
at the cue words. to activate the switches, recorders,
projectors, and room lights can be turned off and on in
synchronization with the speaker's delivery. (ANA)

(See also TELEMATION)

T-1.13

TELEPROMPTER .
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THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING

THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING A process which combines the processing

speed and versatility of magnetic recording and the storage

capacity of photography; it can concentrate 100 times as much

information in a given space as can magnetic recording. It

records almost instantaneously and will produce pictures in

.color or black-and-white, but does not require chemical pro-
cessing and can be erased and reused as desired. Presently

under experimental development by General Electric.

(D & T Comm)

TRUMP PLAN A system of instruction, more particularly secondary

education, or curricular organization, in which the methods

of teaching, student groupings, scheduling, and teacher and

pupil activities adjust to the purposes and content of

instruction. Three basic learning structures utilized are
large-group instruction, small-group instruction, and indi-

vidual instruction. (D & T Comm)

klp .11/4
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ACETATE FILM

2. VISUAL MEDIA (PROJECTED AND NON-PROJECTED)

ACETATE FILM Shortened term for cellulose acetate, the chemical
base used in safety film. Practically all 8mm and 16mm film
is acetate, as is the 35mm film used in 2"- x 2" slides and
filmstrips. (Kinder)

ANAMORPHIC LENS A lens designed to distort an image in a sys-
tematic way, usually by means of an.element or elements
having cylindrical rather than the usual spherical surfaces.
Such a lens usually is designed to compress the image along
one axis of -the focal plane, leaving the image unaffected
in the focal plane direction at 90° from that axis. The
object usually is to obtain a wide-screen image by pro-
jecting such a picture through a correcting lens having the
same characteristics as the lens used on the camera. (UFPA)

APERTURE An opening in the lens system of a camera through
which light, passes from the scene through the lens to the
film. In a projector, light passes through the aperture
to the film and thence to the screen. This aperture also
frames" the film image. In a camera, the aperture may be
adjusted by means of an iris to vary the size of the lens T-115

opening, thus affecting the amount of light which strikes
the film (assuming the same exposure time). (Brown)

APERTURE GATE The part of a motion picture projector con-
sisting of the aperture plate, which determines the exact
framing of the image on the screen, and the aperture shoe,
a pressure shoe that holds the film snugly against the
aperture plate during projection; not to be confused with
"camera gate," the motion picture framing device. (Gordon)

BEADED SCREEN A projection screen whose surface consists of
innumerable minute glass beads. At a limited angle it
gives a high quality reflection. (D & T Comm)

BLUE-LINE PRINT (1) A positive print with a blue image
usually produced by the diazotype process; (a) Also used
to designate a blueprint with blue lines on a white field,
made by printing from a negative master. (NABDC)

BLUE-LINE PRINT

-



BLUEPRINT PROCESS

BLUEPRINT PROCESS Reproduction method using light-sensitive
iron salts, which produces a negative blue image from a
positive master. (MBDC)

CARBON ARC PROJECTOR Type of projector illuminated by an
electric spark between two rods of carbon; projector with
a hot bright light. (Kinder)

CHALK TALK A visualized presentation written or
chalkboard and accompanied by narration. The
usually essential to the chalk talk. A chalk
frequently used to supplement lectures or disc
(Cross)

drawn a

drawings are
talk is
ussions.

CHALKBOARD A board, the surface of which may be made of slate
or plastic or treated wood, upon which one me-, write or
draw with chalk. (See also MAGNETIC BOARD) (Cross)

COLOR (1) Photography in natural color, as compared with
photography in black and white; (2) The psychological
sensation arising as a result of ocular perception of,
and discrimination between, various wavelengths of light;
(3) Any feature incorporated in a scene for the sake of T-116
its contribution to the authenticity of the scene. (UFPA)

COMPOSITION In photography and art, composition refers to
the planned arrangement of items or objects which make
up the picture. (Kinder)

CONDENSING LENS A lens which serves to gather the light rays
from a source and to condensete or concentrate tberfii;
(Kinder)

CONTINUOUS LOOP Two open ends of a short length of film,
five or six feet, spliced and threaded into a projector.
The film is then projected over and over. Longer film
length, several minutes or more, requires a special
projector or adapter so that the film will be automati-
cally rewound as it comes through the projector. (Kinder)

CROPPING To trim or cut off parts of the picture, to eliminate
superfluous portions and thus improve composition.
(D & T Comm)

CROPPING
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CUTAWAY A real
in which the
or partially
or framework

CUTAWAY

object or a model, made to scale or magnified,
other covering or a portion has been wholly
removed so as to reveal the inner structure
or working parts. (Cross)

DAYLIGHT SCREEN A projection screen so constructed that clear
images from a projector are visible in an undarkened roomg
BEADED AND LENTICULAR SCREENS are often placed in this
category. (D & T Comm)

DEFINITION Appearance of sharpness or of being in focus in
an image. (Lewis)

DENSITY Defined as the logarithm of the opacity In general
terms, the relative darkness of an image area. (NABDC)

DIAZO Light-sensitive component of diazotype materials which
reacts with couplers to form axo dyes. (NABDC)

DOCUMENTARY The term to describe the type of motion picOre
or television program thatpurports to show reality,
in which techniques are secondary' to the tbemP. (Gordon

DOUBLE-pINKE Term applied to a 35mm filmstriP on Whic
pictures are photographed so that the width of the pic
is lengthwise on the film. Double frame pictures are
IttX and the film is-inserted in the_.: projector hori-
zontally. (Kinder)

DRY MOUNT A picture mounted by use of a thermal-seal proCe0,
(Kinder')

DUPLICATING Creating an exact (ar nearly exact) copY'of a
recording, a drawing, a printed pa4e etc. (Cross)

ELECTRIC BOARD A generic term applied to numerous devices
created to test. drill, or demonstrate; usuM4Y, features
an electrical circuit which activates a buzzer, 'beil, or
light when appropriate contacts or switches are manipulated
in response to questions or pictorial materials displayed
on the board. Also called a "buzz board." (Brown)

ELECTRIC BOARD



ETCHED GLASS

ETCHED GLASS Type of glass used for slide making which has one

side etched or ground to give a milky or opalescent effect.

(Kinder)

EXCITER Imp ,An incandescent lamp used to supply luminous

energy to a, p4otoresponsive cell, such as the photocell in'

a motion picture projector. Interposition of a variable

mask or. Matte, such as a sound track, in -the optical path

between , the exciter lark, and the photocell then results

4.21, correSponding variations in the electrical response of

e aphotocell. (UM)

F40010 .electronic system for transmitting pictures an

raphicm4terials over _Very high frequency air' waves.

*TOW"- ktype-of display board _made of cardboard or thin:
c(oyOred withfdlt or similar :cloth._ Pictured

ols "o ,displayed. on it are backed, with similar

p**aiSanA adhere to the feltboar& ..(When flannel: is

'referred to ,as a "flannelboard. ") .(Cross)

INOOUS. Loop

LENT; ..rtption ,Pic:hlx:P film on which no sound, track
!e)1,-,rpcorded. Generally, silent film is 16inra and

as :sprocket 'hoteS on .both edges. "Silent speed" Edit'

rOjeciOn of. 16mm .16 'frames per second. (Brown.)

FIT4M1 kmotion picture film .with.self-contained sound
,

track. (,optical or magnetic). A 16mm sound film haS
rocket holes on one edge only. Projects properly at

ranieS- per second. (Brown)

.TRAINING A film produced with an,instructional objec-
ive; may be synonymous with "educational" or "instructional"

6orne0.mes,z: conceived to be a film solely for instruc-;-
tion in skills. A military term for instructional films.

'(Brown)

rip.moGwH A "motion' picture made by photographing motion-
.subjects with a motion picture camera. (Kinder)
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FILMSTRIP

FILMSTRIP (Also variously called "strip film" and "slide

film.") A length of 35mm or 16mm film containing a suc-

cession of still pictures, intended for projection one at

a time in the same way as slides are shown. Same film-
strips are equipped with a tape or a recording that contains

not only the narration but also a subsonic signal that
activates a solenoid, thus advancing the filmstrip to the

Lext picture on cue. (Gordon)

FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR Projection instrument designed to accept
35mm filmstrips, virtically if SINGLE FRAME or horizontally.

if DOUBLE FRAME; often equipped with an adapter to accept

slides. Models available with manual advance -and/Or remote

control. (D $c T Comm)

FILMSTRIP, SOUND See FILMstRIP

FLANNELBOARD See FELTBOARD `e.

lUMNELGRAPI See FELTBOARD

"METER e TACHISTOSCOPE

FLAT PICTURE A flat picture is a representation a visual.

.likeneSS4 of persons, places, and things. It is ,a, two-

dimensional representation and may actual` Photograph

or Any one of the following: poatcard4- Sketoh, haik-fOn61

Print i lithcgraph 04ral., cartoon , *comics, :poster photO-

graph; (Even maps, charts, and graphs are ,considered as

, , plctures designed to show relationships. ) (Cross)

FLIP .CHARTS. An ,integrated easel graphic presentation that
hinged' .;together into a unit. Their namb came from the

fact that you "flip" the separate sheets over the top. of
the unit into or out of view as you progress in' the pre-

sentation. They are usually associated with tabletop
proaebtations, rather, than large addience groups. (ANA)

FLOCKING , Term which comes from "flock," meaning small tufts

of VO01 or hair, or wool refuse. OLTBOARDI use, flock-
reters to a backing for cut-outs,. Usually a mass of

Makes or fibres sprayed from a can or gun. These are
usually synthetic flakes which stick to paper and will,
adhere_ to felt. (Kinder)

FLOCKING

s,



FLUORESCENT CHALK A type of chalk that becomes luirliiiesOent in
a darkened room under special ultra-violet lighting.
(Kinder)

GATE, A mechanism covering the film
picture (or filmstrip) pr.:jector. The



GRAPHIC COMMUNICATI(

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION The preparation, presentation and' inter-

pretation of static, two-- dimensional,, Symbolic visual

material. (The word "symbolic" is included to indicate that

most graphics are representations of the original, and the

presentation of the actual originals themselves.I (Langston)

HALF-TONE Method of simulating continuous tone by breaking an

image into dots, of equal density but variable area. (NABDC)

HUE That quality of a color related to the wave length

light which the color reflects. ANABDC)

IMAGE liEPRODUCTION The control visUal recreation or dup-

,licaton of an animate or inanimate process Or material
rough a c emicall ultraviolet, mechanical, graphio',

photographic , electronic scanning, or other process; e.
an oyerhea4transiDareriCy, phOtograph; Printed Pa4e, motion'

Lure;._, radio aCiiMile, or televiiion transmission-

KEYSTONE EFFECT An out -of-- square image on a projection sdreen,

resulting when the plane of :the screen and he plane of
projected material are not parallbl to each other. rown

KINESCOPE The kinescope is the picture, tube of a'televisiOn

reCeiver. However, recently the term has been applied
motion picture films made by photographing the images proA-

duced on the "kinescope," or picture tube.- (Cross)

LANTERN SLIDE Mounted 31-")00and occasionally 2t"

slide, glas6 enclosed, which may be handmade Xi
crayon, or inks, or on special materials:Or p o
graphically processed. Their larger transPakent sur
OOP ETCHED GLASS) have macie lantern slides the most
lar teacher- student produced projection medium until
advent of the overhead TRANSPARENCY, (D & T Comm)

LANTERN SLIDE PROJECTOR Projection instrument designed to
accept standard 3k" x. 4" lantern slides, and occasionally

21i," slides, with the provision of a special adapter.

Itls projector, still popular, was the forerunners of ttie
SLIDE PROJECTOR AND FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR. (D & T Comm)

X.ANiTglia SLIDE



Lawn

LAYOUT Visualized plan for a display, poster, bulletin board,
publication, or chalkboard presentation. Usually done to
scale and with sufficient detail to indicate how the final
product will appear. (Brown)

LENS , ANAMORPHIC See ANAMORPHIC LENS

LENS, CONDENSING See CONDENSING LENS

LENTICULAR SCREEN A. silver projection screen. with tiny cor-
rtgations on its surface to increase the brilliance of the
image. (D4-TCOmm)

LIGHT CONTROL A term used by architects to identity methods.
Of_regii.l'atin4 light from sources OutSide a room. In
audiovisual terminology light control, in additiOn
,,includes_ the features by which rOomb are darkened. for pro-
jection. For clarification, it is recommended that both

4- "light .Control"' and "room darkenine'bedSed;

Owii)

mo4o4,pictUre projection, the word "loop" refers
.

portion- of the film immediately, above and PO*,
ate:" area; petthits the filth t6.molie 'inteiMitenqy

444 damaged.. (Brown)

422

GAZINE A container for film, tape, slides or filmstrips,
usually mbOdying a transport mechanism, designed to

Y or present the material for controlled_ exposure.
magazines are built to integrate :.withr specific'
thent, with drive mechanisms mechanically coupled.

omm)

GNE#C BOARD A sheet of metal to which objects may be
ached by' means of magnets. This same surface may be

with paint or enamel and used as a chalkboard.
pe also ^C HALKBOARD) (Cross)

ILM`,
,

;14.004TX VK, ,sprOcketed,synchronous acetate 'base with a
,0i4g#04d. coating t114t is ,Available from stock. in

8m0 Charactetitiaally, the film
04040S,-the commonly known t" tape varieties, but

thOugh the use of sprockets it can `.be '-synchronized
toY (Gordon)

MAGNETIC FILM



:

MAGNETIC SOUND PROjECT

MAGNETIC SOUND PROJECTOR A motion picture projector capable
showing motion picture film which has either an optic or
magnetic sound track. (Kinder)

MASK In photography, a mask is a frame of cardboard or other
sdbstance used to confine the picture area of Slides or
transparencies, and to give support to the projection
material in the slide. (Brown)

MASKING Protecting part of a light-sensitive layer by an
opaque shield during part of an exposure. (NABDC)

MATTE FINISH Dull, gloss-free surface finish. (NABDC)

MATTE SCREEN Projection screen with flat, even surface and
-dull finish which provides an even brilliance at all viewing
angles; most effective in well-darkened viewing, areas.
(X-Se T Comm)

MbaROCARD A card, on which a large volume of printed materials
hasbeen.condensed to extremely small size by photographic
Processes Microcard material is read with the aid .of a
miCro6ard reader, which magnifies the minute writing.

(CrOgs)

,MICROFILM Film upon which, by photographic processes, printed
and other materials are reproduced. The minute images oris
the film are observed through a special magnifying viewer
or` by, projection. (See MICROFILM READER) (BrOwn)

MICROFILM READER Apparatus with a built-in screen or viewing
glass arranged to magnify microfilm so that it can be read
comfortably at eye distances and without the use of hand
magnifying glasses. (Kinder)

MICRO'. PROJECTOR A special projector designed to enlarge and
project microscopic transparencies (such as microscope
slides, or sections of microfilms) for viewing by whole
classes or even large audiences. (Cross)

MOCK -UP .A representation of the real thing, constructed so as
to emphasize the particular part or function of the real

It may be smaller or larger than the original;
certain features may be made so as to give emphasis to func-
tiOns or relationships. (Cross)



MODEL, A scale replica or representation of reality. The scale
may be miniature, exact size, or enlargement,. and the pPdel
itself may or may not be manipulative. (Cross)

OBJECTIVE LENS The lens or system of lenses which ,fOrms the
primary'image in an optical systeli. (D & T Comm)

OPACITY, The ratio between the amount of light incident gOon
transparent .surface and the amount of light transmitted by
that Opacity is the reciprocal of ,transm400,TI;
end, 40-.1:pg. e4O01., to denSitk. OP=)7,0

_ OPAQUE- PrOppx:ty, of being impervious to
t4Tisp4tto* (140d)

OPAQUE PROJECTOR A projector which can projece:.*all- 0
#4goit. such as map44, pictures or printed' pages,,; onto=

Green- as -en (Kinder}
.

AHEAD-PROJECTOR A projector which throws ,a '11*

uminated image oil, .the screen' .by ,retleCtion.:4om
mi47**t iS placed_ in, front of the audience
-1;e1-,iSed in a semi -darkened or. completely _q*gkit'' x200,
utilizes g" .x 7 X 7' and 1.',0" X,0" ir4n4,44i4e
and specially prepared objects -which may be .Ordute
p. to a variety of t tom Y

OVERLAY Group of transparent or translucent prints used to
fOrm a composite ,print or slide. IgABDP)

,

PANTOGRAPH (GRAPHICS) A device for mechanical duplida
drawings or designs in enlarged or reduced sca e!

PHOTOCOPYING A process whereby duplicate copies of hand-
'raWn or printed,materials, i4oluding pictures, are made

fatitbrnatic photocopying machines. (Kinder)

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL A small device designed to generate
mlinute electrical currents when exposed to light. In
sdUndAnotion picture projectors, the cell reacts to the
ight from the EXCITER LAMP. (Cross)

ik

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL



3.

PHOTOGRAM

PHOTOGRAM A picture taken on photographic paper, but without
the aid of a camera. (Kinder)

PHOTOPLAY A motion picture made from a play or drama, such
as "Richard III" or "Helen of Troy." The term has been
used loosely to include almost any major or "Class A"
motion picture production. (Kinder)

PHOTOSTAT Trade name of a camera which makes copies of docui-

.Ments, letters, drawings, etc., on sensitized paper ;:also"
the.generic. term for_ copies made by Means of this or a
similar -camera. PHOTOCOPING) & T,Cotm).

PLATEN The flat surface ,or platform in the opaque prOjeCtor
Fon which. materials: to be :projected are.-placed. (p

POLARIZED PROJECTION See STILL MOTION - SLIDES

PRINTING Making positives from a negative either, by contact

rojecO-on. & T Comm)

000'0 -REAR-SCREEN See REAR-SCREEN PROJECTION.

REAR-SCREEN PROJECTION The projector, located behind a .tans-

149q1"lt screen, iS placed in front, of the vieNfiers. Oay

,housed ,'in a self-contained unit or in a projction
mirror or mirror system adapted to the projector reverses
e mage from left to right. (Also referred to as

":indirect projection" since the mirror system bends the
projection beam. ) (D & T Comm)

.

pt(149i4OX.,PCtiult.E), The s.andard ,unit of '0:ira 41h4th N
'referring to a completed production. It -is a one-reel or
,;.,,.- ,_,-., ,,,

,-.-!reel ,filin. A 'x',.:0-1'9Q.ngigtP' of 369 ,feet.,.Of 46$01,.;.,Oni.
0' feet. *r?f, Ott ,f:ra 1:0, requiring ten minutes. of ,*Scresn

rftp.:. Release prints are always maintainedOix.:.r:eei*,
whereas stock footage (original and print): is maintained.,

.COres., :(Gordon)

REEL, Suppl,y, .iteel which supplies film or tape as it i,,. being
4COrd' Or playedback. AlSo called "feed reel. ",

T- ;Comm)

R:0 SUPPLY



REEL, TAKE -UP

REEL, TAKE-UP Reel which receives film or tape as it is being
recorded or played back. (D & T Comm)

REWIND (1) (Verb) Act of returning recording tape or pro-
jection film from take-up reel to supply reel after play-
back or projection; (2) (Noun) Unit, often built into
recording or projection equipment, which, when threaded
and electronically (or manually) activated, returns
material to the supply .reel. (D & T Comm)

ROOM DARKENING See LIGHT CONTROL

SHUTTER In a motion picture camera, the mechanical device
which shields the film from light at the aperture during'
the film movement portion of the intermittent cYcle.
Also, a 'similar device in projectors for cutting the
projection light during the time the film is moving at
the'aperture. (UFPA)

SINGLE FRAME Term applied to a 35mm filmstrip on which the
PicturPS are photographed so that the width of :Ehe picture

is crosswise on the film. Single frame pictures are
X 1" and the film is inserted in the projector verti-

cally. (Kinder)

SLIM Term most frequently used for 2" X 2" and 2k" X 2*"
iriOqiied, transparencies. The 34" X 4" size is termed
LANTERN.SLIPE; larger 7"'X 7" and 10" X 10" sizes are
usually termed TRANSPARENCY, and are designed for
OVERHEAD PROJECTOR use. (D & T .Comm)

SLIDE PROJECTOR Projection instrument designed to accept
2" X 2", 2,-Li" X 2k", and 3k" X 4" mounted transparencies;
slides may be advanced individually or on a slide car-
'tridge through manual or remote controls. Projectors
which accept the Ik" X 4" slides exclusively are, usually
referred to as LANTERN SLIDE PROJECTORS. (D & T Comm)

SOUND DRUM The portion of the mechanism of a sound 'Motion
picture projector around which the film passes at the
point where the sound is picked up. The sound drum is
usually attached to a flywheel to stabilize the movement
of the film' through the projector at this point. (Brown)

SOUND DRUM



SOUND TRACK

SOUND TRACK The portion of the motion picture film on which
the sound is recorded, normally one band in 16mm along the
,edge opposite the sprocket holes. It may be optical or
magnetic, or both, and with stereo sound may have two or

More tracks. (See also VARIABLE AREA TRACK and VARIABLE
DENSITY TRACK.) (Gordon)

SPONSORED FILM, Any film whose 'production costs have been
borne- by ,someone or a company for the purpose of exhibit-
ing the film free of admission charges, (or rental- costs);

j.';tis-11tend:Od to accrue credit or prestige -t0 the sponsor.

SPROCKET HOLES Holes along the edge of film that engage ;..,

in .sprocket wheels. Sprocket wheels turn to advance
.

rbtigh,,the projector (or camera). (Brown) --,

STEREOSCOPE , A device designed to give the illusion of seeing
...

pictures in three dimensions. Very PPPL1?-ir: in past '4004'

,tiOnss. Currently, three-dimensional viewers are available
for color film in devices produced under brand names such _,,.- ,-,, -
`Ap---V,ieWmaster or TruVue. (Brown)

,

STEREOSCOPIC gOrl Film exposed in matching PairsOffraMO.,:,
with one frame of each pair representing the rf4;41:fit-eye
view of the'f,'S.Cene., and the other ,frame representing the
left-eye view of the scene. A slight but--detinitd-differ-
ence in ,angle of view,/ or parallax betWeen,"rightan4 left

:eyever4orisOf the scene provides a realistic depth tio-
:e,er4On.,cue when, the right-eye .positive picture is presented
exclusively to the Viewee's 'right eye, and the left-eye

pOSiti:tre is presented exclusively to the viewer! s, left eye.
,,



STILL- MOTION SLIDES

STILL - MOTION SLIDES Through the use of polarized overlays on

and overhead transparencies and a revolving disk at

the_projection lens of the _projector., various .formS of

movement can be simulated in a .stationary slide. . .Linear
-MO4.011, .turbulenCe, radiation , blinking and rOtaryinotion.,

e ,Some. movements that can.'be simulated. This
tec iqUe lends itself to display box '.:animations.,: flO4,

-, charts, -;of process , as. -well -as- slide and -overhead pr4ectOr

:presentations. -(ANA)-

STOP-MOTION PROCTOR. A pro with i:ieed controls

and a stop- start, .mechanism so that Aitikge* can be projected
ia 'speeds or held immobile. :(Kinder)

N.

6T0Ak0Oki4 detailed outline or hooting script used in the
.

#OCILIC.:49xi Of a' Sequential visual preSentatitql; -(D Et, t,

TACHISTOSCOPE A flash meter; a device similar to a shutter

rof a camea, used to pertit momentary 'exposure of slides

or portIons of Slides for instruction. (Lewis)

See ,REEL,, TARE 4TP

Ift,E/EMAttON- A :doinplex,of existing devices comb_ into one

:rather intricate ,instrument includes
14401 of three '(or--MOre.) translucent::; creeriS -a tape
r00Ord-er, movie prOjectpr thp6:4'pansparenCy. projectord
ancd one Opaque, piojectc*--aii situated.. behind the-, screens
ail. instructor' s .lecterril and pushbuttOn control panel for

.,opet.4.4.4ng the equipment..,- Can be prOgraMed on ,a pUnahed
tape for automatic presentation._ (See also TELEPROMPTER. )..
(P2 76c: T rori0)-

T -128

TELEMATION



(or lecturers).

Large typed words, -eig4, ti the size of regular
typewriter types unroll through a CompaCt unit in -40#
of the speaker. the- typed wordS, o a long roll of páer,
enter the Speaker? s fle],d of v1son at a rate of speed
controlled by either the .speaker or -'40,Assis;eatit.

It is possible to go back in the 'speech or 401-r, forward
at an accelerated rate if the ,C4c40-1**.sdeTti4n4S.1.; :



THROW Distance from a projector to the projection screen.

(D,& T Comm)

THUMB. MARK An identification point drawn on or marking

deVice 104Pted'onto the upper left or right-hand corner

of slides to insure consistent, proper insertion in the

projeCtar-. (D & Comm)T

TRANSLUCENT -Semi-transparent, not clear, but capable of
transmittirig:.:diffuSed 'light. (NABDC)-

TRANSPARENCY. Transparent materials designed for Projection
a6ilitate enlargement of the iMage; orisii-

aiiac=4te4' 2" X and 3*" X 4" -SiideS, the
'now more -popularly. associated :with 7" X 7" and

slides usedwith werhead projeCtors. (See
ROEAD 14cToR AND. OVERLAY.) (D 454 T Comm)

rief written outline of a proposed cinematic
ndition of a story. (II,F,..$)

TS', Tfie eqion extending beyond the violet end

vis e spectrum, the rays of which exert a high

-otochemical action. (D 6c P Comm)

,-

;AREA: ;TRACK* Any,sound track recorded in the fprrn
-

44144-PhotO-2s6.11ographictraCe more or'le$0
- .

S longitudinally into two cOrnponent,:;, one

opaque. the other essentially transparent.

TRACK Any sound track in which a recP47 ed
resented as full track width denity

ern ing along the length of the track:
q tracks the densit:ir4ranv from a 19calt

ma r..Cdeisit i tor..tan adjacent miriiinal density is rel4ted,
e the spacing between adjacent local

iii i. for- m4a Imai) densities is related to frqtAeh

VARIABLE DENS'



VIDEOGRKER A system of quickly reproducing opaque, permanent
copies of images appearing on a special televisiontube.
(Lewis)

VIEWER Term most frequently employed for the table-mounted

or hand-held device used by one person or a group of
persons to see a filmstrip, slides, overhead transparen-
cies, or a motion picture. Useful in previewing or

editing such visual material. (D & T Comm)

VISUAL 'MATERIALS Those instructional material*Whi-q
municate primarily through sight. WrittenA0d Prik. q .,.
matetlil,4 well as projected picturesv chartC ma
objects,, sPediMens, and the like are visual materials.

(Gros s;)

See:-OVERHEAD PROJECTOR

e ,process of Mounting a flat picture ,or. a

*eking with an adhesive cement such= as
e term for the finished mounted Pidttire

self.. (D &T Comm),.

recess of duplication in which, an iMa
aper through a series of electrip4 char

1""-',f'



PHOTOGRAPHY_ AND CINEMATOGRAPHY

A-B ROLLS Rolls of original film, or other film uSe. to
reproduce prints of the completed, motion= ipcture, that are
prepared for printing in synchronized fOrm and, designated

"B "C roll," and so roll editing
permits the printing of all scenes on the fxnl.shed pr4,.nts

without evidence of Splices. (Gordon)

ABERRATION Color or iinge distOrtion in 'a 1pnd or o
ystem. (Lewis)
, ., -vtiOnACADEMY ;i0,004 _,:pie,3..eder..speoi0,..ed, 1,5y- the Academy =_.., .0.....-

',PiC.tuie Art0 ,aiiiii:$Ciericeei as standard, fciiMOtiOn
, 4,

etire,j
,Prints: ;fOr,44triputiOn in, theaters" anc'teze21 On 'stations;.
commonly, plaCed on 35nin and 16mm film by re iS, erence
to .,,t, -0,--:,recomtnen ,,-0,s,e,i'of,the ,10.44..t,V;lerif s,, 7:iji.00; --.

unnoti:ceab1e 0114n.ge----(5ters from one 'reel tO,,,,,,ano p ;during
-e rilinnin of the :film. (Gordon)

AGATKP,,,T.44 Shortened term for cellulose acetate, e c em14;9-4
:..,...,

'S'e, died in safety film. Practica4y, all Sup
is coEate, as' is the 3,5mm film used * 2" X' ?'_,

MstriPs. tKinderl

AM#E0T wL GHT Illumination from sources may
with planned lighting. Ambient light 'a 4;10 6

ceiver screen may show up as distrac ing " o
w -s'

WO*, LENS A leris es to 4:8, Or, image, in,,,,,, .-
---c4 0: eirig 4:,4.:*7,4y, usua11.y, ik. op* of an e eiiient::::'p-' elements

1-plin cylindrical; ti, er than -:,k3-i,. usual ,-,s, grico. or aceA.,4;p :-.70,.,. ,..
9. 0#0':.til 4- s3.'y q:`,,4, '''e -o.coM re0,,, .e, .4.4-0,?..ge,ong.

,-,:,,A.i,,,

°',,4 e i,,, ay., n.''. e- .1Ma e ttn4k 0:4 e
,-,,,, '

, s'

o e-, iteCtlOn -,,,,a re> The
y

,t.1,, . '45- 0:5ta±4.,4,-*A 9-=-1#0' 4 #4, 0 P;16,-",,..,...,.,...-, ,, .

In pc *- ,,4*ite through 4, d9rr*c; ±., V40,1 having_
- ,, .' ,- .*(,_,--,,

,.,
e Akt-09 0 #00 e0::Stiqs.,'ai. the. lens its;

.,-
on, the. camera.

P}1.61,14 ,Slot OPtini4ng t.4ea4P5nof, Pg#'0e 441 gr s 0
1.64t a different., camera angle. (See also SHOT.



ANIMATION The art or process of s.rntjie4ii4.1-1.1 apparent,,0.04t.
of -' 'inanimate bject* or drawings- thrOUgiithe mediuM, of
cinematography. This, is usually ,.achieved by e41604-1
4.11.,,;4_,,zpot.tori picture camera to such. materials zn wits
or*,..,1,tWo--Or three frames (Single,.,:
fratiO;animation) before movement materials or image

e v9sition to :fo-11.0W. -(UEFA)

The firSt Combined picture. an
al*

-.6.1

is
Oait.*fniAy determine whether further

or (UFP4'

opening, in the 1.en.s. system of a camera
igilt 4'4,0, from the scene thrOugh the lens

roJ Or,. ,light Dasses through the 4Pert0e
encei'to the screen. This aperture also
:stage: tn a camera. the :aperture m4 be

an is to vary the size o
amount of, light whip

e same expoSure
4

tr.()

ramE

r#1,114.31

Peg04
av!rti.W§-,

"camer ga,te

e art of a motion picture rfoieCt4 co
e,_apertur6 w determines .4.110 exac
e image on the screen, and e ,aperture ,,5s

oe that holds the film siiq ly ag ainst
ut4 rojection; not to confused

" the motion picture ~framing Oyice.

lates attached
dg,,_,#4esep

so4ce a
gwk"-aq effect

ermit effective *i.u(a4e
sources may be adcle4 for teal

GirttTG,) (Lewis)

ce that, fits camera
mex: 040, fro nt. reaching the ,microphone.

e 4.11te,,041:wit# wine camera,, 00.19#
ners capabil of housing more than '014 type 0



arity.iTT (1 A positive print with -a-bIue image
usually, Proctiped by the diazotype- Process:. 0). 41:644Sed;
to designate" a blueprint with blue .lines on a. white, 0041_._.

.-1* printing 'from,:, a ne4atiVe ,master`. (NAOIX),.

PRINT PROCESS Reprodu4ion method using ligherisitiVe
n, WhiCh Produces a negative' blue image ':.er Om

master. OlAt'DC)

Oki* s4itcii, vehicular .support providing vertidal,
17.449 al,.:pivotal and translational moVeMent. _ for camera

°De ,enabling.. them to assume, rapidlyan&con-
Alps angle in relaitiop'to Athe

o o e ,(1.TE,TA)

41110-nating intensity of a standard
-can e is from_equal to the light t a one

J'Source at a-distande of one ftiot.

ER Mgt,. e of -splicing. er
33,11. /la -e, mage,.9 the film splice from the duplicates.

tally .overlapped. portion of the -film is 0, Oye:re4 to
ri,-0.,.11.ail,_CaSes by black leader, US;..,.., ._

Scratches on film caused by the presence of 4ust
other,. ,-#,40,.:vP. 13,,x.4.0,-.0q between successive coils reSt4ts
scratch',ch, mark on either or )-.)otii sides of the i m.a
t inal. cinch marks y result if the center a ro.,

rigidlY held 14 1 0: :t11P outsic* en4 4 e ,,

/one

lx .Mot icin, 3.,6t1.1:re photography;
. the creation of

,us ion ii0:4-.01;,.11r,040 motion Pictt10 tc 3. e
.e ii gm eiL,At 4,ctivitimi', J.41:vc4sel. # kke,

,on 1, ,togiii- Y .,editing, and 1)**04 a 'i'cin



COLOR (3) Photography in natural color, as compared,
photography' in black and white; (21 The psychologica
sensation arising as a result of ocular perception o
and discrimination between, various .wave lengths. of ,
light; (3) Any feature incorporated in a 'scene for
sake of its contribution to the authenticity of

CONOOSITEpRINT. ,A _positive motion, pictute.,,p0.4t O'n p
ip"otti-tbo picture and the sound, "(q.:Otctarit,

C914P,,,0,1'iTI.0,N_ X4 .photography and
the /44,rined itrangeMent; of items, or Objectil which "make

the piCtUte: (44der)

CQNDES) A1 d.at the
x.

*-;-=1A1090r:00, and t6:000deriWO; concentrate 010

'coN.#* O'dr
Ort.Or, filM;prodUCtion;, A ::Spedifid--;60

events- tOlp,OrpteSented. 04,

reilitinct Contrast: the ta s W04..,4,,,, ,, ,

irt.#0.murk.4r4tensit4es of incident on
ct o .,tadkiated_and/Or' re 14*** #$4.) ,''''.x wt , ,, ,_

ed.,t; Photo,giaphic ContraSt: in terms 6 negative
piA, .-Ei lit e ratio between the b 1.104 't_ii6

,

,_ ,

ense An ,e4s4:' 04Pc areas,. OxPt`0._sell 14 terms of gamma ---
., f ' ,, '

e P, :;!tifk the e: an le, formed )017 t e taig
ot ,., , *rye, 'the .

tfie --gc41 e 9* 0 ,
d u 0 the scale s,

.

s o
e range of tone, it -s, ca-

,, ilf c,
:whether gen=.

era a t gq e ral4 y
.1.4t.

sub ec tone
scale ,

si' -reasonably 36* with;., good, rg atl6 14c
a iteq 0x000#4 as normal. Then the,M s

,
d :koii.

range: is great, and, intermediate tones are 're *0; :149,y,,,'
, . _, , ., . , , . ,,,, ,,,,,,, I

in 1
r.

_., u eat, is term "' ofitretOty- "

Pg[iPP,441;,44rid.04,14d1"110t, 9V. the b0
g SY 0 Pne-0_94On-pi.Otkire,, e;.*:=4i* V_ ermits

at fastened ta. the top-,0 the tripod
es -O.



CRAWL,, long sheet of 'paper 'installed on rollers and con-
_ tarring a' Series of titles or credits relating to a
television prOgram: When placed in an opaque projector

t

(Telop) connected *6 a film chain each line appears in
sequence as the 'railer is turned. (Lewis)

CROPPING To trim or cut off parts of the picture, to eliminate
superfluous portions and thus improve composition. (D & T

0700 $99 s00
-,COAWAY A scene phOtographed at the site of orincipal ac4on,

erUpt4;ng, the flow of a:ctiOnbut ContaPling, only a Rai+
'view visible in other scenes. The film ,editor: uses.

e. cutaway. to two scenes that do not Move smoothly.,'6 e -to the other. (.Gordon.);

room for ,phot,Ographid purposes; which, is
which equipped with special safety lightSr4=

reeii: or orange. COMM)

earance of sharpness or being ocus

efined as the logarithm of the_opaCity. In _general
e relative darkness of an iMage 'area.

H FIELD Assuming an imaginary line extending from the
plane to the scene of action, the distance

this line from the closes. point visible in accelA-
Claus to the farthest point visib,le in sharp focus is

th of fie14. Woe: on).

t- sensitive cothponent of diazotype materials which
;couplers to Eorrrt axo dZes.

The term to r escrihe the 'tYPO-04-motiop4#4re:
iYori rog41,:that purports :shOist reality and
e7q. es are seoriOry to the. 0900, (00:49:0,,:

game 6440'0 'whee'ls or catifters
or pedestal sup,POiting 0411003' fOr,

mounted,. .000),

-,"^"t2""""1",....".71".,'!".=art-
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DUtICTING ,
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DUPLICATING Creating an exact (or nearly exact) ôopy of a ,

recorda.ng, a drawing, a printed page , etc. (Cross)
' >1

EDITING The process of assembling, arranging, and trizpming
- film, both picture and sound, to the best advantage for

the purpose atthand. Same as "cutting. I' (UPA)

' -
;'

+__'
,

'': ,, EMULSION The coating, consisting 9f gelatin an4 Sj1versa1tS

,
i.rnprocessed film) or gelatin and metaUic silver (pro.- ,

ceSsed film) bonded to arid supported by the film base.
(UF?A) : ,

s

i ENIIPRGEMENT A print made from a smaller negtive.throuh a
rojecton process. (D & T Comm) ;H

EX'OS,URE cposure is the process of st.bjecting a photographic
; film tQ any given intensity of 1igh i such 4mnner klat

:
it ay produce a latent imge on the emulsz.on. (UPPA)

- - --
I -'-

-

t k

Eot N$ Any ofsevera]. types of opi±ical çr photo-
-

ecZic equipent designed to assess reE1ected ot incident
iigtt; anUtative1y. Most are eqjiippe4 with an adjustab.

: càmütr into which the several pertinent values cax. be "I]-37--,

:
4e*cL aii4 frrrj wu.ch the exposure reqw.red for &.

j speçic% sàez can be read. (UPPA) '; 44_ ,.- . I
:-, -

J-t , ,

k
A speçiai aource of itnatL9n -,

: eszabIereection from the eyes anc tetI q i subje
witout substantially affecting the over.-aLl lighting cori- .

ditión. (See also LIGHTING. ) (Lewis .. ,, , ..
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!-1ATh: A system of rating lenses which stats the r1áUship ;

exists between the lens opening and,, its foc4 l9rg1.
It .n,dtcaes the .a.ntensity pf the light wi Streh(. V.

filii inlie camera, artd is written f/ = F/i,
focal length and is, diameter of lens. (indr)
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FILM, NEGATIVE In photography, film which, is used* to receive
the image photographed( Tn a negatives, the image -4-P
reverse from its normal appearance: dark ,subject arena are
iight or clear in the negative, and light subject areas are
dark. The negative is later printed on positive filin,-
paper.- (Brown,)

FILM, PANCHROMATIC Film that sensitive to a:
the speCtrUtu. (Brown)

POSITIVE 1134:CLuPPTI which 4.0age# ge4-7P 11c .0?.71?;P-.
eCtiOii-; .0.4441 which their elements' -r.*:0,,,

ilsormal tonal: re ationsftips. as e,#7eObs.4)PY e

Pita REVERSAL A film phOtograp .serjeS as
,

btat -neetative and 'ppsitiye. When the m is '1:3cearso
21:6 11V-* j0,45,er revered ed9Te 49in14, oi

tOjedt, on

mo 0#14ptore Alm on
_,, 1:49-i.'grp

40 ner y,,s4Ont,A4m 4;02
ia5, °sp ticket' doles': on both 044P. "0 eg; S14.0

oj ect on of 16m nn is .1.6 'fralies,pei sec*-,,-, n. , . ,,,
:9 picture lm ~with self op'49:ne

,rack pax or agn4ic),. l6rom-sOUri film
.,A.,,

.'0' ,, ,

4a ,,,r,:).0.,:,v
tine-edge Only -Oioject4 properly at raM

4407, a A.,g-4rit- produced- with an instruotic04,
bile;4N,;, r.

Off 00 with "educational:0, oxi, "4-0,04
o '00 cO#CeiVed be a filMr,soXS p '-'isis

[military -et.m, for -in*tiiP:

,t ,

,made' by, tAlotogra
picture camera. (Kinder]:

'enS ad uited in manakaPtiire- exhibft:
and Oextn400.0;3t PO 01114

1444.. '''iltoe4 ,phiotlar inexvinsitt4,,,
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FLUTTER Undesirb1e movement , in the recording 9f picture or
sound, which results in deterioration oE the fidelity of
the picture or sound iecord. In the case of pidtures, ,

55
can occur during exposure of the film in the camera, durirg
the printing process as the image is tr'anserred from one
piece of i1m to another, or in the projctor while a print

C

is showi on the screen. Flutter in sound may be variable,
or t may be aperiodic, depending on its o4gin, which is

S

uaUy the erratic o periodiç rregt1*ity of motion of
gm mechanical component invo1v in recording or repro-
c1ngth sound. (See also WOW. ) (tWPA)

:,
1

P9L LEGTH orfanT thick lens, or combization of lens
, . S as a photographic obje;dve, the focal: 2gth.

. S

4istance from either principal focts to the coz
; repoding 'principa1 poictt. The 'princLpa1 point " are two

': kbi!pn axis, separated from eaci oer
x diace aa4e with the charactãisucs of the ,

k

indi;It1 lens oz combination of lenses ,, n4 under. ordinary
: : : they' cxzide w&th the cpjgate po5 for z4t .

''

: this context being known as 'oda). points. "
:S .S(;' 'S

:
553 ;':!j :: S:S J5jS

;
, T-139

C '
5C s 1

S. rS'

c
j4Icum 4exiiion of image atiab3, with a ,lens

:T ou ádj t áf its opica1 reitoijship to the plane
, '

5- y wht the is formed; (u'PA)
:

: .

S

:. ;

.
'

*: s .

çS /S t S

S

/S, S

;T-::'
E:b erü usè tp rr to the sensitive plastic sheet used .

; 4 (Iinder)
L

SS
S

' S' SSSS1S 45A £:SM
S

S ,- , ' _SS
:-

C

s roar cirLE The i)1umination Eaiiing on a spherical strface
1 '. 4; 7 tS sf 'r,.

,

..

oxt tod iètant point light source of oxesbanard
. '*- ;

S
5C ,' 4SStt . ' S S J' S 5

. , .S S '
,- ' ana1è Also essed as the i11tgination on a
C \ S t

SSf , S s S
S S

;Ss
S

;:: fa ñe fÔt uare when the ünifôrmly distribüte
ihd qaite of' one iumen. (UF?A)
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; S

S S

'N5C
, ;.S J

S

SS '4-
5.r _\

FoOThz;ES Iü M United States and some other un, lengthj,, '
_St

'
S

5 '

S

; 55 S
S

Enôtn: piature. film is usually expresse4 in. te English
,' wth he foot a the basic ut idth.. or gauge , if

9f hoier , uniesa11y expressed in the metrc
;

:

S
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?

S
' S

S

- SS:

S

SS

S

is S 1 s.
55

55555 S

A ñir1dua1 jctute in a series o pictures, as in
a ooipicthre ±1 o fi1tutr1p. (D & T Comm)
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IMAGE REPRODUCTION

IMAGE REPRODUCTION The controlled visual re-creation or
duplication of an animate or inanimate process or material
through a chemical, ultraviolet, mechanical, graphic, photo-
graphic, electronic scanning, or other process; e.g., an
overhead transparency, photograph, printed page, motion'
picture, radio facsimile, or television transmission.
(D & T Comm)

IRIS An adjustable diaphragm, usually incorporated in the
structure of a lens barrel, designed to control the amount
of light passing through a lens. Ordinarily made up of a
series of interlocking leaves, the iris opening is usually
setup to be accurately concentric with the optical axis
of the lens, and is calibrated in terms of f-stops or
t-stops. (UFPA)

KEY LIGHT See LIGHTING

KINESCOPE The kinescope is the
receiver. However, recently
motion picture films made by
produced on the "kinescope,"

picture tube of a
the term has been
photographing the
or picture tube.

television
applied to
images
(Cross)

LEADER The extremities of a roll or reel of motion-picture
film are called "leaders" or "protective leaders."
Leader stock also is used in negative cutting to maintain
synchronization between succeeding scenes on the A-roll,
the B-roll, etc. Stock usually is opaque, either coated
or exposed black-and-white film, which may be either dark
(exposed to light) or clear. Leader stock is used in
developing machines to maintain continuity of the film
path through the various baths and dryers. (See also
ACADEMY LEADER.) (Gordon)

LENS (1) In optics, any transparent system by which images
may be formed through the light-refracting properties of
curved surfaces. Photographic objectives usually are made
up of a number of individual units, each having a combina-
tion of positive and/or negative spherical section surfaces.
In some instances the unit combination includes a neutral,
or planesurface. The several units are mounted in a speci-fic
relationship to each other in a cylindrical mounting, or y.
barrel, which usually also includes an iris diaphragm with
it calibrated external scale, and a mechanical device to,
permit focussing. Glass of appropriate index-of refraction
is used for each of the unit elements, some combinations of
which may be cemented together with an optical cement such
as Canada Balsam. Other combinations may be related by an
air space, as dictated by the demands of the 4101PCific lens
design; (2) Commonly any opticaltsystem complete with
barrel, focussing ring, etc, (UFPA)

',..zzaz
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LENS, ANAMORPHIC

LENS, ANAMORPHIC See ANAMORPHIC LENS

LENS, CONDENSING See CONDENSING LENS

LENS SPEED Refers to the ability of a lens to pass light. A
fast lens would be rated f/1.4; a much slower lens might ,be
designated as f /8. The larger the f number the slower'the
lens. (See also f-Value.) (Lewis)

LENS TURRET See TURRET

LIGHT METER A device incorporating & photocell connected to a
calibrated meter to read directly.ihifoot candles. Used to
check light levels in a scene or set to be televised or.
photographed. (D & T Comm)

LIGHTING (1) The condition or state of being lighted, or the
means or technique of illuminating. In motion picture
photography (or TV), the illumination of the action field.

(2) Back Lighting: lighting the subject from the
side opposite the camera to provide a limning effect which
helps to separate the subject from the background.

(3) Cross Lighting: lighting from an angle approach- T-142
ing perpendicularity with the lens axis. Used for modeling
and to emphaSize texture

(4) Fill Lighting: lighting used to illuminate
shadow areas resulting from the main, or key light source.

(5) Key Lighting: lighting on the subject received
from the main, or dominant light source.

(6) Highlighting: lighting to emphasize the central
point of interest of a scene. (See also BASE LIGHT, EYE
LIGHT, SPOTLIGHT.) (UFPA)

LIP SYNC The production of a film or kinescope with recorded
sound track that is synchronized with the spoken words of
the person or persons involved;in the film. Films that do
not incorporate lip sync migh&-have a narrator's voice
recorded on the film. (Lewis)

LOOP In motion picture projection, the word "loop" refers to
a slack portion of the film immediately above and below
the "gate" area; permits the film to move intermittently
without being damaged. (Brown)

LS (LONG SHOT) See SHOT

LS (LONG SHOT)



MAGAZINE

MAGAZINE A container for film, tape, slides or filmstrips,
usually embodying a transport mechanism, designed to supply
or present the material for controlled exposure. Most
magazines are built to integrate with specific equipment,
with drive mechanisms mechanically coupled. (D 64-T Comm)

MAGNETIC FILM A sprocketed synchronous acetate base with a
magnetic coating that is available from stock in 35, 17k,
16, and 8mm sizes. Characteristically, the film resembles
the commonly known "-tape varieties, but through the use
of sprockets it can be synchronized exactly to film.
(Gordon)

MAGNETIC SOUND Sound which has been recorded on iron oxide
coated film or tape by an electronic magnetic process.
(Kinder)

MAGNETIC SOUND PROJECTOR A motion picture projector capable
of showing motion picture film which has either an optic
or magnetic sound track. (Kinder)

MAGNETIC TAPE An acetate or plastic ribbon coated on one
surface with tiny iron oxide particles. The t" width tape
is ordinarily employed for magnetically recording audio
for subsequent reproduction. Special tapes of greater
width are used for magnetic storage of data in comput;,rs.
The 'most recent development is the 2" width used in video
tape recording the entire television program, including
the audio, video, and synchronizing and control signals.
(Lewis)

T-143

MASK In photography, a mask is a frame of cardboard or other
substance used to confine the picture area of slides or
'transparencies, and to give support to the projection
material in the slide. (Brown)

MASKING Protecting part of a light-sensitive layer by an
opaque shield during part of an exposure. (NABDC)

MATTE FINISH Dull c gloss-free surface finish. (NABDC)

tip (Mm.= CLOSE -UP) See SHOT

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY Still or motion picture photography of
minute objects through the lens system of a microscope.
(aSc T Comm)

,

MCU (MEDIUM CLOSE-;6P)



MIX

MIX To combine sound from two or more sources into a Ingle
recording (or output), usually with adjustment of tonal
quality and/orrelative volume level. (UFPA)

MIS (MEDIUM-LONG SHOT) See SHOT

MONTAGE 7n motion picture editing; the technique of cutting
together a number of scenes that are either joined by
straight cuts or dissolves to give an over-all impression;
also refers to the printing of several scenes together in
the same composition by the use of traveling mattes and an
optical printer:, (Gordon)

NEGATIVE See FILM, NEGATIVE

NITRATE FILM Cellulose nitrate or celluloid film; a highly
inflammable plastic used as the base of theatrical motion
picture film, and in earlier years, on 16mm educational
films. (See also ACETATE FILM.) (D & T Comm)

OBJECTIVE LENS The lens or system of lenses which forms the
primary image in an optical system. (D & T Comm)

COACItY the ratio between the amount of light incident upon
a transparent surface and the amount of light transmitted
by that surface. Opacity is the reciprocal of transmission,
and its log is equal to density. (UFPA)

OPAQVg That property of being impervious to light and non-
transparent. (NABDC)

OPTICAL SOUND Sound which has been recorded and/or printed
on photographic film by exposing and processing the light-
sensitive sound track area. (See also VARIABLE AREA TRACK

±ABL& DENSITY TRACK.) (Kinder)

T-144

ORTHOCHROMATIC FILM A film sensitive to ultraviolet, blue and
grOen;but, riot: r red colors. (Kinder)

See. FILM, 'PANCHROMATIC

,PAN;-TILT, HANDLE An extension rod attached to a camera mount
to enable the cameraman to pan or tilt the camera manually.
(Lewis,),

PAN-TILT HANDLE"



PANTCGRAPH (LIGHTING)

PANTOGRAPH (LIGHTING) A light-fixture suspension device with
provision for raising and lowering the light source; unit
extends or contracts in much the same way as an accordion.
(Lewis)

PARALLAX The apparent displacement of an object in relation
to its background due to observation of the object from
more than one point in space. In camera work; the view-
finder often is mounted with its optical axis at an
appreciable distance from the optical axis of the camera
lens, commonly resulting inanadvertent positional errors
in framing, due to parallax. In more elaborate cameras a
special mechanical arrangement permits using the viewfinder
with its optical axis coincident with that of the camera
lens, thus effectively eliminating this error. (UFPA)

PERSISTENCE OF VISION A time-lag effect between visual
stimulation of the eye and cessation of response to that
-stimulation. For any intermittently illuminated source
there is a critical frequency (which depends on the
brightness of the source) above which the average eye can
detect no sensation of flicker. With the average screen
illumination used in motion pictures, this critical fre-
wency is approximately sixteen such intermissions per
second for the average eye, and rates above this frequency
appear to be continuous. (UFPA)

PHOTOCOPYING A process whereby duplicate copies of hand-
drawn or printed materials, including pictures, are made
by automatic photocopying machines. (Kinder)

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL A small device designed to generate
minute electrical currents when exposed to light. In
sound motion picture projectors, the cell reacts to the
light froth the EXCITER LAMP. (Cross)

PHOTOGRAM A picture taken on photographic paper, but without
the aid of a camera. (Kinder)

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY Same, as MICROPHOTOGRAPHY

Pitai0Ptid A motion picture, made from a play or drama, such
as' "Richard III" or "Helen of Ttoy." The term has been
used loosely to include almost any major or "Class A"
motion picture production. (Kinder)



PHOTOSTAT

PHOTOSTAT Trade name of a camera which makes copies of docu-
ments, letters, drawings, etc., on sensitized paper; also
the generic term for copies made by means of this or a
similar camera. (See also PHOTOCOPYING.) (D & T Comm)

POSITIVE FILM See FILM, POSITIVE

POSITIVE IMAGE A positive image is a photographic replica in
which the value of light and shade of the original photo=
graphed subject are represented in the natural order. In
the case of, color film, the positive image also represents
each color of the original photographed subject in the
natural order tonal range as it appears in the subject.
(UFPA)

PRINT OR POSITIVE These terms are used to designate any of
the following: (1) The raw stock specifically designed
for positive images; (2) The positive image; (3) Positive
raw stock which has been exposed but has not been processed;
(4) Film bearing a positive image which has been processed.
(UFPA)

PRINTING Making positives from a negative either by contact T-146
or by projection. (D & T Comm)

PROJECTION, REAR-SCREEN See REAR-SCREEN PROJECTION

REAR-SCREEN PROJECTION The projector, located behind a trans-
lucent screen, is placed in front of the viewers. May be
housed in a self-contained unit or in a projection room.
A mirror or mirror system adapted to the projector reverses
the image from left to right. (Also referred to. as
"indirect projection" since the mirror system bends the
projection beam.) (D & T Comm)

RECORDER, 'FILM A device for recording sound On film by
-photographic process. (Brown)

REEL (MOTION PICTURE) The standard unit of film. length when
-referring to a. completed ,production.. It is a one -reel or
two -reel, film. A: reel, ConSists of 36O feet of 16mm film
or spo feet of 35mm film, requiring ten minutes of screen
tame_.1 . . . Release prints are always maintained on reels;
whereaS stock footage (original and print) is maintained
ot); cores. (Gordon)

REEL (MOTION PICTURE)'
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REEL/ SUPPLY

REEL, SUPPLY Reel which supplies film or tape as it is being
recorded or played back. Also called "feed reel."
(D & T Comm)

REEL, TAKE-UP Reel which receives film or tape as it is
being recorded or played back. (D & T Comm)

REFLEX CAMERA A single or double lens camera in which the
object to be photographed ieseen in focus on a ground
glaSs or viewing lens. In single lens style, the same lens
is used for viewing and taking; in double lens, a view and
focus lens is coupled with a taking lens. (Kinder)

RELEASE PRINT A composite print, including both picture and
sound (unless it is a silent film), available for exhibi-
&On on standard projection equipment. (Gordon)

REVERSAL FILM See FILM, REVERSAL

REWIND (1) ( =Vert) Act of returning recording tate orpro-
jection film from take-up reel to supply reel after
playbadk or projection; (2) (Noun). Unit, often built
into recording or projection equipment, which, when
threaded and electronically (or manually) activated,
returns material to the supply reel. (D & T Comm)

ROUGH CUT The assembled work print of a motion picture in
its first assembly stage. A preparatory step before
beginning the "smooth cut." (Gordon)

SCANNING, Systematic impingement on all parts of an area by
a narrow beam of light, or other electromagnetic radia-
tion, which is either initially modulated (optical sound
recording) or which becomes modulated in the scanning
process (teldyision, optical sound pickup). (UFPA)

SCOOP. A floodlight employed to illuminate large areas at
close'range. (Lewis)

SCRIPT A Set of written specifications for the production
of a Motion picture, television program, or other rendi-
tion of a pres6ntation; includes narration and presentation
layout. OD & T Comm)



SHOT'.

SHOT (1) A single run of the camera; (2) The piece of film
resulting from such a run. Systematically joined together
in the process of editing, shots are synthesized fist into
scenes; the scenes are joined to form seqpences, and the
sequences in turn are joined to form the film as a whole.
The specific meaning of designations for shots varies With
the applications tut, in general, a "close-up" suggests
that the frame area is well filled by the image of the
subject, whether the subject is a mountain or a molehill.
In a similar way, a "long-shot" suggests that the Image of
the subject occupies 'a relatively small portion of the
frame area, and that the central subject is in this way
visually related to its immediate environment. Thus, the
camera-to-subject distance, the focal length of the lens,
and the absolute size of the subject influence the arbitrary
designation for 'a specific shot. In view of these variable'
factors, the exact meaning of the following shot designa-
tions should be interpreted in relation to specific
applications.

-CIOSe7ita:Mage of subject fills greater part Of frame

Pa.:,
..

-tut 'away: Action going on at the same time as, but not 7'74482-

.VOtr711*:01aitiarct4-0a.,.

ltivt.itil, Ipualliran extreme closeup of part of the imain

;action.
.47.

H122114: Camera moves translationally in space as Shot
-::proceeds.:

\ tStablishing: Any shot used to orient the audience in
:t046#V0 location, tame or_circUmstance0 Of-actioni4,

4,,,_ , 0 a ,,'
'7,':' ' '' ' : J =4- -' _

-Histili ..iirial.1:. .. Subject or center of interest 3.1.0, below
:coteiiof:joe-i: , --

. , ,

,:-Itite:.. vstiaThs.,,a, close-up, showing detail necessary
t0# fic#013# understanding of the over-all action of a

1 ,.> - ' -
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Pan: Camera moves in azimuth. as shot proceeds.

Re-establishing: UsUally a long shot, from a new angle,
in the middle or at the end of a sequencee

Reverse Angle: Angle changes nearly 180 degrees.
Running: Camera moves to pace movement of subject as

shot proceeds.
,

Wild: Any shot made without matching-synchronous
recording.

Zoom: Apparent motion of camera toward subject as
shot progresses. Achieved either through rapid motion of
camera, or with .zoom lens. (See also ANGLE SHOT,
'TRUCKING. ) AuFpA)

SHUTTER In a motion picture camera, the mechanical device
which shields the film from light, at the aperture during
the film movement portion of the intermittent Cycle.
Also, a similar device in projectors for cutting the pro-
jection light during the time the film is moving at the
aperture. (UFPA)

SOUND DRUM The portion of the mechanism of a sound motion
picture projector around which the film passes at the
point where the sound is picked up. The, sound drut is
usually attached to a flywheel to stabilize the, movement
of the film through the projector at this point. (Brown)

;.
SOUND TRACK The portion of the motion picture film on which

the sound is recorded, normally one band in 16mm along the
edge opposite the sprocket holes. It may be optical Or
magnetic, or both, and with stereo sound; may have two or
more tracks. (See aldo. VARIABLE AREA TRACK and VARIABLE
DENSITY 'TRACK.) (Gordon)

T-6149-

SPEED4 SILENT SeeFILM, SILENT

SPEED, SOUND See FILM, SOUND

SPLICE Joining two pieces of motion picture film or record-
ing tape. Film splicing is accomplished by welding the
film endS together in a special machine, and with special
cetent, to ensure accurate joining. A special splicing
tape is used to join pieces of recording tape. (Brown)

mad



SPONSORED FILM

SPONSORED FILM Any film whose production costs have been borne
by someone or a dompany for the purpose of exhibiting the
film free of admission charges (or rental costs); it is
intended to accrue credit or prestige to-the sponsor. On
occasion, sponsored film are "shown in locations where an
admission fee is.charged. (Gordon)

SPOTLIGHT Lighting ,fixture offering a concentrated beam of
illumination. Models vary from small low-wattage Units to
large 5 1000: watt arrangements. (See also LIGHTING. )
(Lewis)

SPROCEET HOLES Holes along the edge of film that engage teeth
in sprocket wheels. Sprocket wheels turn to advance film
through the projector (or camera). (Brown)

STEREO-CAMERA A camera with two lenses which takes two pic-
tures simultaneously. When the finished pictures are
properly mounted, the viewer gets a three-dimensional
image. (Kinder)

STEREOSCOPIC FILM Film exposed in matching pairs of frames,
with.- one frame ,of" each pair representing the right-eye
view of the scene, and the other frame representing the
left-eye View of the scene. A slight but definite differ-
ence- in angle of view, or parallax between right and left

.1

eye versions of the scene provides a realistic depth per-
,_..., ,

Ception cue when the *ight-eye positive picture is presented
exclusively to the vie-We-es right,` eye and the left -eye
positive" is presented exclusively tothe viewer' s, left eye.
(UEFA

STOP The relationship'betiqeen the focal length of, a. lens and
the effective ,diameter Of its aperture. 4n adjustable iris

rilllits any Orditiary photographic lens to P nPed
at any thin its range. The numerical series
1.4, 2. . 4.0 '5,:6, 'P; Il, .0. 3?", 45, .64 constitutest

a range of ' 4 1 stops" in that closirkg thq diaphragm from
.

any one of theS6 f-nurilher6 recIngsP OxPoSure hY-040-half;
,

6 l'IP diaphragm rOm any number 0 e,-

10(54kbi (See- alSO '0'4 --.4sT0.)

T -150

STOP- MOTION PROJECTOR A. projector dedigne4-14th !peed controls
and a stop-start mechanism so that images can be projected
t variable speeds or .held immobile. CandSr)

'STOP_ -MOTION InICNIPTOR



STORYBOARD A detailed outline or shooting sdr-
production of a sequential visual present
Comm)

SUPPLY FEEL See REEL,, SUPPLY

SYNCHRONIZED In motion pit:tu.re prOjeOtionl,referS
relationship between the sound- - and the picture ,1,On
If lip movement and speech do not. OdOUr in ;proper. 're
ship, the DictUre and sound are "-OWO

e- dOee

SYNCHRONIZED MOT3ON..PICTURE R_Rp.LTEctort A
jector that is specially equipped_y
mechanism that is compatible With
scanning, system. the use of nonsyno
ordinarily results in interference a
duced images: (Lewis}

picture
'a, li:=1

.9-_ -04'94:'
'Olio- P

4*` On,

T-STOP A system of calibration f''4 ratin
This direct SYStenLj-s based 911 actuala
and is beginning to be recognize as more.*
the older ,fistop, sYsteM. (See also f-
(Lewii)

TAKE-UP REEL See REEL, TAKE-UP

TELESCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY A photogralihic tec
pictures of Objecti too distant for t grain'
lenses; henOe the use of telePiioto

THERMOPLASTIC RECORDING A, process which gar! .44P,
cessing .speed atld versatility of Pai44,P *t recording an
the storage capacity of photography;' can concen ra

magnetic:: recOrding. it recotds almos: 0
4a4: -.4..-.

100 times as Much inrormatiOn'in a',14.ven4

and will produce pictdres in: dolor 'or
but does not require cheMical processing a,
erased and reused as desired. Presently Un
mental development by General Electric.

THREAD To place film or tape, ,correPtly
path of a projector or tape recorder. (1) &

motion.

ant

rescr

THROW Distance from a projector to the pro,jectiOn
(D & T Comm)

. . ,;



0_ A motion- picture technique Used for viskiaittiinq
'normal_ y slow proceSsos. In 'the original '040
raphlr a,'-greater' thAn_norMal time interval elapse's between.

osures .of successive- frames. .Projection at normal
:porject4on aPi3a$11, 'sP004-4),
action.. The degree of the speec,F=417.-effect ,a0hieVed depends:

li?etween, successive exposures" when the
:04.,

.Ti AWARENT Capable of transmitting rays 'of. light :4hrough its,
Stan0e. (D & T Comm)

NI A brief written outline of a proposed cinema
archer`) rendition of a:s#4.y. (UFPA)

Owee-Tlegge. supitorting stand. When use
era

, e _legs are usually adjustable_ for
mean 3 of aStening the camera to the top of

hey range froth very simple t_ a "very, cam
e elaborations incorporated the

o thOyei a c_ amera translationally in space apa
pcoes,, .usually by means of a dolly or other vehcu
xste*A-1-0'UPP:94't. -The 1,4r139se. ks to Paqe4

moving actors --Or objects. (Sep ,a140

ate mounted on the front, s of a camera
accommodations for tw6 or 419_,,e 1.9 PA*

moved 44tapid14lio Po4ti6
ure 0vOion camera. shots.4,

,

'Apn., vf.,e6441g ,bey01.0. the ,vi 0:et, ,er44, ,9
riiii lie rays ;of whiCii exert ,a; high" 4090,0. .. , .

-them al, action. 0: 4c '00'00
, . .

sound
.tas
o k re do r e 'i n the

fO
rM ' of

OtO .!.'CISC -3,"'6.4 tti.c, trace more or lest -sharply
tudiir aAlly :40, two' one essentially
Cher essentially ransparent. ::(1113,),

IsB .0#k



VAR

VARIABLE DENSITY TRACK Any sound track in
sound is represented as full track density .3:7,A4,40:401".1q.:2-:.,,.

extending along the length of the track. In variable
,density tracks the density range from a local Maxi**

...

density to an adjacent minimal density ,0 related to *04-7=
_

.

tude while the OPPci41g between adjaCent lOCa: :maximal tor
minimal) densities is related to frequency. MT* \ ,,,

' y

..., ' , . }. .1,,,
0 C ,

VIEWFINDER (OPTICAL) A -camera component' arranged' to indicate
the boundaries of the camera' s -field of view. 't,'Ate,X1144...:2:-.-:-_''

viewfinders may be as simple as an open .w.,#P laai?,tiP44-'"ifj,:0.1
..,:,"..a prippeily, spaced pupil for viewing, or.L # may be an :0410,-

'0,.**,:E0 :,Og',tdal-... device with provision for ,41.t:ertin#,04.--..._ _
boundaries of .it.-S- field to .CorreSpOnd with the Eièld of
any of several camera lenseS.-. tXte.7r.nai'liiet9: -iii4i*, .-'67*, ._, , . .

--,

-ac cg_., t4i,-,.,, #,41.8t be correctedeCted for _parall- a X' 1: ±4; 004-,14e
error in ItaingAs;Obriaed-in the Case typeO ".a,:-.': :z0:t

,. .:

..; 4,40041, A:ow:finder 'which can 'be moved iritO. P4:01;
n

-
r

camera ?viewing
PAMLLAX-, arid -00*,t 'cAmp01;), 10PAY

- r
,

vTgioN PERSISTENCE or see PERSISTENCE OF

,

- - , ' . ,_ ._ -4.,,-: ' ,:,:f.::,.,,,,,, ---,..... ; ,':.:,si;,:-'-,',..,:-,;-1.--:,,,-;,..,'

IDE 4NG±J gLitiO. .Any lens of ,relatively short qa1,,,.1;011,

, camera 'Woric any leniz5ok less tlian---- 25$40;-,:;*:/;)2C',
'en (uFPA.); r. -:;'' :

..:,

.1 .: ' ' :, ' , ' -'

1 0 1 yr,:114* .1,. '' ....t- .e .....4* Any picture or sound track print,, usually a.,.. positive :.

I,ntended for use in, the editing process;:tO eStabUSh' -,t. (::i.f.04:'-'"
. ,. , . . :. .,"" , A - 4

-,004PP: of 41.4.3. Pittini1s the fx413-shPcive**40W 0';4.-:..,,:x10-,i,_,_,-,_.;..1:::::::,
The purpose J-. to preserve the Origirial,,iiitraCt 0.,n

,..undamaged) ,until the cutting points have-$.ieenH, ,60"-ta A:ifie- -,,"-.',.: ii.,.

"Ir ROPEO'Hy A process of duplication' in which, 4.11image is
ed 'on, paper through series' of -016.44,,,cal: ge's.-.

4,-

:40$ A ,e-focal-length lens that lie'reinit#, the
tathge of ,focal length while the picture is being phOtO

raphedi thus giving the impression of moving in and out; 4,44

ot'the scene. A shot using the zoom lens in this fashion,
is called a' "zoom shot. (See also SHOT.) (Gordon.)

, A 1

?y4

'-
4- ...



AUDIO REPRODUCTION

A. C. See ALTERNATING CURRENT

ACOUSTICS sbience. concerned with the attrbuteS,Of so4i14*
loosely, the sound characteristics of an enclosure,

.

-SOCh_,a0 'a room. (UFPA)

, -

ALIGNMENT, Adjusting the record-playback- head so- tiat
its gap is exactly perpendicular

moves p-aSt. 'Misalignment of the head- azimuth Or,
.apH:,,angie results in poor' sound. '(USOE)

ERNATING CURRENT Electric current which alternates direc-
n rater than following continuously in one direction.

O DIRECT CURRENT. ) (D & T Comm)

instrument' for measuring the amount of ,electricity
through a wire. (D &s T Comm)

e 'Unit fof measuring the flow of elect4C:al.

TFIER,,, POWER Ampiifier designed to hooi:t, signal energy
*4enjtlY to operate a loudspeaker. (See._ alSo

gr*47Pi#t**--) ,(0.60$)

O'..pertaiUing to sound. SpecitfiCallly -,a sound
ng:. Loosely, any part, or all of complex ,of

e- :facilj.tiqa and personnel.

ubliTioN Implies listening, and usually is used t_ o identi
erience of appraibing an audio Material ro,oral

.

opriance for instructional value and quality

}IUTOPF `Special 60.t.dh,,On:.04Me taPe reCOrders,
atitornatidally"'sthps :the machine when the -tape runs

or reeks. AISo called "automatic 'cutoff. "

eiatiOn betWeen high and low' frequency ,tones a_

Also- the relation, between.the levels of two



BIAS High frequency current fed into the recording cirqui
to eliminate distortion during the recording Proces0,.
performs function of erasing tape just before i
recording. head. (USOE)

BINAURAL Of both ears functioning. together._

BOOM. (MICROPHONE) A support, the more elaborate OneP-ve alr,

incorPoratin4 a telescoping pole arrangOent for suspending
and manipulating a microphone in order 00#4,in its oPtim4M
prientation and position outside the camerae s field of viewt

7(UPPA)

BRAKING MECHANISM Apparatus on a tape recorder w
the,Inotion of tne reels. If not properi
'spillage', Stretch or:breaXage njay oCCur.,-

LSERf

;

pea ERASER , BULK

A seties:of conductors insulated frOM each other a4

/I a .variety. of patterns to Perform rtransmission
,,,,,,

i9i and PoWer supply f4nCtions .;1''e eqr1-q
oaxial cable is designed to paP a 'Ali

Po a

ar an
c911trP
system
frequeiicies and is particularly adapte
transmission applications. (see co.

clarificatiOn. ) (Lewis)

CAPSTAN Rotating spindle: or shaft which raw* the, tape across'
*he ,headP (;of tape recoraer)'a:t 4 C94stant e. s ee
oh both 'reCording and playback.. 'Opei'Atei' ,in. con
with A rubber reOure roller. (USOE

CENTRAL ,SO VSTEK 4-11teXcoOmunicat?-011s'
other large institutiOns;':w4c,

messages ;, iii111.9x,',progr:a:ms to be tripsi*

rou out a Nilding or group- of bu4,: ngsl,

tninun cation for administrative or iiiStruct

AL(T0Ei-lEq.°RD04) Usually a 0-j4*0:9141°44 0 04#
:recorder adapted so that two separate - c

raa signal and student Svanal e
;104borat9g14 437e, rec9004r41444000k,

'fsiro separate traCks,,J0f:the
z

,Spec
es and circu itry allow the ,student ch*nnel.

:rerecorded without erasing the program channe



CHANNEL_ E mom)

CHANNEL, MULTI (TAPE RECORDER) nen applied tP.POgrrn
this means that several sources' can be transmitteds s
tinpoOly to selected, student positions in Ow
(or learning), laboratory network. When refekriii

recorder, it means that several different -signals or
nets. .recorded, or played back 4multaneouslY but

0.444te hrough a multitrack redordet. (FOE)

When applied to sound, this means undistorted an
"roduction. (USOE)

CON#TIT A kin of rigid or flexible metal pipe or tubing which
the wires that conduct the signals- or Current. 'tontain

x_

ONVERTER, VOLTAGE An electronic device used in altering
,age supplied "to any device. (D & T Comm)

t$44, Sirni ar to an odometer (1114PAge j9:4 9F
which indicated the relatiirp amogPt' t4pe

run past the heads. Also called digital coUn4r.

R SECOND ;(CPS) Unit used to measure frequency.
4,1

any- sound. (US0t)

used fOr c611104rative eV41.144tigIV of P
mg of the ration of the ,amounts 04#1,:i.1:170,

responsive arithmetically sounct,rpo ier.
one

r; poWer level is just percepti 14'.b e,ear
-sound loudness. (UrpA)

MAGNETIZE HEAD .See' HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

CURRENT That 4efetric :current which -4owS in one
.,;.;.,

omm)

Improper reproduction of the original sound due,to
e,that't4'kes dace`as the signal travels through:
rOniC system. Distortion of Sound reduces its

(USOE)

,DISTORTIIO



DUAL. QTR

DUAL-TRACK HEAD See HEAD, DUAL TRACK

DUAL TRACK RECORDER A tape recorder which records two tracks
on one tape.. Each track covers half the track width.
(Kinder)

DUAL-TRACK TAPE See TAPE, 'DUAL-TRACK

DUBBING A copy of a tape recording made by recording on one
machine what another machine is playing. Sometimes called
a duplicate or "dupe. " (Brown)

DUPLICATING Creating an exact (or nearly exact) copy of a
'cording, a, drawing, a printed page, etc. (CroSs)

DYNA$10._RAOGE. /Rati,o .1?etween ttio, softedt and lOLide'st sounds-
can #,eprodu-ce- w,ithoUt tindesirable Clibtortion,

leadUrettin , -(USOE),

EARPHONES:

EDITING T

'HEADPHONES
f ,

cess. of assembling, arranging,.. and triromin,

ict4:i_e and sound, to the best,advantage,
an,d,_SaMe - (tWpV

;., ., ,,,,, .._

ELECTRON DeviCe;WhiCh.becoMes, magnetized Nyllen POPAP40
iii .0:ectilc current. (For eixample,._j:he tape recorder- 44,,. , ,,, ,,_,, , , , ....

through.s An 4iCt#0g4et energized by the current P0044 '/1r,P49:.4
11 fiek:' '*ft:Ort the *ac*',-ophOfie\i, ),' (0$01t),,... ...,

ERASE :*ii4t4-.W*941-,ng.,, to 'destroy ,the information. store
the ,-surface of a Magnetic tape,, 'inagnetic
s.ay tube in, Order to -make this storage -sPace
ew normat:on. MML

BULK'' bevice. for erasing an entire reel of tape in
ew seconds, Inc contains a powerful eleCtiOnagth*

negt.rali*es patterns on._the tape. . MOE)

4100'LAMP e:scent lamp.. to 'supply,,,., UMinOas,
, ,

.

,the
5 ' / , . . 4to a P4,0c*e. '00.*Pie, C614.4 such Ai ;Ole, ,P)10t.:0.:,0,q;', .,. ,, _,. . ,. ,;;*,134.ctu,r0, pkolectox., ,pltervps-4.tion10,:,4.var*A: :le-

0* matt_ e:, :Ou,6:6, as ,a- sound track-, in .thes,!':00.4c,a1,.'pAtil
etWeen the exciter *Tip and the photocells than ..40.suxii6 4.74,_

tieottiOrkung' variations in the electrical tesPOnse of .01e,,..
otocell. (OpPA)
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FAST FORWARD
: ..... .:

; FAST FORWARD Tape movement control which permits fast n.nding
of the tape to Eaci1itate location of a specific ortion

has not yet been played. The speed of this movement
may vary considerably from one model recorder to another.

(USOE)

Y FEEDBACK (ELECTRICAL) Cumulative interaction between micro-
phone and loudspeaker in the same audio circuit. Also, an
electrical circuit arranger so that part of the power out-
put is returned to the cirpuit at a lower level of
amplification in order to improve the over-all performance
of the amplifier. (UFPA)

FIDELITY Degree of the exactness or faithfulness with which
any sound is duplicated or reproduced as compared to the
original sound. (USOE)

FLAT RESPONSE Ability of an audio system to reproduce all
tones (low and high) in their proper proportion. A Sound
system might be specified as having an essentially flat
response, plus or minus two decibels from 75 to 9,000
cycles per second. (USOE)

T-158
FLUTTER Undesirable movement, in the recording of picture or

sound, which results in deteriOration of the fidelity of the
picture or sound record. In the case of pictures, this can
occur during exposure of the film in the camera, during the
printing process as the image is transferred from one piece
of film to another, or in the projector while a print is
shown on the screen. Flutter in sound may be variable, or
it may be aperiodic, depending on its origin, which is
usually the erratic o aperiodic irregularity of motion of
some mechanical component involved in recording or repro-
ducing the sound. (See also WOW.) (UFPA)

FREQUENCY Pitch of a sound as determined by the number of
cycles per second. (USOE)

FREQUENCY RANGE Range between the highest and lowest pitched
sounds which a recorder or sound system can reproduce at
a usable output, or volume level. (See also FREQUENCY
RESPONSE.) (USOB)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE This is the output level of a recorder oz
sound system over a specific range of frequencies which is
usually charted in the form of a curve. It is more specific
than FREQUENCY RANGE and includes the plus or minus decibel
rating which shows the "flatness." (USOE)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

- t'Q4? ' - -- ee ----



FULL -TRACK HEAD See HEAD, FULL-TRACK

FULL-TRACK TAP* See TAtiE, FULL -TRACK

dApt, Ratio. between input and output .ievelS of sound ecilipMen
Gain is increased by means of .an amplifier. .(tISOE):

Minute: distance between the poles of a .recordingl*a
.Shorter the higher the freqUency range, of the
recorder--can',be at a given tape speed. (US.041,.

HS.p..,,stna:3.1 .ring-shaped electrornagnet,acrOsS 1.910.0,4,-the, tape
,moves a tape, recorder). This provides- 'the e:ner§y:144.ch
magnetizes the iron, oxide coating on the: tape .into special.

(US0g)-

*D ALIGNMENT see ALIGNMENT, HEAD

HEAD DE MAGNETIZER Hand-held electromagnet used to neutralize

e unwanted residual magnetisth built up and retained in
(US0E)

AL- TRACK. Head:having two. Separate pc4e pieces ea0h,

-0,1090:1E -141t off" the tape- sti

or playback of one or both channels (sOatately
COilcUtrentl.y) is accomplished with the tape moving -in '4,

.0.reption. can. be used for Sinigle-Ciiannel,,
:channel, ;or Stereophonic :recOrding. Also etTO.=;tra:*;

oouw:e.--rack.- :,(u,80E)

RASE .41.ectrotn4Onet which, 'erases or rearranges any

Ptj.:c pa:Etern On the tape before 'a reoOrdin
4::,A000.0

,

1144 FULL -TRACK ,gead with a gap covering axmOSt the entire
of the tape., Also a 0.041e-channel :t*or. -(0$00.:)

-44P, ,,UATR-TA4P15 .ge4d which records and plays back,- a
Width.,.of the ,taPe. It can be reversed tai*

e second half.. thi-s type is used for si;;19)4-:
recorders., (1,$,Ot)

PLAYBACK,Electromagnet which converts the signal on
xecorded tape into electrical 4rnpulses which are
Lied and reproduCed as sound: by a lOudspeaker or headphone-b.

-4



.

TAW-
.

HEAD, QUARTER-TRACK Head having two pole pieces whieh cover
.

first and third quarters of the tape.. The second and'fOurtri-
quarters are recorded by turning the tape over. Many st

phoriia- recorders now use this type. WOE), . . -
.

HEAD, RECORDING Electromagnet which converts- the aropliiie
audig.,,information from the microphone into -aj successthn of

Magnetic fields that ..rearrange the magnetic :pat:te*ing.' of the '

001,'60,40, particles on the tape as it -passes the The

.-*arne head is ,ofterl.u:sed for _

.. .i-
NEOPIAPNA.,. --'(4.1s6. caliecishe4dOet.9 A device consisting ,O:f, :Ohe'-:_

or to .tee,Phone receivers connected ,.#6 alh4.44`and or ihdi,-",
.,sitclg41-: ,listening to :audio sourCea.,,,,..,supyi :as irite'ia'aiditturilbatio"A.'-

,

. ..

-.c.#00,4ts. Some headsets or hea dphonep are'*0Aipe4 with *
small microphone to permit two-way to* uniCAicii Lewis) ',---''4'-:;',-i', '',1',,%:---!-1"--',

.,-.:_:ox',i,a:...;.:,..,.00,00*;,cle,S)::,0-attor):. -tor "high fidelity9 refer6O
finStrilinefit:',64Pable.:Of reprOdUcing 'both'hiqh loW ;;Satifid'..

' .

L'(-
,

-
4 4 sy

Htss. In a tape recorder, a noise which may originate-`in;'- the
y

ramplifier Or from the tape itself. Hiss '071:11_44:41e4S9-
'heads re not .demagnetiked at intervals and iill be ,i6C6rded'''
On the- tape even during Playback: (USOE)

gcm, Low-pitch background noise 'caused; by poor 6h1441.ng or '__:-'
mismatching of impedances, It may be "60-cydle Ili*" =bi:-.6Ties

up from alternating current electrical 'poWerWiree:-
pronged polarized plugs may also help prevent thus. Olsog:)'

..._.
.

IMPEDANCE Resistance in a circuit or component to the flow
, ,.. , , .

/...

,
. .

'p,f, al-tetnating, current which .is; rated in Olis-:, ':,,OUt t',40..
_ .

input Alt100444cPs. of two or more .C941X*P0411 components must

Irnisci4iico is Obtially-talleat'
.,, , 1 , , , , . - . , , ,, . = , .

high" or"' '.', "1.'s-1!'. .10s0E) '' . .

,..,

.. .,,,,,,,-;,,, ,... 7- , -

.',,,''..:--='='-...,,'.-.

i''.:t .=

, . -.,'.. ''''',,,,, ,'" ,.,: '.,4 :- '' : '' ,.. ^,:- ' ., ', .4-:' '-:,- . '..,',[:',:,=, ,

-,

INCHES PER SECOND (I. P.t.,s,.) Tape speed is measured in 4.4c1-,i.e11;,:_;!
,-,.,:,,,v,'. ve4 socoric14a., ,3,-1; 11,,. 15, etc. (D 4.- t 'coliiii-,4,,

. ,

- P.'4 ..=-7

±;:iitiik.',6tteititEli, gee- COUNTER, INDEX .,4



I P S. See INCHES- PER SECOND

JACK Receptacle for a plug connector which leads' to the input
or output circuit of a tape recorder or other audio, deviCe.
Standard -phOne plugs and .jacks are used in most language,
laboratory sySterns. Special lack boxes afford several out-
lets so that several headphones. may be plugged in together.
MOW'

ci-at A measurement unit>equal to 1-1000 cycles= Per Oi 000t00:to express the frequency of radio and other :electror
**Oil* waves. (Lewis)

ICATOR Device .on the tape recorder to Andiaate,
ve level at which the recording is bein4

rVe as a warning against under-ratording or over-
It may, be .a neon bulb, a magic; eye/ or ,

AWE)

:PING usually. abbreviated LP; a term applied to records
oSe or fine rnicrogrooves. These records usually ,gay
or 45 r. p.rn. instead of 78- to. (Kinder):

INE A container for film, tape,. :slides, or± film
usually *15Odyin4 a transport mechanism, 'designed

resent the material fOr controlled expOeure.
aZirieS. are built to integrate ',with specifi0 equ
h _drive mechanism8 meChanically fcour4ed.

strips;

400t
pmezrt ,:

-p,ggar#: op:rocketed:Synchronous acetate base with a
ag kiC .coating that is available 'froM- stock, in 36, pit_

nm sizes. characte4sticallt, the film resembles
e `. commonly known i" tape Varieties., 'titit OrOugh".thO, use
;sprockets it Oar) be synchronized exactly to alto.

O'r. 04)::

'SOUND Sound which has been ,recorded on iron oxide
Olin or tape by an electronic' magnetic prPcess.

D PROJECTOR A motion picture projector capabpa
ow±ng motion picture film-which has.either an optic

etic SOUnd track. (kinder)

MIMETIC, SOUND PROJECTOR



.
_ .

ribbon.
,_ .

: ,.
MAGNETIC TAPE acetate or plastic ,xihipon. Ooa*ect OA:Orik:Surfa:004,,

with i411.-y, .iron.' oxide .particles. 'Vile:: It'''' *#10i t:415,0: '''''r :oti
. . ,. . - r, , , __00.447 empIoyectfor Magnetidally.i*Or4n au*O Or:;;Su
'"reproduction. Special tapeS' of :greater _WI: are used

.14-§-netW:::-StOra4e, of data in computers. "`The;:mOS recent
development..j.s the, 2" ,width used .3:,n._irideo 4pe,,:recOr_ in
entire tel.ektisio4 program, inclUdin4 the :,atkili4e -iiiciect,- and

, , ,,, , , _., , .

yrichropi'zirig and control signal's: (Lewis)-.
... ,

ivill00 Ter* useci,,.140,, deSignate a deviCe which as On ro
vOrg .'others, or .produces:. the or$4irta-1, taped ,=mater:'
eri :,,a pl.iedto__taPe, , prograM, console; SW- 't0

e term ".slave" is used sometimes to designate another.
evice c6ntrolled 'by a "master; " (Us0E)

MAST_ 0 TAPE The tape recording from which duplica eS are ma
ehtli valuablq "master tapes" are do on Metal disc:

-edor i to insure the recorded material. a :,.loss
ire .or, aco4dental_exposure of the Master to strong.

tbis)

Cy, of ra
,

,an
e-megadyole ise _

itera means, groov-in
isd,, grooves are spaced-so tha

es a are accommodated. 0
vanes. ,.per inch are donsidere

On the s
_Ork

microgroove
e, mini-ritutt

0044 :f;0:4440*-'4-g,
em v*#.4_940: 9X'' ***OP**

P0?4,44. $4.00PtionPfi av4440:444:L*iety,
1444? ;(* directional ,patterns. Accessories.

9,6104: clips 4:0"040.144. an

t#140.00'ogsa11

wo or more .sources
gut): uauaRLly with ,U0tMent ai
atiVe ItitkA)'

.



MIXER. Devi_ce which permits the com134.ping _of two or more
signals at the same time into a recorder ar au di o
the level desired. (USOE)

MODEL The voice or voices, preferably of native s
which are recorded as a guide for student rac.
the utterances or ba0.c material of eaC:_ lesson wh`'
in dialogue form, narrative. torM, or ,in, .solationt
used as models for the Students: (U'S'OE)

MONAURAL .Ret Nrciirig or audio ;PreSentatiOp. Vw
Microphones, but 'whiCh recorded
track. (1) & T_ Comni)

MONITORING In electronic learning labs,
signal as it is being recorded or Playe
playback head on some recorders permits
as the recording is made. Also4 liS to s
through the intercomdurng listen-spea .practice or
record and playback of student practice responses.

NARTB CURVE Standardized playback equalization, curve se
the National Association of Radio and Television Broa
casters (the National Association of :Broadcasters).

OHM Practical unit of electrical resistance,/ being

ance of a circuit in which a potential di4erellae
volt produces a current of one ampere. (tit'ot

OPTICAL SOUND Sound which has been recorded' 4nd 0 : pr
on photographic film by exposing and processing the
sensitive sound track area. (See also VARIA_BI
and VARIABLE DENSITY TRACK.) (Kinder)

OSCILLOSCOPE A test instrument,, similar .in some respects
a television receiver, that shows visua =l pa'4-4prlis
voltage and current 'characteristics. (Lewis)

OUTPUT (ELECTRONIC) Signal delivered ftati any device;
also a jack or connector which:.feedb the signal tof another
piece of equipment. (tja0E)

OVERLOAD More voltune can be handled adequately without
torsion in audio equipment. (D & T Comm)

P.A. See PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM



svD= Connecting cable with a plug on eac
ently connecting two pieeles of ~ audio e

grip sometimes applied lbOsely, to t one aria
of a. phonograph. A cartridge, ePPPC
e stylus (needle) and sensitive coOtpOnen
ec..tric current. (Brown)

*pression used to denote re
fiougly recorded. (USOE)

HEAD, PLAYBACK

3;01E1 Amplifier designed: to raj*, very' wog 104*,
,*#9st from a mi,crophone,Oi:*ta 740 A,:

lore34-,40 enti4gh- poWer amplifier, 1030).

OSSURE,,PADS Small a s mounted on spring =brass arms'
Which, hold the tape in cXose, contat with t.liP heads etixan4
record and ,playback.. s(1,00t

swig ROLLER Rubber-tired roll_ er which holds the._ ape
ttgWyAgainst the capstan to insure constant tape 'speed

eirent's14Page. (Vs0E)

INT THROUGH In tape recording, transfer of the magnetic
field from layer to layer of 'tape on the reel during, storage
resulting in "echo" sounds on portions of the tapes (

4--

,usziAc,AbDR40 SYSTEM pften,.abbreviated 4 audio
stem for ,arriPp.ks'Ang;-:-SotindS Of speech itt.usi;o;. 6,0444.y

-0004 ,o40 or t'1101:4:microphoneS''_ anAroil:fir
'1119;* loudspeakers., Some atitPlJi4ert. are cap

'accepting and,:arn04:fying music from ,:tape ecOrders, .11hono-
(Brown;'

cK .#triP See .1141),., QOARTIER-TliAOK

DISK device for-_ reproducing sound
:aged' other plastic':Substan60.,-,--iri

rooves Cut containing the phy4cal ropste-
oi,),,-. of. vibrations ',created by sound.,. A stylUS,

orates to cut the 6t4ral.ands the groove. (11)
FILM A device for recording sound on film by photo-

,,process.. (Brown)

RECORDER FILM



Cootit TAPE A tape unit, sometimes called a recOr
ucer, which can record and playb49k: It. OOX1_
ing and playback amplifiers and; heads. The

e full-track, half-track, dual-track, or ciUar
0-it)

RECORDER VT007-TAPE A device capable of recordin
and video signals of a television produc

special itiOnetiC tape, which can be plair.ed back to reprodi4.,
program. :(Lewis)

IRE A device for recording sound on a steer
magnetic fields on the wire. Tape recO0ers

anted wire .recorders for most use.

HEAD See HEAD, RECORDING

SUPPLY Reel which supplies film or tape as it
or jplayed back. Also called "feed reel. "

Reel which receives film ortape as
ed or played back. (D & T Comm)

CORDING See. DUBBING

.

:1204 ND (I), (Verb) Act of returning recordir4 tape or
'---jTe.CtiOn,,filt from take-up reer-tO supply ,re-et af4nr,

piayback,or projection; (2)- (Noun) Unit Otten::P-0:
'r,e4Ot:;c1144OZ: ptOjection equipment,, wh#11,_ When threaded
arid elettrOnicollY (or manually) activated,. returns: mate4.
rival tO_ we supply reel. (D &, -T Comm)

-"IteyOlutiOnS per minute. " Most commonly used
erende to :phOnOgraph, turntable speeds 'yhen transporting

disc -recordings at speeds of 161, 333 ,. 45, or , 78

,

,sdANNXNG SyStematic impingement on all parts of an area by
a :narrow beam of light , or other electromagnetic taclial-
tion; yhich 16 either initially modulated (optical sound

,reCor-dinM or 'which becomes modulated in the scanning
process' (:.eleviSiori, optical sound' pickup). IUFPA)

SCHEMATIC 1*01.RAK Diagram that indicates by Symbolic rePre-
s,eni ati on the connections and tunctiorial' components of on

.de0:ce. (uScip),

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

er,

,,tr""" "*"' uf



SHIELDING Enclosing wires or magnetic heads with meta
'vent' -stray currents from reaching them, and casing

$W..ezas, Are "grounded. " (t3'.$0E)

i IT

_

Tape drive on which blank. tapes are run
P!..Irpiise. of qii:Oultaneously 4upliC4in4, several cop
master` taPe.: (Wok)

r

SOLENOID IectrOmagnet which forces a, pigtor. move,,
Magnetic action, when a current is introduced .in Or
ractvate oniCal operation- in a piece of 0.ectroniC.,

. -
6" :Comm.), ,

,
S_olixper8V0 ELECTRONICS used to descOhe a s sepia

Of small electronic component, such aCtransiSt6rS4W,
have no _lighted or heated filament and which
instead of vacuum tubes in most eleatroniC,_cixe41. {trot

t.

'Utilization of :solid; atateCleVicesH,to:
'grin 04464 functions as oPpoSed to vacuum PviOPTs,

Kf

00404-

r640a*ei:i

cOMpres iona. waves tranSyorS,
-id, or 'sPlicl media) at sane-

of frequencies within, the audible range
12,000. -18,000 .cycles per second).. ,(0FpA),

SOUND EFFECTS Any sound from any source other than the
laloguel narration, or music in an audio Presentation
ich enhance the illusion of reality. (D & T Comm)

SOUND-04700U= Adding a new signal to a Prerecorded,it being played. Both signals are mixed and r3ro#0,
ogetYer. on a ,.single track of another recorder-.

SOUND TRACK The portion of the motion !picture film on; which,
-'tlie'-',ound'4..s recorded, ,normally a1ong.,the:,

e:OppOsite the sprocket itIt ,tay,"*. Opt4:60. or
-magnetic`, 'Or both, and ,with stereo sound may -havetwo' or
more trac* (See also VARIABLE AREA TRACK and VARIABLE
OtOrit,'T )- '(Oordori).,

;$04"x0 404-ling two pieces of motion picture film or record-
Ing-.tape. Film splicing is 'acCOmplished by welding the

;film- ends 'together in a special machine and With,
Opeci4'.Celient"; to ensure' ac_ -Citrate joining., 'A,,Special,
-5'4004 tape is used to join -piecei of recording.

SPLICE



,
SOug4 'Noise caUted by worn or dirty pressure

which lacks,special lubrication treatment.

.STANDARD- 0E01 A, confusing tern applied to -phonOgraPh-re-p0r
made: 'px1or to the advent of long - ?laying *-414.i*
'-e'q40e the :78. r. speed. ,(8r0W4)

STEREO_ TAPE :(Fopti%M. :aee mg; STEREO (FOUR -- TRACK),..

$##O-TAPE '.(TWO - TRACK) 'STEW ITWqt1OPKI

-atigik$OPAONT.d Term ,denoting an audio technique or reSeiitatii*
w iich..two .microphones are placed some distance apart an

ais are, f04 simultaneously _into two separate c *le, s.,
1?ir.odqaP:ti 4iPct or tape prP0.40* 0-Mg449P4,

ect` when Seri:* .6*.oup, two separate amplifieis iou
,

ealcers whiCh are ,placed some distance aPa# or repro
e 47o signals: '(D= & T Comm')'

_series of dots or Parallel. lines which a
turntatixes is rotating at the
tc.T

STYLUS. A phonograph needle; also a needle for au

Ibtbum)

sting r:000ra

UPPLY

43? 14,:n0, See ItEgL 'TA ,7UP

TL. oK40,60 .4 microgroove disc prepared to play -at S
"

itleter ,

TAPE CARTRIDGE tlagazine or hard plastic case containing' a
re Or two) of tape which is placed on a recorder without

Inge Reel-to-reel cartridges allow the tape move-
_

0 be controlled in either direction. Endless-loop or
continuous-loopcartridges can continue playing indefinitely

ancrt permit ,rewinding at will. (USOE)

APE DECK see TAPE; TRANSPORT



TAPE, DUAL-TRACK or TWO-TRACK or HALF

TAO', DUAL -TRACK or TWO-TRACK or I1ALF-TRACK MONADRA
recording's-one on each half of the tape.

play the second track of a _dual-track recording,
not nece8sary to rewind the tape- merely switch :the -posi'fion

e feed reel and the take-up reel and reihrea the
ne: '(0,1oU)

!
41-TRACK or SX:14GLE-TRACK A monaural r_ 0.044

veers the full Width of a recor4irig

nonmagnetic tape att4ched to 01144
ication And protection of 'the; tap'e en

GNETIC "See MAGNETIC TAPE

r3A0it Tape reproducer unit for playback y
reoc-rded tapes. It nbt equi,pped to record. ogogl

RECORDED 046h ho a program already recorded
:c4ted,:befOre use. y ,(USOE):

ORDER .'see RECORDER, TAPE

;PEED moves past the recording beac1,-0 a pre,.
eottiedi:00-4 measured in incheS _per; second.
er *Ii# speed,_ the _better the AUdiO quality, or frequency,

"Standard :Speed6. are pi,,

Most standard .recorders use 4:0 and

,coding standard speeds centimeter
,:9f,5, and 76, )

.PILLAGE Improper threading or poor adjustment of braking
May result in spillage of tape: 0090.

E STEREO 0.004R40,0 Also 'known, as "qUartertra4":.or,
fOtir: ara e monaural tracks; produCed by recording four.
`0epara, tracks on :one toe.' For stereo thesetracks,dan

recorded ,044.0,running on each of two direCtiOnsp.,,
In- pro4ucing :stereo tape the first and third 'tx*ckoaf*.e
recorded#4 opposite direCtion. Monaural- foArt-traCk,
reCordings are Made only one track at a time. (CrolOP"),

VAPgo 1;"4RA.a.(FOtiRdlit180.c



TAPEf STEREO (TWO-TRACK) I -7

TAM, STEREO (TWO-TRACK) Also referred to as "half=traCk:740,004.1.,

requires two, ,separate parallel tracks on a single tat4;
type of recording is similar to the dual-,track 00'Ord-j,140*-40::
both tracks i are _recorded in the same direction' and the tape

,
s .

must he,,reWOltild in order to play again. (ColCU),

TAPE,- TRAN6p911.11 Alio called a "tape deck" or "tape clrive.
KO-M*444in whicti. Moves the tape past the .heaCts.- includes,

_head assembly, -motor and controls for
;,

does not normally refer_ to the electronic components' which

.together : With the transport mechanism .,onstit'ute a tape
,

- ,
- -

i*dorder. (USOE)

TAPE, ,m-xj*46,. As tape used in the proceSs_ofs. recording pidt4;re and
sound from, television programs by a magnetic process

to sound recor4ing on tape. -(BrOwn)

THREAD To place film or tape correctly in the prescribed path'

of a - projector or tape recorder. (D &-T domM) :

. .a-movable arm on a phonograph which holds the

at is_74O-ci to pick up vibrations frota'the: record
. .

TRANSCRIPPION A term _applied __specifically to phonograph
recortlings ,Originally designed for broadcast_ uset,'

.discs, approximately -1611 in diameter, are played at a

speed of 3375.-t.._p.m. using :a 3-mil stylus. Transcriptions
were originally designed to provide approximately
minutes of time per side as convenience for radio-station

scheduling. For school use, transcriptions are quickly
,.being replaced by long-playing records. (Bro*)

TRANSISTOR . A small piece of germanium metal with unusual
electronic properties which may eventually replace vacuum
tubes in audiovisual equipment. One of the chief advantages
lies in the fact that a' small slug of this metal the size
-of & Pencil eraser can do the work of the ordinary vacuum
tube. (Kinder)

_

TUNER ADAPTER See CONVERTER

TURNTAB1 The, rotating disk of a phonograph upon which
records are carried daring play. (Brown)

TURNTABLE



.AREA- '0A01< Any .sound track recorded in the
modified photo-oSCillOgraphiC trace more
d#4.40.4 10figitudinally into .two- Psgent-a.,
00#00:0- the. :other 'esSentially transparent. ,(00,a

VARIABLE= DENSITY TRACK Any sound track. in which. .req,c4_ e

sound is represented as full track.'yidthl4nsi:ty variations
along .the-, -length of the'.::;ttiack. viar,ta,

,

density trackS.,the _density range ffi3M, a ipeal ma4ma-
ejisity tO an adjacent. minimal density 1.0 related

tulle., while the sip:acing-between adjaCent, lOca'1 maxima'
*Mal), densities is related to frequency. (0?

VOLT The unit of electromotive force which will Cause
current of one ampere to flow through a resistance Of one
ohm. (D & Comm);

INDICATOR pee LEVEL INDICATOR

METER "Volume unit" meter which indicates the re ive
revels of the various sounds being .recorded or playeci.

SOB )

electrical poWee. Usually used :to den0e
::)u put, of speakers Or the, amount of current nee

.v4pe;*te 'a device. (uS0E).

WOW' A periodic diSturbance in sound. Usually caused by
regular variations- in angular veioCitY of some mechanical
component of the '6yStem. (UFPA)

wow
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PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION )ND TECHXNG MACMINES

: cquia;iw See PERMIWL BEHAVIOR

AITE ECHNG WCHINE See TEACHING MICHINE
c

AUTÔiN$TRUCTIONAL DEVICES (1) The technology of machines and
systems 4eotéd to mass instruction , including var.ous appli-
c1i.àI's of terecrision ad massed film systems , stict as EBF' s

V

iiv:i:cs ar'4 chemzry series; (2) Those systems and machines
for indivi4ua1 instruction, which znc].ude individual reading

individual, viewing and listening equipment, language
aborátbries, protamed printed materials, and the te- aag 1e oE the Skinnei or Pres sey type , u suiI verbal' di1 programs with various , electronic andiil , fop: responding and being informed of errors and'pógre. (Firm)

< : /_ ', V *

AUTOINSTRUIONAL )ETHODS Synonymous with uprogramed instruc-
t, progr4tie rn, automated S self-. - - ? trcEionafm, " etc. . The term"": V 'waS dóè& by Lumsdaine arid Klaus to circumvent "mislead- T-l73, in, préjudiâal or both" connotation attriuted by themI

hé labels. 'The teaching machine ipuld be called
V

V

an
V

Aith-iristtuctional Devie " (AID) . (Markie)V::
V

VVVV
VV VV

V
VV.V V:

,

V

V : V
V

AUTOMMIC TUTORING The term for "programed instruction" most
I frejiently used with thintrinàic programing. I' (Markie)

BRANCE A choice point at which students are sent to alternative...,

itenis depending on their responses to the particular item.
A ornmon use of branching is in intrinsic prorarfls, where
the branch (or loop) consists of a single item explaining
why a partiãular aflswer is incorrect nd returnthg the
kstudent to the original item for another try. A criterion

i; item may be inserted in a linear progran and, if the
student paspes 1t, he may be sent forward several items
(FORWARD BRANCHING): if he fails the criterion item, he
takes an intervning sequence of review or remedial items.
A student may; at a criterion itetn, be sent backwards in
the program to repeat i,tems he has already seen but
inadeqtate1y mastered (BACKWARD BR1NCHING or "WASHBACK').
Studèns mar e tbranched't on. the basis oE either
constructed Tresponse or multiple-choice responses, although
the Iattè predominate. (Markie)

VI
BRANCH

-



CHAINING The 4i4044 together of a 10014141 of 444ct nf

.i00i3,.40egf 4* AP4ttictilat order. The CO#11:40494:0,
400000 iS'sa0,to-provide the stim0140:fOrtilel'Oon
response. In-typical laboratory examples ; re44 oro**01,
1400**-0* *04-0;*fle:.014111 of responses., .40i00--,":1:.,'P

parallel Otx 10.-e: seers ,:14 the-01.!4ti:04-,;:e? A 1* O.*"" each `step the prOcedilte, c00:

taught.,. even irx:raHrandom order but the 444 ,per llianc:0

be Aka: e,,..,
.--

.;"eg0.001.404430.0 Order0,40hieVe. the OlUtipili
v4ding,-studeni_withlinowied4i .ofof results at :they' en
solution the. 0.**4's-.4:04-0:1"o:

final-'A TOP t p 1 497 , 4 1 . .4T the. 4.043.- topoilge,' in ,a chain. Oariqe:),,
A ". , . ; n

OsEP IEsPONsE CONSTRUCTED

ROTIONAL CHAINING A prograMing technique in the
correct answer .to an item is not presen:ted by itselfbut is

lerembedded in the text of the kollpwirig item: 'tan=
gO*110.1ie items are thus closely linked by the necessity of

eating in the-new item the word or words thatwere,
bed in the previous item. The response to one -item

#omes Part 0.the stimulus in the next. '(See CtiAIkING.)

echnique was developed and 'described by John Barlow,

CRITERICO see TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

CROWDER-STYLE PROGRAM See PROaRAMING, INTRINSIC

CUE, Sed.PRtOT

EGRUL See :RULEG

ERROR A, response'not acceptable to the programer. Programers
attempt to eii:Ilinat§:.erra4s by revising the prOgram.,,:Erron-
eOus responses may indicate, (i) A poorly designed item,whiCh
fails' to communicate and therefore needs to be rewritten;
2) ,ksequence in which prompts have been faded too fast-or

VinadeatO ptadtice given; ("3) AssUMed previous knoWIedge
WhidK in fact the student does .not have; ,(4) Poor analySis
of the subject patter,; leading to a copfuSion not predicted
by the programer. Intrinsic programs handle errOrs.by
branching ':students to simpler presentations (type 2) or .to
remedial segence type ). Linear programs are revised

preVent such errors. Errors due to ources (3,) and (4)
.

are unacceptable-to programers and teachers alike.
'Confusion ha, been introduced by assumptions that the

ERROR



r 00ipleo..errotless learn410 means :ti

Meet a Criterion of unVaryingpreCiSt:00,.
-r.,p,-" :.pii#41 as a blind' alley in ,:rpuble71, ,ocr,,An

,

.01P-solving, a tentative generalization base on ;la,. ,,_
ate: data,/ an -over-(,br underestimati:On,,*.apprO.**4404

are -"miStakes" which -mai? be valuabi fOx. trainril
,

4340
ERROR. -RATE. Generally, the percentage of InOorrq

,

an item,. 4 set. of itemst or a whole ptOgOMA,,
Ve y:')ow error rate--and programerSdofot. OreS

;range that ie ."low"--is a necessary bUt by, fno me
pcmoio:01, fpr a program to be considere4-'.ac.Ce

,uripuS)*::low,, error, rates are too easily'att,aine,
ng irrelevant easy items, testing, -wilth,*,o,rOrai

long removing .terminal items, -etc.

9;04
r-0-

'FADING -'The. gradual removal of 'the proMpt in a sequence o
_ .

Sequences.-items teaching '.a particular topic.-, 'SequenCes typ-1:ai),,y._
0, * w h ti'Ig)Ily,prOmiated ierna and end with 'unprompted

terminal items:,' 'tie, word is .sometimes used as a ',:syrianym,,. _.. ,......... . -0 ',-, 4. : , '

lidS hiii4 .0 : a ila,e)'''

FEEDBACK PROdnAkilittO A term borrowed irom_comMO4iCatiO4
arid' usedA to' :describe

,

,some event ',which occurs as a result
or coritinge4t..:00,1the__Studerits s reSponees.' is not

SYnOnyMOus with, reinforcement ; since it is riot defined
by its effeCk,,oix the recurrence of' the reSponsef-'47,,.
trouble- shooting program, for instance., the respOnSejr0
be "_ choose tOMeasUre,A,". Feedback,would conest of ";TAI
vaii4e, of A is'X. The feedback does: not indiCate necessarily
0,10,.,441#riess--ot Wrangneis- of measuring A. (See 1t_NOOitTiGE
OF ttlatt,T64.)- 'A distinction made intrinsic .pr"

7,

FORMAL PROMPT See,PROMP.T

FRAME See ITEM

GROUP PACING see PACING.

ITEM A segment of material which the student handles at one
time. Items vary size from a single incomplete seritence,,
question., or instruction to perform some response up: to
,sizable paragraphS.. in almost all prograMing 'methods,. it
will require at least one response and provide for knowledge
of results before the student -procee,ds to the next item..
.(Markle)

'Pm



Y11LEDE' Off'' l't004,A,,,repOrttp a 4040.45E4es,Ptat40 of the
may take the fotiO

:(-Or lightS bli#erS,. .,et :di A.,Osplay Oral. or writtenl.bgl.tbi,,cOrreCt, veib41
response;: It may e:x'00_00.1-ste.-0,f-, iii:440444:ii44*,, #or:.=

those 0a0-00 :4 device
subject teaching-

e-:ne.** the correct response has been
owl e-,Ot-resultS haS- been 4siown: to .facilitate

th' 'situatioris it 4.140044y '.cofitidered a.-
si 4. -AO),

*Or

The which ,,rate at *N.c4?ole- studen proceedS through given
et *of,of time's': ,'usual prOcedure,inprOgraMed

p the' student and 'teSPOnds at his
deVice-- such as :adapted

stimulus - response: -functions.
;exited by such a: eVice ,4roup, tiMe-'411*.pd
the- input; ax d-1 or reSpOnSeSh41to.-be'''Standard#0,,,.

as reading
leratcirs, `control "the individual, StuderitS paap by

vf_i:h. to the .nekt ,iteM -irieSpeative of

section tho, studen- while
ng tOt.ghMOre than. one item.::- The term has:been used

"diagrams , niaps globes,,- and .laboratory
Men iak of be 4Aic4orPOra.tedinto a program.
'SOSsiOriS of tted: tektbooks! the term PANEL, is
to to:4r '455 .4',0-441 'level in the ,hOrOontal faimat.

uch a text might, 'be said to have three ."panels on
(Mark-1.'0'

PRESSER DEVICE' ?multiple --choice device dating from the 1920' s.
000400 *ieie,,Pkesehted either on a rotating drum or on
SePatate sheets. The student selected an alternative and
pressed a corresponding key. The machine was coded so that,

dtqdewtt s response was, correct, the< device advanced
tok the' 110ct question; if the response was incorrect, an

was taIlied-4nd the device remained set for the ques-
tion until .0he correct response was given. (Markle}



PROGRAM A sequence of carefully constructed items leading:the
student to mastery of a subject with minimal error. the
distinguishing characteristic of programed materials is the
testing procedure to which they are subjected. Empirical
evidence of the effectiveness of each teaching sequence 1.6
obtainable from the performance records of the students.
(See PROGRAMING, LINEAR, and PROGRAMING, INTRINSIC. ) (Mark

PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION The utilization of programed materials
in achieving educational objectives. Synonymous with
"auto-instruction, automated teaching,. etc. (Markle)

PROGRAMED TEXT A book in which a program is print0.
, There

are two typical formats: page-to-page and dOwn-the:-Page.
In a page-to-page text, the student turns the Oage-after
each item, finding the answer and the next item on the.
following page. Generally, items are arranged in 1'evels.
The student goes through the book doing all the items on.
one level, then repeats the process for each successive,.
level. In a down-the-page format, the student is re ired
to mask the answer column and in some cases, everythr.ft
but the item he is working on as he reads down the p0e.
The term "progr4med text" almost always refers to a linear
piagE41. (See SCRAMBLED BOOK.) (Markle)

PROGRAMER (PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION) The person responsible for
the design of items and sequences in a program. The pro-,
gramer may be a psychologist working with a subject-matter
expert who delineates the content, or he may be a subject-,
matter specialist trained in programing techniques. (Markle

PROGRAMING, "ECLECTIC" A term for those programers not com-
mitted to a particular school of programing. The resulting,
programs may contain ruleg and esrul sequenceSs maltwe
choice and constructed-response items, branches and linear
sequences. (Markle)

PROGRAMING, INTRINSIC A. programing technique developed by
Norman Crowder, characterized by relatively lengthy items,
multiale-dhoice responses, and consistent use of bran.
If, after reading the information section of each item, the
student selects the correct response to the question based
on the Material, he is sent to an item presenting new
information. If he selects an incorrect alternative, he
sent to an item which provides information as to why his
choice was incorre t. To the extent that the programer

PROGRAMING: INiIRINO
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has Correctly prediCted the pOssible responses, that th4,,
Stuctit ponlation will. make, the program` by- each

. . .,.
, ,..

student is ender the control of :hi.IS: -0194 responses and -,.. ... ,_1411 ,di -fifer. fOr students of differing abilities. :Markle)'... ,

i*0.004$#16:, LINEAR_ A technique of programing 0esrelOPed
B. F. Skinner. $et sequences of items, present.. information

small _units .aridreviree a responSe ,from- *tio student
ieaCW-s'e th4 steps are so 4e-0.ignicttli4t;:***0:mUl

.

'1404:ma oreven, the ,slower students the'.taget.
a Every student does each item i i tile-_progratn.,
Ogress -cifferingonly in the ratez-.wt :Whip .pro=-

rough HthO seclUence., ConStrUCted ,responses" are
of the -student: most of 01:6-41:ne. Mar

PROMPT A stimulus added to the terminal stimulus to make t
correct response more likely while the student is eArning.
t_. may be a pictorial or verbal. ProMpts,vary reit'

e. in the probability with which they will .evoke the
.Correct response from a given population. The term

.irrionairriousiY with CUE and is generally synPnlimPlis
n-tpcb4cal term "hint. " Prompts were classified

Skinner 'intO two major types: FORMAL PROMPTS provide,
e out, the form of the expected response,/ such

'num_ et of letterS, the initial letter, or the :sound`
ern (PromPted by a rhyme); THEMATIC PROMPTS depend on

eanin ful eaSSociationswhich mak the stUdent likely to
Me with" the eXpected response.

b'etWeen PROMPT and CUE is made by
VriterS. The term "prompt" is used to describe. the
tion of a model of the response which the st.tident

e a ,cue is A hint of a weaker sort. (Skinner 'spec. fit,-
y excluded from the category "prompt" stmuli =tory 14.

imitated;.) Tbk6 usag" of the term parallels the 0
technique of RESPONSE, in which.'a student ins
:given a stimulus (a word Or picture), is 2to10. the correct7
response ("proMpted") and repeats the respOnse After the
rOM' ter. Note: since One use of the term SpOc141.41.1y

,excludes that which ttie other use, f the term includes,
eaders must determine which sense the author intends

before interpreting, one set: of results as :being in conflict
.With; another. "(Markle -j°
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REINFORCEMENT

REINFORCEMENT A technical psychological term. It denotes a

process in which some stimulus, presented immediately follow-
ing. a response, increases the rate at which the response is

emitted in a standard situation or, increases the probability

that the response will recur when the situation recurs. A
stimulus having such an effect is reinforcing or is a rein,-

forcer. Knowledge of results (feedback or confirmation) has

been shown to reinforce correct responses of students in

many learning tasks. When the student's correct response is

followed by presentation of the correct answer, the proba-

bility of correct response recuring is increased. When

correct responses are not followed by knowledge of results,

and when the student has no way of determining what is'.

correct, learning does not occur. In these situations, the

correct answer is a reinforcer:

Considerable confusion has arisen because stimuli:such

as food,.. praise, or money are sometimes called reinforcers

even in situations where they are not effective, i.e., no
learning occurs when they are present or the, same learning
occurs:_ even when they, are not present. Experitental find-
ings su4geSt that presentation of the correct answer may,
not,1,1e-.operating as, a reinforcer in programed instruction..

tearning has been ,shown.to occur without confirMation of

correct responses. The extent to which the correct answer
maytruly be called a reinforcer remainsto be dethonatrategl.
Note: educators should be aware that the psychological use

of the term "reinforcement" does not-parallei their own use

of it. The two definitions are quite distinct. In both,

cases, a response is strengthened, but the procedure's differ.

In educational perlance, repetition or rehearsal is the pro

cedure denoted by "reinforcement." '(Markle)

,RESPONSE, A technical psycholOgical term used -by, programers: to

designate. ay wide . variety of behavior. It may invOlVe the

:production of anything from a single phOneme Or letter, word

or :phrase, to the solution of a prOblem reqUirOing an hour

13,or .rnote.. It may- 4nvOlve ,selection among -alter'nitives

(mtiltiable-chOice) in which case the term "response" Often

incluaes the nonverbal manipulation of buttons, keys, etc.

(Markle)

RESPONSE, CONSTRUCTED A response produced by a student to

complete a sentence, solve a problem, or answer a question.

A:model of the response may be provided for the student to

copy,.. but as long as he writes, says, or thinks it rather

than selecting it from a set of alternatives, the response

, constructed. limarkle)

RESPONSE CONSTRUCTED
^,
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RESPONSE.., :covgier An internalized response, which the ,student..
1#eSumably-,makes but Whith is 'neither recorded nor 'o#InerWiSe-
,altailaiSielto- an observer. A student who 1#04uoiri4 an ,oral:
or written response must think of the resppn'Oe

before, producing EXperiMentatiOn '*ncierWay-

';to determine the relative contributions ,of the CONie4.,44:*1:1.P.

;overt components of responding in PrograMS- of Vari.04.-:SOrtk,
and with., - students of various ability level*, etc. '(Markle)

.

.RESPONSE DEVICE See TEACHING MACHINE

Iwyc)Npg , MULTIPLE - CHOICE, The selection' of one out of two or
-alternatives provided by the prp4ramei. for .:the _student.

e provision of the correct answer among t4e.14.te,r44iVeS
reyentS.,-the ,student. from responding "in' his owp-sbr4s"r):ot

es, iiot,riecessarily produce a smaller ,step_,nOr-'-an
en: `rthan some constructed-responSe itemS. TIletprOkrASUn,

correct,. alternatives Skinner argues may "strengthen
,unwan e forms. behavior the _student may 't76t4iri,

erroneous information despite the provision of
betWeen alternatives , the multiple'- choice.

-ern0040,,tibe more_:efficient, training and ,testing
rP'

EsPogsp An oral , Written, ,cor, Maniptila 1;i* act,
art which is, or can be recorded by an observer.

ether Such,,,a-,response contributes SignificantlY to earn=
g r airert.-respOnS,4es prailide the ,data on. i

it ttog..4rdo- are revised. Narki-el

RESPONSE;, PASSIVE sYnconYmPus with RESPONSE . COVERT

s pRomPir

LEG systematictechnique for constructing ppDgTamcd:
ss enaes',:,,devel'Oped by 'Evans, Glaser, and '116Orric.

a'ver, subject matter is classified= into ,(1) .11p1 s:
-ass .including ,definitionsformulae, laws etc. , and

_a clas-s inclUding
of

of physidal
eyentk, theorems , statements of relationShips between

e0ific Objects, etc. The latter provides examples
k) of thOs former "clasS of statements. With this class-

ification, sO'heme 1. the authors recommend that programers
introduce "new information according to the forMUla "AO,
EG, ':incomplete- EG " the student' s response being the



completion of the incomplete example. For instai6,e4
student could bc given a spelling rule and a correctly
Spelled example of it and be required to spell. a Second
such word. The advice has caused controversy. 8Ome2-00.7
gramerS prefer an inductive approach, leading the stOcten
through series of.':'examples (EGt s) before having
. .

formulate the RU himself. This approach has been ,taggec
Glk

RAMBLED ,:BOOK A -boOk'Which presents an intrinsic program.,
he ;Pages are not read consecutively. Following. the infor-

11.1,449:1,,,P#S*l'E4'401 .a multiple-choice queStion., is. given.
he 'answer t40 student selects refers him to a particular

e for confirmation or correction. He May be 'sent either
.backward`'in the text, the number of pageS in

er irection being randomized. Thus no clue to which
-einatiNie is correct can be found in the page, reteretiCe

accompanying each alternative. (Markle)

ACING

rainng'T procedure in th,:PPI7d4C499i=c17;4..,-9*.i:40-.
ex:..'performarice is shaped ipy_,beginningWitIiSW,

e-:aii*Ma4 is Likely to make that: is TOMO 'a
q or a,:-.744,J. component to the 'desired-ftermina,

ormance 1..criteria for reinfOcefileiit ;are gr_aclua
toward with

.turning: -,the terminal_ ;ehavioirthe,,;trainer

reinfOr0e:'a Wad motion as a first -apprOxim4tiOn, ythen
wait until: -a step 'accompanies 'the head motion 'befOre 'deliVer-

1:n52-#*tie:'r,00fOcer,cient, then two Otep04 11.04101P. .f.4:riOn4z:
_turnip a .p.41- CrirCle. Parallels drawn, bet,Ween,,,thiS,

raining pro_ seuences'wbich,*qin
copying beh vi throggh highly, ,potAptecl

to the final .criterion perfOrmance..

KINNEit DEVICE, A class of deviCes providing a small space for
infq*atiOn pi.es'entation, a small space for the stuCient to
write~ response,, and a mechanism for revealing the cor-
rect atiswer: fOr cOmparison,after the student has responded.
the original, 6c/del presented material, printed on a disk
:"(hence 4disirel':became synonymous with "lesson"), one segment
or frame of which was visible, at a time. When the, student
034Osed,t4 correct answer, his response was simultaneously.
Melded under, ar transparent mask, preventing erasure. If

PtuclOht scored.: respOnse as incorrect, the Machine

SKINNER DE,
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returned the item for a second try at a later time. Items
scored as correct dropped out. Present versions of Skinner-
type machines lack this "recycling" feature. (Markle)

SKINNER -STYLE PROGRAM See PROGRAMING,, LINEAR

STEP An indefinite intuitive concept basic to programing. A
subject to be programed is broken down,into "steps." It is
assumed that students cannot take later steps in a given
sequence before taking .the early steps. It is al.so assumed
that each step represents a step forward. If students cannot
respond correctly to an item, the item is "too large a step."
The emphasis in linear programing is on "small steps" with a
resulting low frequency of error. A step represents a combi-
nation of (1) A subjective judgment that an item represents
progreSs in the student's mastery, and (2) An objective
measure of the student's ability to respond correctly to the
item. The size of the step is not necessarily related to
the size of'the reeponsea lengthy response may represent
only a small step, forwardnor is it necessarily related to
the amount of material contained'in an item. A. programer
generally increases. the number of items in order to reduce

e 'Steps. " (Markle)

STIMULUS A technical. term in psychology designating a class of
events which imPinge on an organism's sensory equipment and
which experimenters can manipulate, describe, or hypothesize
to exist. Stimuli are linked as observable (or hypothesized).
antecedents to specific responses. In S-R (stimulus-response)
psychology, the stimulus is a necessary antecedent to a
response. Skinner's position places more emphasis on the
consequent (reinforcing) stimuli than on the antecedents. In
a program, the` content of the item is the stimulus. This
includes the terminal stimulus (the bare bones of the ques-
tion or statement), any additional stimuli operating as
.

pjaplas or models, and any external material such as panels.

StIMULUSpEVICE See TEACHING MACHINE

STIMULUS- RESPONSE DEVICE See TEACHING MACHINE

STIMULUS, TERMINAL The unprompted question, incomplete state-
ment, or problem to which the student is taught to respond.
This stimulus may occur as part of a prompted item which is
mt, therefore, a terminal item. (Markle)

STIMULUS, TERMINAL,

. - .
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TEACHING :MACHINE

TEACHING MACHINE A device for presenting a program. Most
machines control the material to which the student has access
at any moment, preventing him from looking ahead or, reviewing

old-items
-

Many machinet contain a response mechanism; a tape on
which the student writes, a keyboard, or selection buttons.
Some provision is made for knowledge of results, either by
revealing'the correct answer after the student responds or
by advancing to the next item, thereby signaling correct
completion of the previous item. A few machines score the
student's response and tabulate errors. Machines are being
developed which will select the next step on the basis of
the student's response. This type of machine, in combina-
tion with a branched program, comprises what Stolurow calls

an' ADAPTIVE TEACHING MACHINE.

In. Porter's terminology, a teaching machine is a
STIMULUS-RESPONSE DEVICE providing immediate reinforcement.
Such machines are distinguished from (1) STIMULUS DEVICES,

such as,films, phonographs, etc., which present'information
but make no provision for responses from the student, and

likewise from -(2) RESPONSE DEVICES such as typewriters

which pioVide fgonr practice-but not forcontrolled input of

information. A teacher may provide the missing half of

either, a stimulus device or a respOnse device. (See

PRESSEY DEVICE and SKINNER DEVICE.) (Markle)

TERMINAL BEHAVIOR The behavior the student is expected'to
have acquired at the end of a program or programedsequence.
Evidence, tha;-- such behavior has indeed been acquired is pro-
vided by successful responses to TERMINAL ITEMS and/or by
performance on aCRITERION TEST._ The terminal items COn-
tain no promptsand are placed far enough from the training
sequences to:measure more than immediate memory. Criteria

varY in testing of programs as thgy do in any other learning
situation. Criterion tests may ihvolV'e, multiple-choice

items, fill -in items, essays, or performance' Of some task.

They may be given immediately after (ACQUISITION) or con-
Siderably later than the learning sequence IREtENTION).

,They may involve only the actual material explicitly
covered in. the learning sequence or they may involve
extension, generalization, or application of the learned
Material, genera4y called TRANSFER. (Markle)

THEMATIC PROMPT. See PROMPT

TRANSFER See TERMINAL BEHAVIOR

TRANSFER

T-1814
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VANISHING

VANISHING A term originally designating the removal of more and
more of the components of a specific chain of responses. In
an, example from Skinner, a student might be asked in the first
frame to fill in a, few obvious letters in a poem, then more
letters, then words, 'phrases, and whole lines. When all com-
ponents had been vanished, the student would be reciting the
whole poem. The term is often used synonymously with fading/
although the process of withdrawing prompts is not strictly
parallel to the abOve process. (Markle)

WASHBACK See 'BRANCHING
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6. BROADCASTING

AIRBORNE TELEVISION. See STRATOVIS ION

AM RADIO See RADIO, AM

AMPLITUDE MODULATION (AM) A technical term used to denote
standard radio. The low or medium frequency AM waves follow
the curvature of the earth. (See also RADIO, AM.) (Kinder)

ANTENNA A conductor or system of conductors with which radio
or television signals are received or transmittedthrough
space. Some antenas are, formed of suspended wires; others
are formed of metal rods. In a microwave system a para-
bolic reflector or dish is employed for this purpose.
(Lewis)

AIRBORNE TELEVISION,

AUDIO ITIDEO MIXER A device that combines the video signal from
4 TV camera and the audio signal from a microphone or similar
source and impresses them on a carrier signal for trans-

,

cr#Oston on closed-circuit system. (Lewis)

tiOPTicott insrument ior the proje&trion of opaque materials.t - -
y

t*C'grrept name for such a device is:OPAQVg,P4OOPT041b00
4.,9S44 :currently, in television_proquction,:a ,baloptxcon

o-P"' projects opaque or flat 040*,
,

:hate. (Brown)

BROADCAST The transmission of radio or television signals
through, space via electronic devices; also termed "wireless"
transmission; the term "telecast" is sometimes used when
restricted to television broadcast. (D & T,Comm)

CABLE; series of conductors insulated from each other and
'arranged in a variety of patterns to perform transmission,
control, audio, and power supply functions in an electrical
system. Coaxial cable is designed to pass a 'wide range of
frequen.ciers and is particularly adapted to video and RF
r4zArniss.Lon applications. (See COAXIAL CABLE for further

clarification.) (Lewis)

CAMERA 04* 4, television camera connected to a control unit
-4nd'Vietftang 'monitor. (Lewis)

CAMERA CHAIN

T-

;.



CARRIER WAVE.,

CARRIER WAVE In radio or television broadcasting, the wave,
whose amplitude, frequency or phase is varied or modulated
to transmit a signal or combination of signals. (D & T Comm)

CCTV See CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION

CENTRAL SOUND SYSTEM An intercommunication system used' in
schools, or other large institutions, which permits messages,
music, or programs to be transmitted to rooms throughout a
building or group of buildings. Provides communication for
administrative or instructional purposes. (Brown)

CHANNEL (RADIO /TV) A specific band of frequencies assigned to
each radio or television station. In some closed-circuit
applications, the video and audio signals are fed into an
audio mixer tuned to a specific channel, enabling the sig-
nals to travel by means of a coaxial-cable system rather
than through space. (Lewis)

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION A modified type of television in
which the signals are transmitted by coaxial cables instead
of sound waves. These telecasts are limited in range and,
since they are not broadcast on the air waves, no license
is required. (Kinder)

COAXIAL CABLE Designed to carry many radio, telephone, and
television signals simultaneously, if desired. Technically,
a central conductor or wire surrounded by some type of
insulation over which a wire mesh or tube is placed. The
central wire and outside conductor are concentric and
serve as the conductors. (Lewis)

CONSOLE, CONTROL See CONTROL CONSOLE

CONTINUITY As
television,
seqAence of

used in connection with scripts for radio,
or film production. A specific outline of the
event's to be presented. (Brown)

CONTROL CONSOLE A, piece of equipment that incorporates'
monitors for viewing separate images pidked up by various
TV cameras in a system, in addition to the switching and
other control devices required. 'When remote-controlled
cameras are used, special iris, lens focus, and pan-tilt
circuits are included. (Lewis)



'CONTROL ROOM Usually lOcated adjacent to,. Or as p.att of
telev4sion radio or electronic learning lab or StUdi:O/ W,:,

,glaek panels installed to permit visual contact betWee4',Pie__
two areas. Contains control COnsole, audio:equipMent.,,,,*rid
other ,Accpspor44-q, 'employed by the director, teacher, and /or
staff. (D & T Comm,),

CONVERTER An electronic device capable of changin4 radio an
television signals from one class of frequencies to *no er.`
Attached to d TV receiver,/ a converter allOws a VHF set to
tune in UHF channels. Similarly/ a converter installed a
tlie antenna site can perform thq same func4on-tP perRat
distribution of the modified signals to, many
receiverinot ordinarily, equipped to receive such signals,

eutis)

-REMOTING Ti* ,store- and handling of data throe
mechanical-electrOtlio sys*ns. POrMits electronic
:40.?ut.'4;on_ of recorded .images without rer t4Ovin the on

eria1, from the :depOsitty, ,(Lewis)

°RAO, TUBE A modified_TV kinescope or picture tu
ed to retain selected images for as long as desk

. ,

MONT' ARY The term to describe the type of motion picture
Or TV program that purports to show reality and in which

5
4 .teChniques are secondary to the theme. (Gordon,)

:,-**p41014,sr410.10$ A, broadcasting station,
operated: on a non-profit basis in' the interests of cul-
aural. developiment. It :accepts no advertising: 1.$ Ti-40-,

:EDUCATIONAL {ETV-) Any -brOa4CASt or c
cut, tele,VieiOn-*O4ram iroy4.4es nformal

P44 04OX'-',ii00#0h*W041:1047Pn
am Et:0/i 4p1444.:to Any television to
it*, '.1tSoe -'0011*1011-10.0A1:,i

VISION or ITV) (p, so! Comm)

;Tivign "OwER (tRp) The energy actually trans-
_ed in the horizontal plane frOm the antenna of an

n

or television statiopi (Lewis)

EFFECTIVE RADIATED POWER



ETA (RETMA) STANDARDS

EIA (RETMA) STANDARDS A set of criteria and,standards worked
out by research committees to arrive at "a working basis for
ComMercial broadcast televidion equipment--both transmission
and reception. The Electronics Industry Association (EIA),
formerly knoian as RETMA, was responsible for activating this
important work. Equipment not meeting EIA standards cannot
be used for conventional telecasting Purposes. (Lewis)

ETV See EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

FACSIMILE. An electronic system for transmitting pictures and
graphic materials over very high frequency air waves.

(kinder)

FADER Ah electronic control that progressivelydecreases the
intensity, of, an image, picked up by a TV camera. Thy.. pro-
cedure can-be, continued until the image on the screen dis-
appears entirely, orggthe process can be reversed to fade in
amtt:ther image. (Lewis)

reviation for Federal Communications Commission, a
lato agency created by Congress in 1934. (D & T Comm)

ipment arrangement in which one or more 16mm
rojectors are directed in turn to provide image pickup
dievision camera. This may include the projector,
0.ji:Ea7, and TV camera. (Lewis)

See RADIO FM

REQUENCY MODULATION (FM) A high frequency radio wave in which
e atplitnde is kept constant and the vibrations fluctuate.

ua4y means clearer, staticless radio; the sound waves
\re' in a short straight line. (See also RADTO, FM)

er)

(Also called "headset's)
, A device Consisting of one

,

elephOne receivers connected,to a headband for indi-
ua listening to audio sources, such as intercommunication

rcuits. Some headsets,or headphones are equipped with a
small microphone to permit two-way communication. (Lewis)

E okligIcoN A highly sensitive TV camera tube used
extensively in studio cameras, as well as for field appli-

tiont. (Lewis)

IMAGES ORTHICON
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INSTRUCTIONAL .TEIJflSIC

INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION or ITV Any .cllo.Sed7.60..du4,t,*!---*0:40C,.,
telLevi,04,01program_which. provides formai inStructiOn.,.0441.1r
for cedit. (See also EDUCATIONAL TgrAvia:toN or 'ET -.0.

41! & P -01410--

INTEROMMUilICATIQN,SVSTEM Usually a two-Way seintercom" 41;144
network 14149h. permits "talk-back" between the teacher and
student in an electronic learning laboratory or ;rentiOte2.---

.

between a TV 9x. radio director and crew pern12...4r,s,!.
c)..assrOoMs on a closed TV circuit; also audio ccnnect4.on -

Omm

ionized- or electrically excited by radiations from Sun
IONOSPHERE An outer belt of the earth' s Ptritosp w A

' I
or interstellar space; varies in height Iran several -h0..n e --

miles high during the day to 25-50 miles after-iSuxiset., ---,

Refleats lower freciaency radio waves such as skandar
or shortwave back toward the earth .and,Oute el:40
cast coverage increasingly as it lowers.

ITV See INSTRUCTIONAL, TELEVISION

KILOCYCLE A measurement unit equal to 1,000 ayokes,
and used to express the frequency of radio ettd 6 ,e,F: e-; 4
magnetic waves. (Lewis)

KINESCOPE The kineS'cope is the picture tube:pf tele3:
.receiver. HOWever, recently the term ,haale.0,1,.,s4P.
the motion picture films made by photographing,
produced on the "kinescope," or -p:icture7t'Ub0,,

LINE-O'--SIGHT A term popularly emo;oyed, t6'40.4041*
missiOn characteristics of UHF:, television channels and
other high-frequency bands (such as F14). Such freqaencies
are Usually limited in transmission range
distances "IpetSeen; te radiating antenna and the receiving
antenna. _Natural or mari:-made., obstrudtiO.Is existing between
the sending and z, Thcej.v1.00 positions further limit coverage.

.

"LIVE" PROGRAMS Progranis. Which. are broadcast at the vojiy4, --
., . ._ , . ,,, -- -, .,, :.,,;--,,',-4..:-: .,,,,,,,.:.,,..-,,,,A):time of-origin. Vander) , ,-

, ,

,, . _!;'-;'' '--T '. ': --,. '' ,'' 1 ' ., , ''' ' ' ' - ,..:_, -:`-, - ' :;" ''',,'', ',.:::. :":;;' 1 ``:.;;,;: -;'-:L:=4,;,,,,,

LOW-POWER TELECASTING Under amended rules of .1):EY,r.cd,--0
.iwt409ns, can now ,be, operated with as little- as 100' waits
of effective thetradiated power. Prior to this riling. .

, .. ,

minimum ER? was I.000 Watts. (Lewis)
..., ,,,

, .

_ '
.

, ' 7 , - ,... -, ..,, ..,

..",., ,- ', ,- f '--,,P,,, , _. .-, '. = . -e ,i-e,.. ,-, . .. . -, , A. ,,,,' 5,1 ;, , . ,',.....:::n....... -
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"MAGNETIC TAPE , An acetate or plastic ribbon coated .on-one our ace'
T441-1,tinY iron oxide particles. The k" width tape is ordinarily
e416yed for magnetically recording audio for subsequent tePto-
4uction. Special tapes of greater width are used for >magnetic

,Ptgiage of claita in computers. The most re_cent develoPmen is
the 2" width- used in video tape recording the entire te

vision program, including the audio, video, and synchroni#ng
::control. ,si (LEgnals. (L)4.,

.MASTER sypirpm An arrangement designed to, eliminate nee
individual antennas for each television reciyer. Antenna!

.,are arranged ;to, pick up television signal's in A. given service
area An are_ ,Connected to an amplificatian diktribution

o provAde optimum signals to multiple locations
,m0s*e, buildings. (Lewis)

unit;,.equal to 1,000,000 cycles per secon used
e 'f'requency of radio, teleVision, and ot ex0 ro-

lc wav:es. One megacycle is equal to 1;000 Idles ess.

ON'E:Aevice employed to pick up sound frequencies and
vert them _tto electrical variations_ for transth44.Pidh.

cables: Microphones are available in 'a
ep.,gns and pickup or directional pattern.
Onit, the use of booths, stands, and clips
manipulating arrangements. (Lewis)

Vg_ Transmission o_ f electrical signals throu
uencieS= &- T Comm),

RELAY. A Series of high- frequency, directional
ers ,

nd_receivers_ strategically spaced- to' permit
e same ,reaeptiori and:.retransmiSSiOn of radio ;an
ionsigh4s tbrough sp4cejpetwee4 widely ap

truck or trailer equipped 31,4*.teleli,
s,,t9-0erMit the pickup Pf programs t4:04,
are equipped with, microwave faci44,et to com-

the h(*ebase station; other 4;r4PggMe:Rts
.

ile studio. (D & T Comm)
:re

Recording, or audio presentation with .-5ne. or more

ones 11#14 which is recorded or broadcast on 401
;0000)



MONITOR A high-definition TV viewer connected directly to
camera output. A true monitor does not incorporate chann
selector components or audio components. In some closed,-
Circuit applications, monitors are used where high definitiOn
in the reproduced image is necessary. (Lewis)

NARTB CUR-VP: Standardized playback equalization curve set bit
the.

$

ational Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters (the National Association of Broadcaster

CIRCUIT Refers to broadcast situations where programs are
a 3-ate' or reception by any listener. or viewer within

e station. Applies to commercial and educa ona
evision and ,radio stations. (Lewis)

.20,0#4:soscotp A test instrument/ similar in some, r9spects
e evisiOn reCei'ver, that shows visual patterns of voltage

,current` characteristics. (Lewis)

e PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

-SYSTEM- Often. abbreviated -, ,au
Aet or amplifying speeCh music- ..:us

composed: -'of one or. more microphonei an. am/444er4
or :more loudspeakers,- -Some ariipl.fiers',4:re,:,:c4.'
accepting and amplifying music from tape
grapy s; or radios.; (BroWn),

kkOtql, tra.ti,smisSion, on 'wave- IengthS
00 kilocycles. AM stands for "amplitude'

a rode ure transratssi°n of rac14.° 0-gn41.4on the ands 'Mentioned; Most Widely used:radio s
s s `:fin 'the United' States. (See io
Brew

radio' I:par:ids:. from 88 to ip3_megacircke.s using 4
xn, 70f "propagation and transmiSs#41O4radiq

re reS'entP "frequency mi:40.4tiOn!-.
irad te h-quaUty naisefree transmi.SsiOn,

+Tr

off sound .broadcast by FMK, transmission.
also 'FREQUENCY MODULATION. ) (Brown)



RADIO FREQUENCY Part of the electromagnetic spectrum where
of frequencies, or channels, are allocated for radio and
television use. (Lewis}

;.RECEIVER (BROADCAST), EleOtronic instrument whose, antenna.. inter -
ePts the .oarrier wave of a radio or TV station, 'which

is tuned,. the signal, and translates the.e1e4:4Ca
energy into sOund and, where applicable, picture. (D & T.:04-ign)

(TELEVISION) A regular receiver that has
ed o Permit it to be used as ,a monitor for
eO: PurpO'Ses in a closed-circuit system. This

acCompliSh,ed thiroUgh by-passing most of the Oicuit elements.,

feeding the picture signals directly iriVo the video
when this is done, it is -necessary to,,prOvi4,

arate.audio source_ receivers. Some receiver on the market,can
conventionally or "jeeped" according to need.

mall
P4

Tewed
eren

OJEGT,i0/4 (TELEVISION) A teieVision set with a, .

1.1 -iintenSity picture tube_ . The_ tube: operates
tan -optical system to project images !Attach Are

screen,. Some recent developments, employ
iciacheS to achieve this effect. (Lewis)

ORDPR. E0-TAPE. A device capable of recording both t1
eb signals of a television productiOn on a

epial 'filaanetic tape, which can be played back to repro-
eri re program. (Lewis)

RESOLVTION,_ Afaility of a_teleyision system to distinguiSh an---,"-,-,1 ,. -,.
,

ro iiere fine: e:til in the _subject piCked -0 by -the
,
by the

mega: ,
,

0 FREQUENC
,".

TE COMMUNICATION The use of one or a series, of
ing man=made Satellites which are equipped to recei.V0'

am ,1fy, and re- ian'6mi-E (or merely reflect from its stli"--

, microwave 64,gnafronts fr and to specially-adapted trans-
hitters and re=4vers several hundred or thousand miles

ar, ' first elt erimental application for transmission of
radio, e e,,,4i orl, and telephone signals between Europe.
an e nite

. , ~States Made by Tefstar satellite i tAlly,
. -0

gAriBas,



NV'

SCANNING -Systematic impingement on all parts of an area, by a
narrow j;eam of lightk or other el,ectromagnetic radiati

which is either initially modulated (optical sound recorc ing)

Or which._ becomes modUlated in the scanning process (tele-
vision, ,optical sound pickup). , (yUrPA).

SCRIPT A set of written specificatioas for the production o

a motion picture, television program, or other rend txon

a Presen'kat on; ihcludes narration and presentat on

out.

,SHADOW AREA Due to,*TV tiansmission, charaater'istios
:ticular.ly on UHF channels,, some cOmmunities do not, receive.
satisfactory signals from television stations because

natural. AxriArs, such' as mountains' and terrain variata
e areaS W ere, the .signals ~cannot get throUgh are

covf: Lewis)

MOITOLEXING device for the mixing of severa

,
transmission over a

tor'
lz

System;,

s it!u4:4).0ied to carry video`
a: mu 404,6 (Lewis)

SIMULCAST
over two if erent station's. In sane instances
ne w r of,AM and FM r 1 e au

roa cast over a radio .station wile:
ram is pen out over stationt,

a o

compressional waves transvPrsing 4ir
1 solytm 644) at some frequency,_

en4e'S'Niihin the audible "FzgP,
1.8 00 cict4--; per second). (0E10,A)

sound fibR an'y .pource other than -,the
on,, or music. in ari audio, presentation

4Piori (13* Comm -)



STEREORHONT

STEREOPHQNIC Term, denoting an audio technique or preselita40.4
in which two,- microphones are placed some distance ,aPart and
signals, re fed simultaneously into two separate chani*lS.
..Playback broPicast, disc,, or tape provides 'a dimensiOnal
egect when sent _through two separate amplifiers. 1:6447,.

akers. which are placed. some distance apart for reprOdticinq
Comm) =

$1'7RATOV.1414* iihe use of high-flying aircraft to retransmit
elev lion prograMs originating from ground base S4ttons.

to transmit directly from video tape systemS. (Latter,
empiOyed by, the Midwest Program on Airborne Teleti

. (D Comm)

PROGRAMS Programs which are not paid for ,a
but are put on the air as a service by .;the broad-

statiom (e. g. , oearly morning instructional bivadcas
si4n). (Kinder)

-sw,00At RA A set of push buttons mounted on a boic or
at allows selection, of the television image from
evera cameras. The image can then be fed into a

distribution system or to .a broadcapt
ewis)

q13,,RP#44A:$0011:00:1*gjECTOR 41g)0,01gpixrp.pF9
-**44,4*00*#y:,444.***;41p4p4',464- 01**_;
4400: that ;14; compatible sarith he .e'.1:evi0i041,f,x4410. any

stem. _The use of nonsyn,chrttilrnouS,,prolectpx!
inari y resu =lts in interference ,patterns on 00, 'repro.-

oagesa, .(1a-ptos).

Q###01- ,ggp,Oi0OOR An electronic _generator0*.t,'.that,
patterns for the control of teleVisiOncircoLs.,

.pulses are ,re,qUireci for -on .-=the -air broadcast;"
may be employed far local4 Sy4teMs

Oir04 (Lewis:)
.

vse of an intercommunication system to proVide
contact. 4etleffe*4 the teieVision director and the

:in some cjr6Secl-circ4# aPplica#0fis, to Permit
remote ciasSrooMs to ask ques0.0nS of the

rud (Lewis:)

v D.49 e used in the .proCess. of recording _picture
sound: ,£rom television krOgramS by ptoees

o: wound (BroW'n)

).,( :



TELECOURSE' A full sequence of lessons offered over close

circuit or broadcast television for credit or for auditing
purposes. Depending upon the individual instit4tion
sponsoring the activity, written requirements, reading
assignments, and examinations are included. (Lewis)

TELEPROMPTER 4' Mechanical "cue's feeder to televiSion actors
ers) has been broadened and developed into One of

the ye mechanical aids' available to speakers (-or
rqrq).

arge typed words, .eight times the size of regular
er tkpe, unroll through a compact unit in front-of te

s ea er. The typed words, 'On a long roll of papet, enter
speaker' s field of vision at a\rate of speed controlled

er the speaker or an assistant.
possible to go back in the speech or go forwar

erated rate if the occasion demands.

;ing more than one unit in synchronization, the sPea
argil y look the audience in the eye as his eyes
ac and forth from the multiple teleproMPters

and right of the lectern".

incorporating =a set f of solenoid St4it.c. GS in, one
r9r.nPterP and Placing thin:, strips_ of _ad_ hes4$07bacA

aluminum= foil on the roll of teleprompter,,
"tar activate the sWitchee,. recozdeip. projectorsprojectors

o* ca 4,,,,,,i r.Ii l
thespea er 44.1:veri (See alsO'il'ELEOvtTON ) ANA

E a. Lie projector arranged to' project ,imageP RA9 e u
lightght groin the surface of opaque graphic

3._c ,iires, ,drawings , typed material'. It is no ile040-
employ slides. .,or OtbOr. tranPParPnCieS with utii,.

:Part ,of , i-4 itiuitiple,,cer 4rrang.epent , the "TelOP" feeds pro
ima-eS- to' -the' Camera, (Lewis) .

fr-

) ,

STA OR electr on4.c device capable of receiving ,a tele
i,4

-
v40 transmission from A VHF. ,station and conver4ng, it far

i0101 liion on a *0 channel. A translator can also 4be
d Pr pick ,up a proOram from a UHF channel and retransmit`

different UHF channel.' ;(-Lewis;)

kISSiON LINE A conductor system designed to transmit
'eq ical impulses from, one location to anotiher. This,/,' .. . , , ,

This
44- e the line connecting the 'transmitter to: the antenna

e coaxial cable' inking (Lewis),

sy

sMIPsX



TRANSMITTER :

TRANSMITTER (BROAD,CMT) A general term applying to t
necessary to radiate radio or teleVision signa s
for reception at locations within the .service are

fOr?ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY

,FREQUENCY W4ve 1.engthS reserved commercial and
elevisipi_ which 4e in the wave `bands of 300 t

I. Includes channels 3443: Less icigerful
:FREQUENCY. Sz'T Comm)

FREQUENCY ave_ lengths_ reserved
o e$0.s- 'on' which lie in w_ aye

include* channels
IICE;- (p: T, Comm)

ation for VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
4 ,

0

e;x* o the visual componentsOf to ev
cot :f en is the range obtained from 4.001
era

.

4 value is rest_
incl4de proYisign: for sound or

alr_P uPimages .appearing on a, spec a tube.

tP±OPR pvigion camera tube ofmuc smaller physical
an the image, prthicon. The vidicon requires more light .

or' tInmtlar".M.51e "n6raition but is less expensive in cos
era

' e

DER ;(ELECTRONIC) A .small picture t0P0 built 4#to A
,s- OaMe*k: an400nneCted_to- pickup` circuits,

..camera -man 'see exactly boperiabl q,

pv,TRP.44: QP7, A camera ac5,mPonert,t arranged to indicate
#4,44444-,Pfe the camera' s field of Y P4,P14.4

d ate, g70,-*4.101,,;pgovis;ion for:- .altering' the }Boundaries 0
to- correspond the field. 44yfts 'AevOr0;

vieW4ndePOI 0-40P40 'e-e-r10414
. !a.

corrected or pgr414x. This 000*** error
ob a thew cage of la type of integral
ch :can 0, moved into position: fOr view rig the e1;

aamera, 100. Opp as0-$%ii.A.t:



ANALOGUE comPOr

ANALOGUE COMPUTER COmputer system or machine whose input and
Output are' 44i0i4Ycontinuous variable's 01441y measure-

lien. depth,- teMperatUre,' etc:., There is no Point
which;} absolute values are conSidered ava4lable

,

giOu :t4cics.; usually on a drum,. used to- store
,

,c aracter# Serial fashion. The 14its cOprising one Char-
-:are stored-- in parallel, one Or each, hit. (IBM).

UMBER SYSTEM 'Coipared with the usual decimal
has none digits and -a zero--the 'hinary systemha4oz;),1

and a zero. thus , the first ten:whole 'Oulu erg,
e 4.11TribeP siv4eqt (with their everyday equ,equivalents

;arenthes s) are': Y., -.1.7- ,
./ 1000 (8)4,_100.1,,

y number s S.tem used in many electronic
;format_'ori theory, (1:sh)Eng4-, .

measure of amount of information: e,
at w c put in.to a given assemblage, cons;.stAn

er,Of ai*erna4Ve, outcomes CO'r
eyent, reduces Tthe alternatiVes1*- -One-

,-ti41:ng, a:, oink_ 'thethe chanceS of getting. tails.,
even. To reduCe the' alternatives ;I;)17- 2.1*-t .
=i ec0 p14', 6- coin will: kal). head, :49 ,

o bit Lk POOP:5h- 11f-4044. jAthe :alterriat4Ves,) '(gz414s,

smallest r 4:*tr:4''' which_- can be 41 teF00: 1 . .
4:0C, 0:02.,#. e:: -Ptkl, of an array consisting.;'67E1

,et_a -14I - each bit 'tan e eittier' i:.-or ..1.. -,, ,...- .t.. ,
rea a e0c `of'X' -data cards into 40ades

°* rIF:P-P.s. a 1 # so: tbAt..P-MAUOis.-gt9P, a 00, be
:

e *r* e$ 6400a PY feeding s0404.,0'e 4; A, to a
ee Ode tire -step *ore,. qUiC)4Y. (I

READING



.,1.1......

CHANNEL (DATA P.frIOOS6I

CHANNEL (DATA PROCESSING) A shielded line over which pulseg
travel from one unit to another, within the calculator.

CO/ OUTER A device which, can accept information an
information. The supplied, Putput, information s cter
trot the accepted input information. (:I1319

CONTROL, PANEL The, nerve_ system Of accounting
panels are lugged with wires that relay data from t
to the various machine, functions to render

DATA PROCESSING . gathering, 'Storing, and process
.

'storing,
igtqFI4 infOrthation of.. a;

DIGITS COMPUTER .Cfortipte.r ,WhiCh operates _clear
-Oi -scete numbers 'as Okiose4*,6',./44,40a.
,atia Which are .ued_ in an analOgue';go

,DRUM rotating, qirlindeF with a ma
.,stored by Magnetizing spa, t

-Write ,,heads staggered aboUt

e',recording, to remove the ma
cii.g,thet tape 1113,,.a Strong ma

co er:s, this is done, by an "era,
o erased in a few moments on a bui

atter

eraser,

ropeesingi, naie given to the sma
cant. piece or section of data.

into
s*-.4 ,Pc9Oessings the spreading ',9f- 4or'several foi 'prntn punching,

in, accor ance with signals from the` OAF:

;ION In aata processing, the channel ng, of
data :16.eations into one tield: for printing Punch01-

60d6
-rocessing, the input receptical

ne: (IBM)
the Card.-



ItrOAMTION .RETRIEVAL The vrae...1eSS _.s*ogng lae
4^ "- c

.inft*Mation and v:Pel,eCtiVitY retrievingn' thiSfrinfOilia.
Or computer -(010

DIViA.pRoctsgitioY Ank data in any of 'several poSS ble
Oros v1.0.;atk 1,p introduce-4 4*C0-.4:44 *C*1,, upon_

0.1*,,044.00 -4:P.#1WAgt

an ities

S.7.147cTION. 14 data prOceSsing,, the, name giVen to..
group aracterS -,recognized the Calculator

s ec two s4c.,

w a be and address e!ie
et" ) (IBM- ,

reference

ne01aeration t9 convert the PUnghed,a,ta in
two printed lines -,(or ,hoth) ae "%ace

"MP
n,444,,,Proce.gsing.agriATt-,r TOolete -multi-character lines ofT prirnting.,_9 one a

-.4 ,. _ .

,40:geSs- of determining by -deductiVe4reaSonin
fir ..obtaining desired result from

s;,_

n I134)

DBV CB Mechanical or electronic device which can, per
one of e 16 basic logical functions, as wo,,,,,St

er on or off--a decision ,element: ZBM ,k

..pRoggNI:
erformed by the COmp- iter order toy.

TIC, CORES
donate 4n ,cap

r9Ptions. Thos_e used in Computer
e up s are .a out the diameter of a Penc4.1 lea

Pr#. magnetic_ oicideS:pteOse4 into t
e gpig,,ma444,4ed;'41 either of

rK :SENSES m444:t4 PUNCHES;-) The ,SenS:ing of I4Scretej.y laced
ra" ic):04,17 o*, a card, to cause the punching. of the marked.

STER C



MEMPR2'.

MEMORY Phortened name for storage devices' locations in general.

The name does& t imply any particular device as much as it
implies storage of some data where it will be accessible when
ee e

in( DRUM itiechlanical device for the serial presentation
. memoranda for regulated ,periods and at, regulated int:ervals.

the electronic Paging, or recognizing written SliMbols bY reflecting lic4ht,
e t WO an optical 4,1rsteMtP4 light

lye device_-, is device converts' the x.e'ieOted energy
-6:0 gicall impulses, which may be transmitted`as a ,

gesentation of the information on t e w4tten

PATI4,P#07i:EN01 ,i;,3( media wh4ctvrt:/:
tic partially finished produc

A

(

7-1.9p

/,
4 SCOPIC MEMORIES A glass disk on w n ormatiori is

`=st.ore.d photographically in binary fOrm. This lalforMatOn
e 'read out by a', beam of light.F, It is,presentiy being

anOtiagetrgnSlation,- (IB

R ;(;COMPUTER)- Individual who prepar:eitt*instru.ction,

erices: and who develops the step-by-Step operations, ,

o_ be, performed the computer in order to
(IBM)

v=
e name applied to the ability to, gO to any

.

a. any time and with equal facility and
ation. AceeSs'itime is a further

s egg

449tITIOOn 0.u.,Of a storage unit and
e read it back into the Same::

04 jib*:

GENERAT



RETRIB E (RETRIV) When a meq'sag.e 4-0 stored :44
certain operatkans must be carried out to '.read
displayed. Those operations const
This act includes such operations ae,ini
operation and transportation from the polxit o
Potnt of display. (Terliouw)

SEARdii The operation of determining_whether certain
is in storage, the manner, in which it is org,an,

located. ,As information is ,stored 6::wir
of forms, the prOblem'of ,search becomes .increas'
Another complicating factor is the need to e
search procedure such consider. atxons e Oarac
audience for which the message is designed
prOposes to do. (TerLouw)

SOLID7STAT,E ELECTRONICS Term,used to 4eicpbe_
of sMall el ectronic component,, such -,:trani -4:46
Ilave,no ligkted or heated Filamentf,_aTid,*404can
*rietead.of vacuum tubes most 610:Ci".01'ite

S ID STATE ;WIC Utilization of solid_state_dev, cep
form logical functions as to ''.faqtel*
(#149

SORTER-COLLATOR In data processing., a s
to handle specific jobs of sorting an
deterOined by a code. (D & T co

STACKER The output receptacle for. Oar

,STORAGE' Implies some method of keeping data
,ence. For axampie, in computer proces4Inc

on tapes, intermediate storage on drums
storage on Ma4vetic co:Fee. (D

-sTpitg (01049x) *nterl;t0 ipeteep
0)r1

n.

for4i*t*kcpthe` 4444 64_$00:J#40.044i; tx
34yg coioiott4494 :del*

events can be, t*ed far deidyed reboth ad-out_p
Metti, .ormati:oni64:.0*aptegStic,Of

tern actor to be cons:'14ere4-. Space 60,,
another ,sign;ificanj factor.



ITC citRdt4ors A circuit whipb, causes a start
action, or a switching action, by electronic. mg
computers, this is 'performed automatically by. the
of a 'certain usually a.P4,-sP grla when

performthey cai a logical operation LID

STE MEER lidproblems in, ih us mice busis,

ER) The printing of group totals with a code
eti,cal description.. This differi from listing



J,

: . - .- . .. . : :. ' : ::

t e ELECTRONIC BNiN LABORATORIES

,

AUDIOACTIVE TernSometirnes used to refer to listening-speaking
practice. A1spused to describe facilities in which students
are.. equipped with , preampliffier , and microphone

:
1?)tans of 4icb the student' s voièe is amplifi.ed and

caFrie simultaneously to his own headphones as he speaks.
- UO)

:

5 S

AUflIOL±NGU New. teri wi4ch replaces "aural-oral" and refers to
that elernent of language (sound) which is sp6ken in normal

-/,
,
eieryday c9nverstionai. interchange as differentiated from
1gug as gesture or as writing. (USOE) .:

-?>4.
4?

AUDTONPASSIYE Terms4sometines used to refer to listening prac-

4ie whezino oral zesppnse is expected. Also used to
describefcilities in which students ate equipped with

achone s only. (USCE)

o'rT cund-treate cubicles for student stations in electronic
learning laboratoxies. The acoustical partitions ae usually
9fl threS4es. The front partition may be a collapsible,
sidr$r folding pane1 or it may be made of transparent

;rnateiais such as plexiglass. (D & Comm)
: : : . :,

CHANL, DUAL (TAPE RCORDER} Usually a stereophonic (dual-
jrack) recorder adapted so that two separate channels
(roa sia1 and student sial i an electroic leIrnq
laboratory) are recorded simulaneouslyor seciuentially, on

: two separate tracks of the same tape. Special switches and
circuitry allow the student channel t be rarecorded withojit

I : erasing the program channel. (USOE) +

'. (
\. - 4? 54 4

1

: c' .

' MULTI (1AP REC0RpER) i , When applied to prograxn. spur,.
this means that several sources can be transjnitted simul

- taneously to selected student positions in the language
(or learning) laboratory network. When referriig to
recorder, it means that several different signals or
nels are recorded or played back simultaneously but separately
trough a knultitrack recorder. (USOE)

I

CONPUTER % device which can accept information and supply
N

information. The supplied output information is derived
from the accepted input information. (IBM

-
N

COMPUTER

I )4 N n - ,

' . . !'
4 I 4II

__:_ ---- ---------.- - .---.--* -,



C:if0 s contro
*wig 4.distributio
ro signals , an

CONSO

center (in an electron,
n panel controls, t e, trans

iF

d may" include facilities
th individual stude4ts or anwO'tAqa illtergoMmunication w

ou ,:0160E).

sUally lOcated adjacent. to, or aa:
h radio or electronic learnir41,ali or stud

stalled to Permit visual cOlti4P.41.?.410e4
area, fs= .Contains ,control console , audio #cl4prcient

'accessories: employed by the direCtor', teac er, an

NI

eig**cif',911e channel with anotAer,-,-,,ke*Pie,
'a :3'st:4M as when one student -heath 40..74i1:0).4:9n74L
al `or another Student' through his.

Orage,' and handling of data th rou
ec r systems. Permits electronic
rewarded images withdut removing_tiAle origin

trly. (Lewis)

E A modified TV kinescope piture
retain selected images for as long _as 4piiiire,

CAL IteferS- tO devices whose functions are s.

id by interrelated mechanical 00-eleOtr*ca-,
VOCes4e6., SOmetimeS used to denote any of .thE

Audioi40441 _OMponentS of electronic
cry tape recorderti, PhOneA,
One (04- T- COmM)

1*''Llkst,*4-'rrd Basically, a ..e0,0
ers, !,#'-liones and microphones, connected

-0";e,'Whete switches permit the :14*-root047-.
to ;wi.t All students SimUltatieous4;::--M:

1*10#0 and (31 One i4t,udei*,-**44944.*
4Stribute to-seVeial; different master t4:1300::t41,00:tec'.

tn. '1001(6 laboratorisf- each student e4did "3vdual master tape to which he ox44.
cis. arid' sometimes taCcordifig' to instructions

oniee. *St electronic labOra:taries.,4

1000,11AniOm at the stu4eWs deelc!.

ELECTRON/C LEARN/



areloiraradrriamod.o..,...troo

is isolated{ by sound dampened panels.. on
stu4ent is provided with a microphone an .,:ear Ones.
Itel4nt3y, remotely controlled reco:rd#4, tiom crop hones
fastened to the earphones headset the- e,l na-

on of 1.0,olat4ion ha+0, 0, 4e to *.s4:,*

rp7740, Suppl.einen*
tat *eat* efficiency provided :when
are ;resented either the :en to 6*C

r
314

ent4490 since
ese facilities 'can be utili0
of foreign la_nguageS; ,reading ; spell

appreciati.on and ,crit
erOdrel-So4a1 studies; AenOgraphy,
an ar)

MIA 100, Called, "headset") A device cap-s
e:0,p=tWa telephone _receivers -connect-0

01AiStening to audio sources, Maud
circuits. Some headsets, or
a small microphone to periittwo,-wa

Lewis)

OlgfaittG ..An applied ,science partAtoi
s _chologist# ::and engineers, ccinOerr:
iimen,i_and the of Ole

fork in relation to human sensory
qgtOtair Oilities, learning, capacities,,, be

kk Ind satisfactionsl (2) T,e-,ar
n.

e eng neer manages materials.
is

evelopment ire record_ er*
-V iP

r*,S 04'
40,1).eppes stuclori, rop0400 *4+4.-04;v0.

e OTer revers fig its direction. ,(1.1$0,0

ptiv4ces, which. present cOintilete,..p9.
44 largely Self,--siippOrting;r4her
t*

(a T'ccroM)'

UC NAL_ME.DIA
ormatioi , and

eri tart'
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INTERCOMMUNIcATION SY$TEM Usually a two..way "intercoui
\

i
networ1 w4ch permits "talk-back" between the teacIer

*

S

stent in an electronic learning aboratory or remo
classrooms on a closea TV circuit7 also dio cinectibh

I
between a TV or z'adio director and crew rflbes. (D

: , 2';

r
L1?$ LBOW1TORY A term currently used to deicribe rbCIn

eqjppe4 for language instruction in which taperecoderS
proj t. record , and other devices are sLngly or

) '
,# & combination , tsed. (See ELECTRONIC LEARNING LABORArORL )

.
+

)

r

:

:
::

:

n acetate or plastic ribbon cb . e

$e s.th tinoxide particles. The " width apes
employed for magnetically recording audio for

. ssezçnt Fepouctiou. Special tapes of greater width
artd or magnetic stora9e o data in coiuterS. be

I

recenp veloinent is the 2 width used in V&deo ape
r9; ntire te levision program , inc1uing the Üi6

:i

ana control signals. ewti
&

_7' : i ., :

Thó tpe rcor$ing £om wl4ch duplicates aie rnad
valuable "master " are copied on meta1 did

¶ _ cords tO insur ke recor4ed material against loss du
pr acøi4ental exposure of the master tape to s&o

gnØic ie1ds. (dross)
4:

;
y ; 7-

I

1 '1

? ,
w ' ,

zOLIz A cevice employed to pick up sound frqzenciés an'

2
:

convert them to electrical variaons tânsutissio

; ;
e ectrical Qables, Miqzphones are availab]e ii a '

of designs afld pLckupor ectiona1 ptern. Accessies
per4x the use of booms , stands , and clis as supórtg id

* ipuiating arraiqements (twis)
'

MODEL LUØ vo ce or voices, preferably of native speakers,
\WuL$1are recordec a a, gtpde for stl2dent p±acftice. Alào

the werances or basic inaerial of each lesson which appear
n dialogue form, naztaticre form, or Li isó1aion and

p

mo4els for the students. (tTSOE)

M ORNG Z1 electronic learzng labs, listening to hé
pun4 igial as it iseixq eded or plyed backs A
eara larback head softe recorders permits 1istenig

4to the tape as the recording .ts made. tlso iistenino
thdentsthough the intercom drii'g 3.isten-'speak pradUc4
dzring record playback of stu4ent practice respons

- 4-;

i

___-_1_- _________



'1541#4,, 0440: Exercise. With /*Sic, $40..-4tte011pea
several . small and 0:404.iitint., changes to*; order
,40,7'4.00.0)40.47 .are-`00e repeatedly in ooel 't:o gain 0040

grOpinatical: (ox- other') i*e
7

*4.

yn

ce :of 4:ieti.41:y constructed` 144tng t
tery '0::a,Okject with minimal error,, The i

a****isuc t)-g, pioeiNtil :maters. if-:

,

,,, --1 -- r ..` ,:47 which they 'aie 'subjected.. *6 .04
Ze of fectivenes,s of each tOgli; iv sequence
At performance :.i00.6tile-. 0f: is Lidents. Se-. :..,_

-NTRAWC,..): (biaoc-34),

it 4:771,01: vi40',,:prepareq niitr9,ct :9gi.
04,0 's the steR7W-et:00 .9 rations-
-o by the computer:"gt'er, i-4,_,, .,

.140,4,,, programing teciln, e,,40.0.4.6,,,,,.,
nrm rovi e*,i, characterized by i0.001.1.y:)..e*

WSice 4etiOnses,-- and consistent use 0', brans inq
0

0 114. it,i,e*.t'orm4tiari section of paCti
Se,ects'e:01; correct response . `o * e .question

aaed on e ,inxteriai;:, he ,Ts, sent t0:04 item
01,0i 4,e4e:otitt.,an incprre*',4t'4rila' ,iire,,,

wt,iich,:pikoyideS information as. to whyw
-go .,x7,0t, (4 the, c.tent.,ti* the programer;'

rest y predicted ,, ,e;10004404 ;00P0i1008 4.0. t: ti,...g
opu at on. will 0*, t' e',,kogress taken, 44 .447

Ccintrol,-o s' 'tMi..tespOnses-, i
0444405,01440,es, 1

ItE4: t:eclinii4fiet cif prpgram ;Iv
sequences ,off` iteMs'Prese4t ire f or-mata response tipm tfie oac

eligneci Vat 'errors e Atiama
e student* in the target top p,4 ne: Ever y-

400t item i#,0raini rogress differing
o the 141 14h1. .,ph he proceeds thro,49 0 sequence.

demanded of the ei* owt,
r le)
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RECgRDER?t ,
I

*
,

I

A tape unit , sometimes called a recor4er/rrq4tIcer ,
J
/

ãrod ard play back. It conains recordix nd p1y-
and heacs. heads may be fuU-ack,;4i-c, or tertcic. (USOE)

k /

k

?

.' -. "-
; .' ?;)

_ , 1 4 whi"h ;
/'<REMO 9ROL MecInica1 and/or e1ectt,ica sao1

;a

the ontro1, operation, an adjustment çsuh
:: $: IoJectors, cameras , tape recorders 1ectrQc

;,

1èari.ng 1abs', audio and video systems in aaJ acent. or r c ,.

4

a

areas by means of specia1 switches and electrical ;e.!ys
;(

i a (& T ôoin) 4

r , \:

s-ÔNxTbRxNG sYsT In a language lab, eqzinent vbIi per
the Student, to bear 'his own voice performance eithe

J

throigh °activated' 1ieaphoie or de1ay y
: j;ns of p:ying back his recording. (USOE . .

a: :
a

: (

Electromagnet wich forces a pston to move .

c :;

when a ctirrent is introduced in orde to ac e a. . .

iinii oeratj.on in a piece of e1ecronic iena , aa 4 ' .4(D Cóni)

;:

OtDSQATE EECRÔNXCS Term used to decbe a special type Q
component, such as tranSiSOrSa,. W1i

a £

ri1ed or heated i1aments and which ci be up .*
r of ,vacjum tubes in most electronic circuit4;_
f a a a

* i 1

:? 4 STUDENT POSITION R STMION Desk, tb1e , or ,00th wher i4nta
eüieri is located for receiving apogram anrectig

a

T ornn) :: . .

: .:I
c \ \ 4 .

J

sMs APo? n integrated , programd cmp1ex &nsuc-
tja1 edia ç machinery axd personnel whose ccrnip9ents ea

t*turé1 as a single unit with a scthedule oE t,me an4
a ps:.ng: (11s piizpose is to in,Sie t1t :Y

a:

àonerIts:o 1heoric whole will be available wi
;$ char'actristjcs and at tate proper tie , O4OItt

:

: tOte total 5ein and in so , to 4 :

4jih 1ve been estat1ished ) (D & P Comm) a- . a ; . a

a .

a
1

laa a\

SXSTEMS DIGN,
r4e side of Euntionsandres:urceóq

ind1udincpetéonnel nd technical faci1es ch as
isiori, tie kinds arid amount of tesourçtes and a,p
n d*ed sequence of events leading to accmp1±S1iTnent
of specified and operationall definec a ieventeç

4a

SSTEMS DESIGN (IN :
\

aa

c

a

-
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systems approaci sou1d provide a way of checkizg on the X1á-.

'ti pérformarAces of all component to actcrs of omy
'ad' hou1d reveal áy inadeqtacies oE the Several corn onents, .

inc]uding the au24a of timing and consequently pf the
syStem, (Carpenter

,
?

sYsri:4s ENGINEER Studies p±1em in try, sc&ne,,
arid government, fld then organizes electronic data processizg
techniques and macbire systems to so1vethem. lie wor1cs at.
tl3e source and with management in the organization coianed.

.;
",

'

; :

L!APEqARTRIDGE Magazine or hard plastic dasé containinga reel,
r àr two; tape which is placed on a re9rder wiout

-ing. ee1to-ree1 cartridges allow the tape moe'iientte,.(

coitro11ed in either Thi.rection. End1èss-'1op or oinuous-
1oop cartridges can continue playing indefinitely ito not

;
rétincUng at will. (USOE) e ys

" ' ' t , c ; f

4 'TAPE AZINE MhGAZINE , TAPE
.

: -' - - ,.
2

: ;'M '

*
-I

? ' AP REQRER See RECORDER, TAPB
&

)
j

;'
I Etho k cpmplex of existing devices combined into 'one ,

.'

instvument which includes a waU-sized1.- '

thz'ëe (or Tiore) translucent screens ; a tape recpr4e
ojtor, three transparency projectors and one opajte

k 4 jr--aU situated behind the screens ; an ipstz'qt9r" .

1e&ein arid pushbitton control paneL foropating the.k ,#

be programed on a punedape. for automatic .

(See alsp TELEPROMPTEL ) (D & P Comm)
,

:
)

:\

TEIZPbP A mechanical "e" feeder to ie1evi±on> actprs
r

tor r) has Ieen broadehed and developed 10 on
.

edaiica1 aids avai1ab1e to peà1ers (or ,

?-.

" -- ' .

-

.
S , S -

: s,

?

)' ;:\S . , '
5'

;',

:
:

eight tizne hé size of xguia te
noI Ebrough a comac uni,t ii f'önt of te

sker. he tyed *órds, on a lçng roll of papr, eier
a1kert è held of vision at a rate of speeds controlied

Le the speaker o an sèiSant.
possible to go baak in the spech or go fprward

at a cpelerate rate if the occasion mäns
mbr thai one unit is synchronization, the speakz

,£
5'

- I

S'

TELEPROMPTER5'
f -SS

/
-.

S

I
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can apparently ook the aud.ence in the eye as his eyes .. ,

travel back and forth from the multiple teleproinpters placed
,, to tle left and right of the lectern.

By incorporating a set of solenoid switches in one of he
teleprompters and placing thin strips of adhesive-backed
alpminurn foil oii the roll of teleprompter paper at the cte

-

words, to activate the switches recorders, projectors, and

- room. lights an be thrned off and oxt in synchronization
:

with the speaker' S delivery. (See also TLEMATION. ) (NP)
J
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